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Tigers Host Fullerton
in '82 Finale Next Week
Pacific will close out the 1982 season one week
from today when the Cal State Fullerton Titans
invade Pacific Memorial Stadium. The last two
years this match-up has produced a pair of wild
and exciting finishes with the Tigers capturing
the decision in both.
In 1980, Harley Miller hit Gary Blackwell with a
touchdown pass with nine seconds remaining, to
lift the Tigers to a 32-26 victory. Last year, after
getting out to a 17-0 lead, UOP held on for dear
life and had to stop a two-point conversion try by
the Titans in the last 20 seconds to maintain a 1716Kickoff time next Saturday is 7:30 P.M. The
Knoles Parking Lot will be open once again for
tailgaters, so come early. For reserved tickets,
call 946-2474.
Also, remember, two other big dates coming up
in the next month and a half—the men's basket
ball season opens Nov. 27 vs. Portland and UOP
will host the 1982 NCAA Women's Volleyball
Championships, Dec. 17 and 19, both at the A.G.
Spanos Center.
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Our Team's a Tiger on Cleaning Cars!
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SCOUTING REPORT

KICK OFF

San Jose Homecoming Foe For Struggling Tigers

new savings goals

It's been six long weeks since the
University of the Pacific football team
last appeared in Pacific Memorial
Stadium. It's also been that long since
the Tigers last tasted victory. They'll try
to remedy that today in the 1982
Homecoming Game against PCAA and
Northern California rival San Jose State.
Coach Jack Elway's Spartans have
consistently been one of the most
dangerous teams in the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association over the last
decade. Defending PCAA champions,
they were the media's pre-season pick
to repeat but come into today's contest
6-3 overall and 2-2 in the conference,
thanks to a mid-season slump that saw
them lose three in a four-game span.
But San Jose is on something of a
roll, riding wins over Nevada-Las Vegas,
48-14, and Santa Clara, 40-0, and did
defeat three Pac-10 teams—Oregon,
Stanford and Oregon State—to open
the season.
Elway's innovative offense can hurt
opponents in a variety of ways and the
Spartans have some of the best skill
players in the conference in quarter
back Steve Clarkson (1,935 yards
passing and 16 TDs), wide receiver Tim
Kearse (38 catches, 6 TDs) and tailback
Bobby Johnson (486 yds. rushing).
"Their offense has the ability to make
the big play," says Pacific head coach

Bank of Stockton makes it
happen for you

BankjfStacklon
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Headquarters: Miner and San Joaquin, Stockton
Offices: Stockton, Lodi, Manteca, Tracy, Pine Grove
Member FDIC

Bob Toledo with respect. "They spread
you out with their formations and
motion and then isolate a good receiver
on your poorer defenders. They're a very
explosive football team."
With all the acclaim garnered by the
offense, the San Jose defense might be
overlooked but it's just as talented.
Ranked No. 7 in the nation against the
rush, Elway's defensive eleven is an
chored by nose guard Jessie Green and
cornerbacks Gill Byrd and Ken Thomas.
"Their defense is really underrated,"
says Toledo. "It's got great team speed
and their defensive backs have the
ability to play man-to-man, which affor
ds them the
luxury
of
blitzing
linebackers regularly.
"They really pressure the passer and
with a world class sprinter (Thomas) at
one corner and a pre-season AllAmerica (Byrd) at the other, their
secondary might be as good as we've
faced."
Toledo's Tigers, who last won here on
October 2, 29-27 over Nevada-Las
Vegas, have lost four straight, the last a
nerve-wracking, 32-31, decision to Long
Beach State. It was a game that saw
Pacific overcome a 15-point halftime
deficit to take the lead late in the fourth
quarter only to see the 49ers steal it
back with 1:17 left. Toledo remains
positive.
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Record-setting junior quarterback Paul Berner leads Pacific against San Jose
State today.
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, feel so bad for our kids, they're
playing hard but keep coming up short,"
says the fourth-year coach. "It's
frustrating losing like this, because
we're
doing
some
things
real
wei|—we're just a few players away
from being a winner."
The offense produced its fourth 400yd. total offense game of the year at
Long Beach State, spearheaded by
junior quarterback Paul Berner's school
record 370 yards passing. Berner's
primary targets are developing into
perhaps the finest group of receivers
ever to play together at Pacific. Tight
end Tony Camp has 38 catches, rangy
Greg Thomas has 30, including 15 in the
last two games and sophomore Ron
Woods has 28 and has caught at least
one pass in the Tigers' last 17 games.
Senior fullback Gary Blackwell, a
sure-fire All-PCAA pick, and speedy
junior Lionel Manuel have shared the
brunt of the rushing duties recently.
Blackwell became UOP's No. 10 all-time
rusher last Saturday and has 536 yards
for the season. Manuel, a converted
wide receiver, was UOP's offensive
player of the week and gained 164 allpurpose yards (rushing, receiving and
returns) at Long Beach. The offensive
line has remained virtually intact but
sophomore guard Greg Pacos has been
getting increased playing time recently.
On defense, the story hasn't been as
rosy. Injuries and inexperience have
coupled to make it a long year for the
Tiger stop troops. Leading the unit have
been nose guard George Dunlap and
tackle Kereshawn Hardy up front,
linebackers Thomas Cowling and Rob
Kochman and free safety Kevin Greene.
Kochman leads the team in both tackles
(91) and interceptions (2). Cowling and
Hardy are tops with nine sacks apiece.
Pacific and San Jose State have
played some epic games in recent years
but the Spartans have managed to win
four straight and six of the last seven.
They beat the Tigers, 40-25, in 1981 at
San Jose and won the last meeting at
Pacific Memorial Stadium, 28-23, when
UOP's John Morehouse was stopped
short of the end zone on the last play
from the one. The two seasons previous
to that, San Jose prevailed 32-31 and 3331, both times using last minute
comebacks.
Overall, the Spartans lead in this
series, which started in 1921, by a 30-20
margin. There have been four ties.
"This is our big game every year and
our seniors really want to beat San Jose
because they've never done it, says
Toledo. "We'd like to go out of this
season with two wins, our kids deserve
it. The effort's been there, now they
need the reward of winning."
The Tigers will close out the 1982
ramnainn next Saturday night against

—STATISTICS

-1982 SCHEDULES, RESULTS
PACIFIC (1-8)

Sept. 4
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

SOUTH CAROLINA (3-6)

at So. Carolina .. . .6-41
UC Davis
. 22-23
at Idaho
17-36
Boise State
15-22
. Nevada-Las Vegas. 29-27
. at Fresno State ... 30-49
. at Utah State
12-14
at Arizona
. 7-55
.at Long Beach State 31-32
. San Jose State
. Cal State Fullerton

BOISE STATE (6-3)
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6

Nov. 13
Nov. 20

Cal State Fullerton.. 20-9
* Nevada-Reno
20-13
at Pacific
22-15
• at Northern Arizona 14-30
* Montana
21-14
* at Montana State.. 14-27
* Weber State
41-21
* Idaho
17-24
at Cal Poly-SLO ... 26-24
Utah State
* at Idaho State

Sept. 4

Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

UC DAVIS (8-0)

Pacific
.41-6
Richmond
30-10
Duke
17-30
Georgia
18-34
Cincinnati
37-10
Furman
23-28
at LSU
.6-14
at No. Carolina State .. 3-33
Florida State
26-56
Navy
at Clemson

NEVADA- LAS VEGAS (2-6)
Sept. 2
BYU
0-27
Sept. 18
at New Mexico ... 21-49
Sept. 25
at San Diego State . 23-26
Oct. 2
* at Pacific
27-29
Oct. 9
Texas-El Paso .... 28-21
#a! Utah
Oct. 16
14-24
Oct. 30
* San Jose State ... 14-48
Nov. 6
at Colorado State.. 36-31
Nov. 13 * at Long Beach State
Nov. 20 * Fresno State
Nov. 27 * Cai State Fullerton

Sept. 11

Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

at Pacific
23-22
at Cal Poly-Pomona .. .37-7
Cal State Northridge . 30-20
Cal Poly-SLO
. 24-0
Santa Clara
. 28-7
* Chico State
28-13
* at San Francisco State .42-6
* at Hayward State
.41-6
* Sacramento State
* at Humboldt State

Oct. 9

Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

SAN JOSE STATE (6-3)
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2

Nov. 6

Nov. 13
Nov. 20
Nov. 27

'Conference Game

*
*
*
*
*
*

UTAH STATE (5-3)

LONG BEACH STATE (3-5)

Oct. 23

*

Sept. 11
at TCU
9-24
Sept. 18
Weber State
31-10
Sept. 25 * at Cal State Fullerton .. 19-0
Oct. 2
* at Fresno State
6-31
Oct. 9
Idaho State
30-3
Oct. 16
* Pacific
14-12
Oct. 30
Brigham Young
20-17
Nov. 6
# at Utah
10-42
Nov. 13
at Boise State
Nov. 20
*at San Jose State
Nov. 27 *at Long Beach State

Cal Poly-SLO
26-6
at Oregon
10-4
Weber State
25-9
* Utah State
31-6
* Pacific
49-30
at Nevada-Reno
26-40
* at San Jose State.... 39-27
« Long Beach State.... 40-22
* Cal State Fullerton... 31-14
Montana State
*at Nevada-Las Vegas

Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Oct. 1
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30

Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20
Nov. 27

Sept. 25
Oct. 2
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13
Nov. 20

at Wash. State
. 14-3
Pacific
. 36-1
Portland State
.. 52
Weber State
35at Northern lowa ... .38- 1
at Montana
16- 4
Montana State
36at Boise State
?4-1
at Idaho State
20- 1
at Northern Arizona
at Nevada-Reno

FRESNO STATE (8-1)

ARIZONA (5-2-1)

at UCLA
10-41
at Wyoming
27-36
• Cal State Fullerton. .. 7-3
at Cincinnati
14-34
» at San Jose State . 22-21
at San Diego State 17-15
* at Fresno State ... 22-40
* Pacific
32-31
* Nevada-Las Vegas
Bowling Green
.Utah State

Sept. 11
Sept. 18

Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 2

Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 9
Oct. 16

• Oregon State
38-12
* Washington
10-20
lowa
14-17
* at UCLA
24-24
at Notre Dame .... 16-13
Pacific
55-7
* at Washington State34-.17
* at Stanford
41-27
• USC
* at Oregon
* Arizona State

IDAHO (7-2)

Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct. 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 13

Nov. 20

at Oregon
18-13
at Stanford
35-31
at Oregon State
17-13
at Cal
7-26
» at Cal State Fullerton . 38-15
* Long Beach State.... 21-22
» Fresno State
27-39
» at Nevada-Las Vegas .48-14
Santa Clara
40-0
« at Pacific
. Utah State

#Designated Conference Game

CAL STATE FULLERTON (3-7)

Sept. 4
Sept. 11
Sept. 18
Sept. 25
Oct. 1
Oct. 9
Oct. 16
Oct- 23
Oct. 30
Nov. 6
Nov. 20

Nov. 27

No. Arizona
19-15
at Boise State
9-20
at Cal Poly-SLO
14-10
»Utah State
0-19
* at Long Beach State ... 3-7
* San Jose State
15-38
at Wyoming
20-16
Nevada-Reno
7-17
at Hawaii
3-9
* at Fresno State
14-31
* at Pacific
* at Nevada-Las Vegas

Qualify Print Shop
132 East Channel Street,
Stockton .California 95202 466-7375
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SAN JOSE

UOP

(Thru Nov. 6)

(Thru Nov. 6)
NET

AVG

TD

RUSHING

LG

NET

AVG

TD

LG

29
8
11

486
228
134

4.3
5.1
4.3

2
4
1

48
32
12

INT

PCT

YDS

TD

LG

9 .559 1935
2 .542 103

16
2

78
26

ATT GAIN LOSS

RUSHING

ATT GAIN LOSS

Gary Blackwell
Antioune Lang
David Brown

106
34
46

554
192
217

18
13
4

536
179
213

5.1
5.3
4.6

4
2
1

41
16
23

Bobby Johnson
Ron Thornburg
Art King

114
45
31

515
236
145

PASSING

ATT COMP

INT

PCT

YDS

TD

LG

PASSING

ATT COMP

Paul Berner
Sander Markel

339
45

172
29

13 .507 2079
1 .600 259

8
2

45
22

Steve Clarkson
Jack Overstreet

284
24

159
13

PASS RECEIVING

NO.

YDS

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

38
37
29
20
12

549
413
443
216
66

14.4
11.2
15.3
10.8
5.5

6
2
3
1
0

53
78
67
20
32

NO.

YDS

AVG

LG

35 1357 35.9

49

Tony Camp
Greg Thomas
Ron Woods
Lionel Manuel
David Brown
PUNTING

Marshall Lampson
KICKOFF RETURNS

Mike Holford
Gregg Daniel
PUNT RETURNS

Lionel Manuel
Garry Parcells

38
30
28
27
19

AVG

TD

LG

PASS RECEIVING

474 12.5
433 14.4
448 16.0
9.2
249
171
9.0

5
0
3
0
1

35
36
45
22
19

Tim Kearse
Bobby Johnson
Eric Richardson
Bill Nicholas
Roy Smally

NO.

YDS

LG

PUNTING

21

857

56

Mike Berg

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

KICKOFF RETURNS

LG

AVG

TD

LG

11 30.9
8 18.6

1
0

100
32

NO.

7
5

167
101

23.9
20.2

0
0

40
24

Tim Kearse
Ken Taylor

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

PUNT RETURNS

NO.

YDS

AVG

TD

LG

6
2

48
16

8.0
8.0

0
0

28
12

Tim Kearse
Sherman Cocroft

8
1

28
3

3.5
3.0

0
0

14
3

TEAM TOTALS

TEAM TOTALS
Points/Avg. per game
Rushing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing (Att./Comp/lnt.)
Total Offense/Avg. per game
First Downs
Penalties/Yards

UOP

OPP

169/18.8
894/99.3
2381/264.4
391/200/16
3275/363.9
192
61/677

299/33.2
1205/133.9
2469/274.3
297/160/7
3674/408.2
177
85/672

Points/Avg. per game
Rushing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing Yds./Avg. per game
Passing (Att./Comp./lnt.)
Total Offense/Avg. per game
First Downs
Penalties/Yards

SJS

OPP

251/27.9
1100/122.2
2122/325.8
310/173/11
3222/358.0
171
69/576

173/19.2
784/87.1
1965/218.3
267/151/17
2749/305.4
145
68/610

Parker Floor Care
HARDWOOD FLOOR REFINISHING
CONCRETE SEALING & PAINTING
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THE 8RUVO8 SPORTS QUIZ
Here's a chance to test your knowlege of UOP football, and have a little
fun, too. All material is taken from the 1982 UOP Press Guide.
1. Last year against San Jose State, two UOP players scored on touch
down passes of 60 yards or more. Who were they?
2. UOP set a team record for most passing yardage in one game earlier
this year. Against whom was it set and how many yards?
3. During the 1960's, only two UOP players participated in the East-West
Shrine Game. Who were they?
4. Who is UOP's only player from San Jose?
(Answers can be found in centerspread section, page 20-21)

s4. (p.

@o*t4fauctio*t, lite.
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KNOW WHAT?
"If you go to
my grandpa's place
he'll save you
a lot of money."

Eric Halvorson
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I—HEAD COACH BOB TOLEDO
3.-

A Winner Building A Winning Program
In just three years at the helm of
the University of the Pacific foot
ball program, Bob Toledo has
established a winning team and
community attitude that promises
to make 1982 the brightest season
for the Tigers in some time.
Built around an exciting, in
tricate, pro style passing offense
(UOP has been one of the nation's
passingest teams in the past three
years)
and
freshmen-oriented
recruiting,
Toledo's
club
has
struggled at times while building
the foundation now established but
has also developed a reputation for
rising to the occasion and being
able to play with anybody in the
country on a given Saturday.
In 1979, his first year at Pacific,
the energetic coach was highly
responsible for the more than
19,000 fans that poured into Pacific
Memorial Stadium each game. That
figure marked the largest average
attendance at UOP in more than 20
years.
Toledo's squad also pulled the
first of many shockers on the field
that season, clobbering Iowa State,
24-7, to give UOP its first-ever win
over a Big Eight school. A year
later, the youthful Tigers upended
Washington State, 24-22, UOP's first
win over the Pac-10 since 1969.
In 1981, Toledo orchestrated two
remarkable upsets — 23-21 vs.
South Carolina and 23-17 vs. Hawaii
— over teams that had been rated
in the Top 20 at one time during the
season. UOP also improved its
overall record for the third straight
year.
These successes, the solid foun

dation already laid and one of the
finest recruiting classes in Tiger
history bring Toledo to his next
hurdle — winning Pacific's first
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
title. And over the years, winning is
something Toledo has become very
familiar with. He has been a winner
in every phase of the game.
One of the nation's youngest
head coaches, the 36-year-old
Toledo spent three years as the
secondary coach at USC prior to
accepting the UOP post. Southern
Cal was 31-6 during Toledo's
tenure, winning two Pac-10 titles,
two Rose Bowls, a Bluebonnet
Bowl and the national champion
ship in 1978.
Before his stint at USC, Toledo
spent three seasons at UC River
side, the first as offensive coor
dinator, the final two as head
coach. The Highlanders were 15-6
during his head coaching reign (8-3
in 1974 and 7-3 in 1975) and won
two California Collegiate Athletic
Association championships. They
were 8-2 in 1973. In each of the
three years, Riverside was ranked
in the Top 10 nationally in total of
fense in Division II.
The outgoing, pass-minded Toledo
earned a shot at the college ranks
after compiling a 26-5-1 record in
three seasons at Riordan High
School (San Francisco) and cap
turing a pair of West Catholic
Athletic League titles. He was an
assistant at Riordan in 1969.
Toledo also enjoyed a standout
playing career. He starred for San
Francisco State in 1966 and 1967,
quarterbacking the Gators to first

(209) 223-1740
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"The Tiger Volleyball Station"
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Thirty-six-year-old Bob Toledo—
a teacher, a coach and a winner.
place in the Far Western Conferen
ce as a senior and runner-up honors
the previous year.
In 1967, Toledo had one of the
finest seasons in college football
history. He completed 211 of 396
passes (.533) for 3,513 yards and 45
touchdowns. He set eight NCAA
Division II records, six of which still
stand.
He was second team All-America
(Div. II), NorCal Back-of-the-Year, first
team AII-FWC and led the country
in total offense. He passed for over
4,000 yards in two seasons at S.F.
State.
Earlier in his playing career,
Toledo was a JC All-American at
San Jose City College and started
for three seasons at Lincoln High in
San Jose.
Toledo is married (wife Elaine)
and has three girls (Demetra 13,
Christa 12, and Alissa 6). He
graduated from San Francisco
State in 1968.

•PLAYERS'

•ASSISTANT COACHES
Tiger Staff One of College Football's Finest
Assistant coaches are the lifeblood of a coaching staff. While the head coach is always more visible, makes the final decisions
and ultimately bears the responsibility for the success of a program, it's the assistants who lay the groundwork.
Among Coach Bob Toledo's staff's duties are recruiting, watching and analyzing film, administrative work, public relations ap
pearances, keeping tabs on the academic and personal well-being of their players and, of course, on-the-field coaching.
There are extremely long hours during the season and hard work throughout the year in preparation and planning. Toledo's 1982
Tiger staff, pictured below, ranks with the best anywhere in both dedication and performance.

65 MIKE AVRIETT
Offensive Guard

FRANK BAUER-4th Year
GARY CAMPBELL-1st Year
Defensive Coordinator
Running Backs
Defensive Line/Strength
(UCLA, 1973)
(Western State College, 1970)

JOHN RAMSDELL-4th Year
Receivers
(Springfield College, 1975)

John Falls

STEVE HALL-3rd Year
Defensive Backs
(Chico State, 1977)

GARY SCOTT-3rd Year
Outside Linebackers
Recruiting (Pacific, 1970)

PETE McFADDEN-2nd Year
Asst. Defensive Backs
(Chico State, 1977)

BRUCE SPEEGLE-2nd Year
Asst. Offensive Line
(Northern Colorado, 1977)

Salute

95 JIM BANNOWSKY
Defensive Tackle

58 DAN BARNES
Inside Linebacker

48 DON BATISTE
Defensive Back

12 PAUL BERNER
Ouarterback

BILL McQUEARY-4th Year
Offensive Coordinator
Offensive Line/Academics
(San Francisco State, 1969)

44 GARY BLACKWELL
Running Back

32 DAVID BROWN
Running Back

85 TONY CAMP
Tight End

61 JEFF CARTER
Offensive Guard

8 JEFF COUNCIL
Placekicker

37 THOMAS COWLING
Outside Linebacker

33 GREGG DANIEL
Running Back

97 ALBERT DEL RIO
Defensive Tackle

83 KEN DeSHANO
Defensive Tackle

3 DARRELL DIVINITY
Defensive Back

64 GEORGE DUNLAP
Nose Guard

38 KEVIN EINCK
Inside Linebacker

94 RANDY FRANCK
Defensive Tackle

27 ANTHONY FREEMAN
Defensive Back

53 KEVIN FREUDENTHAL
Outside Linebacker

RUSTY WEEXES-1st Year
Inside Linebackers
(Santa Clara, 1971)

Bob Deerinck

THE YEAR OF THE TIGERS
John Fall's Men's Shop
2105 Pacific Avenue
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62 LAMONT GIBSON
Defensive Tackle

42 KEVIN GREENE
Defensive Back

9 MICHAEL GREER
Outside Linebacker

56 CARL HANCOCK
Inside Linebacker

99 KERESHAWN HARDY
Defensive Tackle

31 SHELDON MacKENZIE
Inside Linebacker

17 LIONEL MANUEL
Wide Receiver

14 SANDER MARKEL
Quarterback

11 JIM McCAHILL
Quarterback

66 DAN McGAHAN
Offensive Guard

55 JIM HEARN
Center

1 KURT HEINRICH
Wide Receiver

20 MIKE HOLFORD
Defensive Back

68 NICK HOLT
Inside Linebacker

86 BOB HORODECKY
Wide Receiver

60 SEAMUS MEAGHER
Defensive Tackle

63 JEFF MOLLETT
Defensive Tackle

34 CORNELL MULDROW
Running Back

30 BRAD OSBORN
Running Back

50 ROBERT OVIEDO
Outside Linebacker
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29 JON HUNTER
Defensive Back

19 SCOTT KINNEY
Placekicker

59 ROB KOCHMAN
Inside Linebacker

2 TROY KURETICH
Wide Receiver

7 MARSHALL LAMPSON
Punter

73 GREG PACOS
Offensive Guard

21 GARRY PARCELLS
Wide Receiver

77 RICK PENN
Offensive Tackle

88 MARK ROGERS
Tight End

74 NEIL ROSS
Nose Guard

92 MIKE LANDIS
Outside Linebacker

24 BRAD LANE
Defensive Back

26 ANTIOUNE LANG
Running Back

79 FLOYD LAYHER
Offensive Tackle

6 MIKE LOVE
Wide Receiver

10 BOB SHOLLIN
Defensive Back

71 WES SIBOLE
Offensive Tackle

15 BRENT SMITH
Quarterback

75 CARY SMITH
Offensive Tackle

77 STEVE SMITH
Offensive Tackle

10

11
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36 JOE TAYLOR
Inside Linebacker

MM

89 GREG THOMAS
Tight End

47 KEVIN THOMPSON
Inside Linebacker

70 CRAIG TRIPLETT
Offensive Guard

48 BILL WAGGONER
Defensive Back

-

4 KENNY WAGNER
Defensive Back

25 KIRBY WARREN
Running Back

51 STUART WEIMERS
Offensive Tackle

72 EDUARD0 YAGUES
Offensive Guard

18 MICHAEL YOUNG
Defensive Back

35 BILL WOLSKY
Running Back

|M|

Bevo X, the current Texas mascot, Is a fix
ture at Longhorn games.

69 ROBERT Z0LG
Defensive Tackle

Big Red, the Arkansas Razorback, is not known for his even temper.

I

1982 Football Banquet and Quarterback Club Film Meetings
ther information, call UOP assistant coach Steve Hall at
946-2127.
The Quarterback Club will also hold a weekly meeting,
each Monday at noon in the Pacific Club (on the east rim
of Pacific Memorial Stadium), at which head coach Bob
Toledo will talk and show films of Saturday's game. Lunch
will be available.
All club members and those interested in joining are in
vited to attend. The Oct. 9 meeting will be held at a site
still to be determined and there will be no meeting Oct. 30.
For further information, call the UOP Sports Information
Office, 946-2472.

The Quarterback Club will host its 35th annual Football
Awards Banquet, Nov. 30, at the Stockton Golf and Coun
try Club.
Former UOP and NFL quarterback Bob Lee, who played
in three Super Bowls during his NFL career, will serve as
the evening's master of ceremonies. Lee was recently in
ducted as a charter member in the UOP Football Hall of
Fame.
Seating for this event, which promises to be the best in
many years, is limited so reservations must be made early.
Dinner will be $15.00 per person. For reservations or fur

The Navy goat first appeared at an ArmyNavy game In 1893.

by Rick Reilly, The Denver POST

t's not easy being green.
Or red. Or blue. Or striped. Or
winged. Or furry. Or scaley. Or
razor-backed.
In fact, life as a mascot in the
wild and, ahem, woolly world of college
football can be a pain in the, well, tail.
Oh, yeah, being a mascot seems glam
orous enough.And there are a few lucky
ones.
Take Mike IV, the genuine Bengal
Tiger who makes Louisiana State Uni
versity his home. Mike goes first class.
He lives in a luxurious $96,000 pad, a

veritable mansion complete with a pool,
a pastoral grassy area and a tiger-sized
wooden scratching post. College presi
dents should have it so good.
And then there's Auburn's war eagle,
who stays in a custom-built home worth
more than $35,000.
But these are the exceptions to the
rule. For the most part, mascots will tell
you it's basically a tough job. But some
body has to do it.
Just ask "Shasta," Houston's Cougar.
Or "Handsome Dan," Yale's lovable bull-

continued
It
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The new Technics cassette decks with dbx!
They don't just reduce tape noise.They eliminate it
There is a new line of Technics cassette decks so
technologically advanced they are capable of
reproducing music with virtually no audible tape
noise. None.
They not only feature Dolby* noise reduction,
but also the dbx noise elimination system. With dbx,
a Technics cassette deck compresses the signal so
the dynamic range is halved. When a tape is played
back, the process is reversed. The original dynamic
range is then restored and noise is pushed below
audibility. Loud passages can be recorded without
distortion, and soft ones without tape noise. There
is even dbx disc decoding available for playing
dbx encoded records.
The Technics RS-M255X goes even further.

Wide range (-40 to +18 db), three-color FL meters
handle the dynamic range dbx gives you. An
electronic tape counter doubles as a remaining time
indicator to show how much time is left on your
cassette. Bias and EQ levels are automatically
selected for any tape formulation. Microprocessor
feather-touch controls give you fast, easy, mode
switching. And Technics RS-M255X gives you the
stability and accuracy of a two-motor drive system.
Audition all of the sophisticated Technics
cassette decks with dbx. Including the very
affordable RS-M228X.
Why settle for tape noise reduction when you
can have tape noise elimination? From Technics.
Dolby is .1 trademark of Dolby Laboratories Inr

Technics
The science of sound.

r

dbx is a registered trademark of dbx, Inc

dog. Or "Smokey," Tennessee's un
flappable bluetick hound. Ask any of
'em. They'll tell you.
There's all those kids—prodding and
poking, bugging you for autographs.
Sometimes, you just want to bite, but
then there'd be all that bad press.
And all that noise—75,000 lunatics
screaming and screeching and carrying
on all about a bunch of college kids
throwing around a pigskin. How's a guy
supposed to get some shut-eye?
But the worst, oh, the worst thing is all
the pranks. Seems like nobody's happy
with just one animal for their mascot.
Everybody wants two. So they go out
and try to steal one. It just happens to
be a coincidence that the extra mascot
usually happens to belong to that week's
opponent.
Sometimes, mascot-stealers get away
with it. Sometimes they don't. Once,
they almost got hung.
Way back in 1963, some Aggies from
Texas A&M decided to kidnap "Bevo,"
the real-live snorting longhorn steer of
the University of Texas. (How Bevo came
to be called Bevo is another story.)
The Aggies sure enough got away
with Bevo and the folks around UT were
sure enough hoppin' mad. So mad they
solicited the help of real-live snorting
Texas Rangers. The Texas Rangers al
ways get their man and they eventually
got the Bevo-nappers, who confessed
and promised to take the Rangers to
where Bevo was waiting in the morning.
But in the morning, Bevo was gone.
The Aggie students were shocked. The
Rangers were getting upset and let them
know that what they'd done is still offi
cially known in Texas law books as "cat
tle rustlin'" and was still punishable by
(gulp) hanging in these here parts.
Well, panic swept through Aggie-land.
A second group of students admitted
they'd kidnapped Bevo from the original
kidnappers. Bevo was returned and no
body was hung. (We're almost sure of
that.)
That wasn't the first indignity Bevo
suffered at the hands of the Aggies. One
year, Texas A&.M whipped UT 13-0 and
decided to immortalize the score in the
hide of Bevo, by branding the message
"13-0" into its hindquarter. Well, Texas
students wouldn't stand for that and
added a few brands of their own, chang
ing "13-0" into "Bevo." Now you know.
Bevo's descendants still stalk the
Texas sidelines to this day, although
"stalk" might not be the best word for
what Bevo does, since Bevo is sedated
before the games, lest he get carried
away with the sea of red on the field.
Of course, some mascots don't have to
be worried about getting spirited away
during the dead of night. The Florida
A&M rattlesnake for one. The Maryland

Who's in charge here—Ralphie of Colorado or her Wranglers?
terrapin for another (it's a 500-pound
bronze statue). But maybe the least har
ried college mascot of all is "Big
Red"—Arkansas' razorback hog.
Well, let's get one thing straight: he's
not really a razorback. They're near
extinction, with only a few of them scat
tered around the world, mostly in Aus
tralia for some reason. What Arkansas
drags out onto the field on Saturdays is
a mixed-breed hog—a "duroc." But be
ware, the duroc is still one ornery crit
ter. Big Red has tusks and weighs in
the nasty neighborhood of 600 feisty
pounds. He also smells "just horrible"
according to one Arkansas insider. "I
don't know why anybody would want to
steal him. What would you do with
him?"
Nobody's tried since the legendary
days of "Ragnar"—Arkansas' first

Mike IV of LSU resides in a $96,000 home.

mascot—a real razorback. Ragnar is to
college football mascots what Dillinger
was to bank robbers. Ragnar was said to
have a mean streak a country-mile
wide, and folks around Fayetteville
speak in hushed tones when they tell
Ragnar stories. Once, a couple of rattle
snakes slithered into his cage. The next
morning, they were dead. Then a coyote
crept in. Ragnar ate him. Then Ragnar
burrowed out from under his cage and
escaped into the night. An Arkansas
farmer finally found him molesting one
of his prize sows and was forced to
shoot him. But since then, nobody's
messed with the Arkansas hog.
You'd think nobody would want to
mess with a stubborn, side-kicking
mule, either, but the Midshipmen of
Navy just keep trying.
Stealing the Army mule is a task
unique unto itself. West Point keeps
four mules as mascots, and they're all
guarded by a sophisticated electronic
alarm system. Said alarm system was
unfortunately discovered by two Navy
men on a midnight mule raid. They got
as close as the corral door. "And even if
you did steal one," warns A1 Kinechni,
the Army man who handles the mule's
publicity, "you'd have to be awful care
ful. That mule could knock out the side
of a truck with one kick."
Now, stealing a goat is quite another
story. Army seems to get Navy's goat
regularly. Since 1893, when a Navy goat
made its first appearance at an ArmyNavy game, the West Pointers seem to
have had possession of the goat more
often than the boys from Annapolis.
The funniest goat caper wasn 't pulled
off by Army, though.It was by the U.S. Air
Force Academy.
The Cadets were set to play Navy at
RFK Stadium. "There'd been rumors all
week that either the president or the
continued
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vice president was coming to the game,"
remembers Navy's publicity director,
Tom Bates. "Everybody was looking for
them."
And lo and behold, just before kickoff,
a string of shiny limousines drove
majestically onto the infield track at
RFK. The parade of limos passed by the
Air Force contingent and the Cadets all
rose smartly and saluted. The cavalcade
then circled toward the Navy side and
the Midshipmen stood and were getting
ready to salute when the limousines
stopped. A door opened. And out
popped the Navy goat.
That may have been Air Force's finest
chapter in chicanery history, but
they've had their red-faced moments,
too.
When Air Force and San Diego State
were selected to play in the 1981 Mirage
Bowl in Japan, the Cadets readied one
of their prize prairie falcons for the trip.
The falcon puts on a great halftime
show—diving and swooping around
the stadium at speeds up to 100 m.p.h.
And so it was that the Japanese fans
were anxious to see the Academy's fal
con in person. But the day before the
game, the falcon decided to go sight
seeing and never came back. The mostpublicized cadet of all was AWOL on
game day.
The falcon eventually showed up on,
of all places, a Chinese oil tanker miles
off shore. The captain of the boat knew
just who this wayfarer was and re
turned it to the Mirage Bowl officials.
The falcon was donated by the Academy
to a Japanese zoo and still resides there.
The cadets are still waiting for a post
card.
Some schools have mascots as regal
and majestic as the falcon and some
have, well . . . chickens.
At the University of South Carolina,
the "fighting gamecock" struts the side
lines on Saturday. A gamecock, under
stand, is a specially-bred rooster
trained for cockfighting. They're vi
cious creatures, larger than everyday
chickens, and evolutionarily equipped
with a perfectly nasty little bone stick
ing out from their heel that they use like
a dagger during fights.
But the "gamecock" at South Carolina
is, well ... "I hate saying it," mumbles
one S.C. fan, "just an ordinary chicken."
With a couple of modifications. Two
metal spurs are attached to its heels. It's
the nearest thing to a gamecock the law
will allow, since cockfighting was out
lawed years ago.
If you like your mascots rare, you'll
love the mascot of the Southern Illinois
Salukis in Carbondale. A "saluki" is an
odd-looking dog that dates back as far
as 3600 B.C., to ancient Egypt, where the
college kids there used it for their mas4t

TIME WAS WHEN YOU COULD HARDLY MANAGE
YOUR INVESTMENTS WITHOUT
YOUR ACCOUNTANT YOUR BROKER
AND YOUR POSTMAN ALL GETTING INVOLVED.

The Army mule has been the subject of many attempted kidnap plots.

cot. Southern Illinois picked the saluki
as its mascot because the southern part
of Illinois is sometimes known as "Little
Egypt." The first saluki took over in 1951.
It's name? "King Tut" of course.
The saluki is a sight to see, of course,
but Colorado's ripping and/or snorting
buffalo, Ralphie, is an experience to be
had. Ralphie, a ton of fun, leads the
Buffs out onto the field like Attila led the
Huns. With six handlers literally hang
ing on for dear life, Ralphie explodes
from the Buffs Tockerroom tunnel like a
Texas tornado with 90 blue-and-gold
clad players sprinting full-speed behind
her. She drops them off at their bench,

The Air Force falcon puts on a great halftime show.

makes a masterful buzz of the end zone,
then stampedes back to her 12-foot
trailer, making sure to strafe the enemy
bench along the way, sending skittish
players and coaches leaping over
benches and water coolers.
In the late 1960s, Ralphie became the
nation's most celebrated mascot as the
Buffs made regular appearances on net
work TV.
But famous as she was, not everybody
had heard of her. Just minutes prior to
the kickoff of the 1967 Bluebonnet Bowl,
some unknowing University of Miami
players were waiting in the tunnel at
Rice Stadium, peering out at the crowd.
The Hurricanes hadn't heard of Ralphie,
much less did they know that 2,000
pounds of anxious buffalo stood less
than a first down directly behind them.
They knew moments later. Upon getting
a signal, Ralphie began her charge up
the ramp, sending the Hurricanes
sprawling in all directions. Some were
said to have scaled a 10-foot wall in a
fraction of a second, leaving only suits of
skin behind.
And while it's true that things are gen
erally rough all over for mascots, Ral
phie is still queen of the Rockies. In fact,
the CU student body showed their
devotion by voting her homecoming
queen a few years back. They still sell
little stuffed Ralphies before games.
They still have "Ralphie Rowdy" rooting
sections. And they still run the annual
"buffalo chip" throwing contest for the
truly loyal Ralphie fan. The winner gets
a date with Her Highness.
Chaperoned, of course.
£
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borrow up to the full margin
It used to be a hassle to
INVENTED
value
of your securities in
switch investments

CMA.

around—and keep track of
them. Your broker handled
some...but notifyou invested in
late 19th-century European oils or a
lakefront property.
And even after talking to
your broker, there
was that wait for
the mail.

Now, instant
flexibility. The revo
lutionary Merrill
Lynch Cash Management
Account® financial service elimi
nates all that.
At the heart of CMA™ are a
Merrill Lynch brokerage account
and an experienced Merrill
Lynch Account Executive.
Don't lose interest. The
CMA service also makes sure mmm
your money keeps earning
money virtually all the time, at current
money market rates.Your cash balance is
invested in your choice of three profes
sionally managed money market funds,
with dividends reinvested daily.
If you need extra cash, just write a
check or use your special VISA® cardboth provided by Bank One of
Columbus, N.A. You may automatically

the account.

An accountant's delight.

At the end of each month, you
receive a single, comprehensive state
ment that keeps track of everything
you've done through your CMA. Every-

thing.
How to get started. To join the
675,000 investors who already have put
more than $40 billion to work through
CMA, all you need is a minimum of
$20,000 in securities and/or cash.
For more complete information,
including a prospectus
containing all
~"
sales charges and
expenses, please
"iN
call toll-free
800-MERR1LL
(637-745 5) Ext. 758. Be
sure to read the prospectus carefully
before you invest or forward funds.
THE MORE YOU DEMAND
OF YOUR MONEY,
THE MORE YOU NEED CMA:

Merrill Lynch

Merrill Lynch. Pierce. Fenner & Smith Inc

A breed apart.

CM A™ is not available in Iowa The Cash Management Account program is proprietary to Merrill Lynch. US. Patents Pending © 1982 Merrill Lynch Pierce Fenner & Smith Inc. Member. SIPC.

Tom Harmon

O

ld 98," Tom Harmon, played
on the University of Michi
gan's varsity football team
from 1938-40 and helped the
Wolverines chalk up a 19-4-1 record dur
ing that time. Harmon was a consensus
All-America in his junior year, when he
led the nation in scoring with 102
points. His per-carry average of 6.7yards
was also first in the country that year.
The next season he was a unanimous
All-America choice and was again the
nation's scoring leader with 117. He was
his team's best punter, too, with an aver
age of 37.9 yards per punt. In his three
years at Michigan, Harmon accounted
for 237 points, including 33 touchdowns
rushing, and threw for an additional 17
TDs. He totalled 3,438yards rushing and
passing.
Harmon's college football career cul
minated in 1940, when he was awarded
the Heisman Trophy. He next spent five
years in the U.S. military service, rising
to the rank of captain as a fighter and
bomber pilot during World War II. After
leaving the service Harmon played for
two years with the Los Angeles Rams,
then went into television and radio
broadcasting. He was one of the first na
tionally known sports stars to make the
transition from sports to broadcasting,
paving the way for many other athletic
figures. Harmon later formed his own
company in Los Angeles, called—of
course—98 Productions Network.

6t

Harmon has found time during his
busy career to devote himself to various
community service projects, with a par
ticular commitment to youth. He has
worked with the Heart Fund, Muscular
Distrophy, Junior Olympics and the Boy
Scouts, among other causes. He encour
ages young people who are interested in
sports to get a college degree, empha
sizing that athletes should use their
athletic ability as a means to an end and
should look beyond sports to the im
portance of an education.
Describing his community involve
ments, Harmon says, "My life as a
broadcaster has afforded me many
advantages—travel, a good income, in
teresting work and a position in the
community where I have enjoyed work
ing on various projects through the
years. ... I find my main interest is in
young folks. I try to tell them to (keep)
their heroes—to pick out a hero and
emulate his or her life and beliefs. I just
don't want this country to ever lose its
heroes."
Harmon himself could certainly serve
as one of those heroes.
Bob Gain, who played for the Univer
sity of Kentucky under Coach Paul
Bryant, was one of the best linemen in
the country in 1950, equally skilled at
offense and defense. The 6-3, 230pound tackle was known for his fierce
ness on the line—he was called a "oneman wrecking crew."

Gain won honors in 1947, '48 and '49,
and reached his peak as a Wildcat star
his senior year. That season he was cocaptain of the team, was named an AllAmerica and was awarded the Outland
Trophy as the best college lineman in
the nation. He also helped Kentucky win
its first SEC Championship and a sub
sequent trip to the Sugar Bowl.
Following his graduation from col
lege, Gain spent 13 years as a profes
sional football player with the Cleveland
Browns. After retiring from pro ball he
went into sales and today works in that
field for a Cleveland company.
The former All-America devotes a lot
of time these days to the Cleveland com
munity as president of the Cleveland
Browns Chapter of the National Football
League Alumni. The organization con
tributes to many youth-oriented char
ities, in particular the Special Olympics
program.
As president of his chapter, Gain is
responsible for organizing his city's
annual Alumni Charity Golf Classic.
That event helps fund the charitable
and educational work of the organization.
Gain has fond memories of his college
football days, and speaks of kidding
Coach Paul "Bear" Bryant today about
the 1950 Kentucky team starting the
coach on his record-breaking winning
streak. But in a more serious vein, Gain
feels his All-America background gave
continued on page 14t

Sweats—the all day, all night,
anytime, anywhere wear.
The Gap's got sweats in
colors and combinations
that nobody else has.
Go sweats! Great style,
great value.

The Gap covers America with over 530 stores.
1982 The Gap Stores. Inc.

These days,
where you stayisas important
as where yougo.
Best Western
has theright place to stay.
At the right price.

So no matter where
you're going, you'll always
know what to expect down
the road.
Best of all, our Road
Atlas and Travel Guide is
free at any Best Western.

Whether you're travel
ing on vacation or an ex
pense account, chances are
you'll find a Best Western
where you need it most.
At the price you want
We check out
Rest assured.
to pay.
There's a Best Western for
every Best Western before
every travel budget.
Because even though every
you check in.
one of our hotels, motor inns
Twice a year — every year—we put
and resorts has its own personality
every Best Western through a grueling quality
and individual charm, every Best Western
control inspection.
has the same goal.
It's the toughest in the lodging industry—
We all try to give you the best possible
with
a thousand-point checklist that leaves no
place to stay at the best possible price.
No other lodging chain can make that
promise at over 2,800 locations in over 1,900
cities around the world.
-

e you more places to stay,
we Helpyou find them too.

We not

Because
we're the
world's largest
lodging chain,
we do more
for you than
anyone else.
Take our
Travel Guide,
A lot of people
would be lost without our
for instance.
free Travel Guide.
It's loaded
with detailed roadmaps and information
about every Best Western along the way.

been good
Some of the
world's toughest travelers
enough for
work for us.
Best Western.
On your next trip, go Best Western. You
can rest assured that you're in the right place
at the right price.
Make reservations
at any Best Western.
Or call your travel
agent or our toll-free
number: 1-800-528-1215.

-
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Rest Assured.
Andorra, Aruba, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Canada, Denmark, Finland, France, Great Britain, Guadeloupe, Ireland, Italy, Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg, Mexico, New Zealand, Puerto Rico, Sweden, Switzerland, United States, Virgin Islands, West Germany

.

What You Give Up,
What You Gain

uring the past two decades, a dozen or more
college athletes have entered the realm of
legend as defensive football players—under
varying rules of the game. Alabama's Lee Roy
Jordan, (1961 and 1962), Utah State's Merlin Olson
(1960 and 1961), and Illinois' Dick Butkus (1963 and
1964) played during an 11-year era of limited substi
tutions and were called upon to play both offense
and defense.
continued
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PONTIAC TRANS AM
The excitement began 15 years
ago when those electrifying
"Birds" came down like rolling
thunder to capture the hearts of
enthusiasts everywhere. And a
legend was born.
Now comes the road machine
that will fire-up a new generation!
From saber-like nose to rakish
tail, Trans Am is a brilliant
orchestration of aerodynamic
function. Its .31 drag coefficient
is the best of any production car
GM has ever tested.
But the new Trans Am is much
more than a beautiful piece of
automotive sculpture. It's a

The makings of a legend:
• 5.0 liter 4-bbl. V-8 with dual
free-flow resonator exhausts
• 4-speed manual transmission
• Quick-ratio power steering
• MacPherson front struts
• Front and rear stabilizer bars
• Torque arm rear suspension
• Turbo cast aluminum wheels
• P205/70R14 steel radials
• 14V2" Formula steering wheel
• Reclining front bucket seats

driver's car that's totally
engineered for serious roadwork.
Trans Am with options shown,
$9,897. Trans Am's base price?
Only $9,659! This is a manufac
turer's suggested retail price
including dealer prep. Taxes,
license, destination charges and
optional equipment additional.
One "hands-on" impression
will convince you that Trans Am
is a driving sensation!
The legend makers at Pontiac
have done it again!
Some Pontiacs are equipped with
engines produced by other GM
divisions, subsidiaries, or affiliated
companies worldwide. See your
Pontiac dealer for details.

t f WE BUILD EXCITEMENT

Such devotion to duty could not ob
scure their enormous defensive talents,
however—but once free substitution
and two-platoon football were resurrec
ted in 1964, defensive reputations be
came even more full blown for some
warriors. Texas' Tommy Nobis (1965),
and Michigan State's Bubba Smith
(1966), Notre Dame's Alan Page (1966),
Miami's Ted Hendricks 11968), Nebras
ka's Rich Glover (1972), Maryland's
Randy White (1974), Notre Dame's Ross
Browner (1977), Pittsburgh's Hugh
Green (1978 and 1979) and Texas' Ken
neth Sims (1980 and 1981) were some
who flourished by combining ability,
size, speed and execution—with their
deeds recognized not only by their
schools, but by pro football talent evaluators, as well.
Each of those players was showered
with All-America recognition and the
media exposure which goes with it.
And, at least once during the college
career of each, a story was written con
taining this quote: "other teams just
can't block him without double teaming
him."
The double team—the assignment of
two blockers on one opposing defensive
player—would seem to be the ultimate
tribute to such talent-endowed players.
Such attention to Olson, who stood 6-5
and weighed 265 at least 15 years before
such line weights became common
place and Bubba Smith, whose college
dimensions were 6-7 and 268, would
seem to have been a necessity for op
posing offenses.
"When you have defensive players of
the caliber of Butkus, Bubba Smith, Alan
Page and Ross Browner across the line
of scrimmage from you, you are going to
do whatever you can to neutralize
them," said one Midwest college coach.
"Naturally, that probably would include
some double team blocking on them,
on running plays to the side where
they're playing, and maybe, occa
sionally, on pass protection as well.
But the double team block is by no
means a desperation measure to avoid
harassment by the Bubba Smiths and
Hugh Greens of the college football
world.
"What you hope to gain, especially at
the point of attack, the place where the
hole is supposed to be, is a player far
enough out of position on defense for
the offense to get the sizeable gain," said
a Southwest coach. "Moreover, if your
offensive guard and offensive tackle,
say, have been able to get the double
team on an opposing defensive tackle, it
has possibly freed one of your backs to
make a block on a defensive end or line
backer, probably a more even physical
matchup for a back."
Effective or not—some coaches think

the double team block reached its mod
ern day zenith in the early 1970s when
the Wishbone offense was at its
peak—the double team seldom domi
nates the game plan of any college foot
ball team.
"College football has made enormous
progress in the area of recognition," a
Big Eight Conference coach declared,
"and almost everyone on an offensive
unit—especially the linemen—has to
make reads once they get to the line of
scrimmage. There are certain defensive
alignments against which a double
team blocking situation is impossible,
even if the players were inclined to try
it. If a double team possibility does
come along—say for a center and an
offensive guard on a middle guard in an
odd defense—then either the center or
the offensive guard has to recognize it
and call it.
"Virtually every team has the same
mechanics of double team blocking,
with one of the blockers functioning as
the 'post' man and the other the drive'
man. Roughly, the 'post' man tries to
straighten up the defensive player, total
ly arrest his momentum, and then the
'drive' man tries to blast him off the line
of scrimmage as far as he can.
"I played college football just after
World War II, and we spent hours work
ing on how to combat the double team
block. We were taught sometimes to roll
out, spin out of the drive man's block
after the post man made contact. Some
teams were still in the single wing then
and you saw lots of double teams be
cause there was a lot of concentration
on one specific hole or point of attack
by single wing tailbacks.
"But it all goes back to recognition,
and the ability to recognize, with film
study, is now at its peak in college foot
ball. So the double team block, just like
play changes by quarterbacks, is no
longer a planned thing, but used when
certain defensive sets present them
selves. Double teaming might never be
mentioned in a game plan, yet it might
be used on seven or eight running plays
and maybe even a pass or two.
"The double team came up frequently
during the Wishbone days, because the
options and fakes by the quarterbacks
and the fullbacks, and on occasion even
the halfbacks, took some defensive
players—ends and linebackers on one
side, usually, and it was not necessary to
block them. And, because it wasn't, it
became logical to use the double team,
particularly at the hole the quarterback
picked if he decided to keep and cut
inside.
"So many sophisticated defenses
have been devised to cope with the
Wishbone that it is no longer practical
to use as many double teams. But they

On the double-team block, one offensive
player functions as the post man and the
other as the drive man.
sure helped Wishbone teams get great
gobs of yardage before the defenses
finally adjusted."
Obviously, then, individual players—
even those of All-America caliber—are
not likely to be inundated by double
team blocks during a single game, al
though super pass rushers or line
backers with great lateral range might
get extra attention.
"It's all recognition," a coach re
iterated, "and if your offensive linemen,
from film study, can recognize a certain
defensive alignment,you know the de
fensive coordinator for the team you're
playing this week also has a projector
and game films of your people reacting
to double team situations. If your dou
ble team works often enough, the other
team is going to take steps to counter it.
"If you have a good football team, par
ticularly one with big, strong backs who
can block, you're not risking much by
double teaming. First, if your center and
guard, or your guard and tackle, get a
double team on somebody a good
blocking back can handle whoever is
left uncovered—and, in theory, every
play you run accounts for everybody on
the defense—either by taking them out
of the play on a fake or a block."
"If you've got a consistently good foot
ball program, good size, speed and
strength in your personnel, you're not
likely to double as much on any single
opposing player, no matter how good he
is," said a Big Ten Conference coach.
"You expect your blockers to grade out
as winners on one-on-one blocking, no
matter who's across the line. Of course,
that's not to say you'll pass up a double
team chance when you read it. You
jump at the opportunity and hope
something good happens."
£

DO TWO BLADES
REALLY SHAVE
CLOSER THAN ONE?
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BIC SHOWS THAT ITS ONE BLADE
SHAVES JUST AS CLOSE AS TRACH,
BUT FOR A LOT LESS MONEY!
We asked men to shave
one side of their face with
Trac F and the other side
with Bic. The next day, they
reversed razors.
Each day we measured
whiskers with an electron
microscope. Minutes after
shaving, we saw no
difference.Even eight hours

later, no difference. But the
price? Big difference. One
TracIcartridge costs 51* while
one complete Bic Shaver costs
28? That's a 23<t difference!*
So why pay for a second
blade you don't need, when
the one Bic blade shaves you
just as close...shave after
shave after shave.. .for less.

THE SHAVE THAT SAVES.
•Suggested manufacturer unit retail price.
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North Country. Jantzen sweaters for bodies that like to
play in the cold. Remarkable wool-like Wintuk Orion.
And a Scandinavian look. Get warm in one soon.

Nobody knows
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him a good start toward a successful
pro career, which in turn gave him the
experience that he is now using to help
young people.
Ron Kramer's outstanding athletic ca
reer began in high school, where he won
all-state honors in football, basketball
and track. At the University of Michigan
he used that background to become one
of the school's few nine-letter winners.
He was a consensus All-America end in
1955 and '56 and his team's most valu
able player for three consecutive years;
such was his performance on the field
that after his senior year his jersey,
number 87, was retired. Kramer also
found time to captain the basketball
team as a senior.
Following his graduation from Michi
gan Kramer served in the U.S. Air Force
for a year and was a professional football
player for several years. He was a twotime all-pro choice and participated in
one pro bowl. In 1968 Kramer ended his
pro career to become an executive with
Paragon Steel Corporation of Detroit,
where he is currently a vice president.
For many years Kramer has been
deeply involved with numerous char
itable organizations, including the Can
cer Society, the Chamber of Commerce,
March of Dimes, the Special Olympics
and Easter Seals. He is on the Executive
Committee of the National Football
Foundation, a member of the University
of Michigan's Board of Governors and
a director of the Boy's Club of Metro
politan Detroit. Kramer has been
awarded many honors for both his foot
ball leadership and his community
support, such as: the NCAA Silver Anni
versary award; the 1974 Helms Award;
induction into the National Football

Ron Kramer

Bill McColl

Foundation and Hall of Fame, in 1978;
and the March of Dimes Distinguished
Athlete Citizens Award and the
Distinguished Volunteer Leadership
Award, both in 1974.
Kramer feels that his college football
days, under "the guidance of (Coach)
Benny Oosterbaan and all his coaches,
with the companionship of my team
mates and the friendships that still re
main, all gave me enough heart, courage
and intelligence to face the many frus
trations ahead."
Bill McColl, a standout receiver for
Stanford University from 1950-52, was
an All-America pick as a junior and se
nior. He was also a fourth-place finisher
in the Heisman Trophy voting in 1951,
and became a member of the National
Football Foundation's College Hall of
Fame (in 1973). He was an excellent stu
dent, too, completing his undergrad
pre-medical major in three years with a
3.5 (on a 4.0 scale) grade point average.
His senior year at Stanford was spent
dividing time between football and his
studies as a first-year medical student.
McColl went on to play eight years of
pro football with the Chicago Bears,
concurrently finishing medical school
at the University of Chicago. He ac
quired his M.D. degree in 1955. Follow
ing his residency at the University of
Illinois Medical Center, McColl, his wife
and their six children went to Korea,
where he served as a medical mis
sionary from 1962-64.

After returning to the U.S., McColl set
up a private practice in orthopedic
surgery in Covina, California, which
was so successful that it later grew to a
two-office practice. He became involved
in politics as well, chairing Ronald Rea
gan's 1966 gubernatorial campaign in
Los Angeles County; serving as presi
dent of the State Public Health Board in
1970; on the State College Board of
Trustees in 1971-72; and as a member
of the Stanford University Board of
Trustees from 1976-80. He ran for a Con
gressional seat in 1970 and again in 1972,
and plans to be a candidate in the next
election. If he wins, McColl plans to
leave his medical practice and devote
himself full time to his political duties.
McColl has been awarded many
honors for his public service. In 1964
the Junior Chamber of Commerce
named him one of the ten outstanding
young men in America. The Pro Football
Hall of Fame honored him for his "Ser
vice to Humanity," and the University of
Chicago, his medical school alma mater,
also cited him for his public works. In
1978 Stanford presented him with the
University's highest honor, the Dis
tinguished Achievement Award.
At the award presentation of the Dis
tinguished Achievement Medal, thenStanford athletic director Joe Ruetz said
ofMcColl, "In Bill McColl what you have
is the complete ideal of someone with
great athletic ability who took advan
tage of an outstanding educational op
portunity and tied it into working to
benefit mankind. I had the privilege of
coaching Bill at Stanford and will always
feel he is one of the foremost individuals
with whom I have been associated"®
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the Breakthrough Camera.
Olympus OM-IOFC.
No other camera can match its features for the price.
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OM-IOFC is a breakthrough," says
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The Army National Guard needs more officers
Get in the picture. Get out front.
Right now, the Army National Guard is looking
for men and women who want to be officers.
It's a tough, challenging job. One of the most
important jobs in America. And youll find the rewards
match the challenge.
For instance, in the Army Guard, youll gain
valuable management and leadership skills you may
use in your civilian career. Youll earn an excellent parttime income and be entitled to free air travel, PX privi
leges, life insurance, a fully paid retirement plan, and
lots more.
Youll be serving close to home, helping people
in your community and state when natural disasters or

other emergencies arise. And, after your initial training,
it takes just two days a month and two weeks annual
training each year to serve, so you11 have plenty of time
for your family, friends, school or job.
If you have previous experience as an Army
officer, you can probably join the Army Guard as an
officer. If not, and you qualify, you can get a commis
sion through the Officer Candidate Programs, or a
direct commission based on your unique civilian job
experience.
To get the total picture on opportunities for
officers in the Army National Guard, contact your local
Army Guard recruiter, or call toll-free 800-638-7600*
•In Hawaii: 737-5255; Puerto Rico: 723-4550; Virgin Islands (St.
Croix): 773-6438; Maryland: 728-3388. In Alaska, consult your
local phone directory.

Pm The Guard is
Wr America at its best

by Joe Hendrickson,
Pasadena STAR-NEWS
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conferences. Following Washington's
28-0 victory over Iowa last Jan. 1, the
series, which began in 1947, stands 19
victories for the Big Ten and 17 for the
Pac-10. Earlier, the game matched the
top team in the West against an invited
power.
Since it all began in Pasadena in 1902
when Fielding H. Yost's undefeated,
unscored-on Michigan team trounced
Stanford 49-0, with fullback Neil Snow
scoring five touchdowns, the annual
bowl lineup has grown to 16.
Departing college seniors play in six
independent all-star bowl games: the
East-West Shrine at Stanford; the BlueGray at Montgomery; the Hula at Hono
lulu; the Japan at Tokyo; the Senior at
Mobile; and the Olympia at San Diego.
The Bose Bowl game, with the rose
parade the feature attraction of the
Tournament of Roses, annually draws
105,000 spectators. Thanks to a $4 mil
lion television contract with NBC that
will rise to $7.3 million by 1984, the
game paid $2.7 million to each of the
competing conferences this year,
each school in the conferences netting
nearly $300,000.
The payoffs to each competing side in
the other top money bowls were: $1.9
million Cotton; $1.5 million Orange; $1
million Sugar; $475,000 Fiesta; $450,000
Gator; $401,000 Bluebonnet; $400,000
Garden State; $390,000 Liberty; and
$331,000 Peach. The remaining bowls
paid less, lacking big television income.
Yes, television has become very im

Mr and Mrs "T" Products, Compton, California 90221

make every party a winner.

The California Bowl made its debut last year, pitting San Jose State against Toledo.

portant.
NBC came up with a dominant pack
age last Jan. 1, presenting USC vs. Penn
State in the Fiesta, Iowa vs. Washington
in the Rose and Clemson's national title
victory over Nebraska in the Orange
night finale. This triple-header domi
nated the Nielsen ratings with the Rose
on top at 25, Fiesta 19.3 and Orange 18.

Going head-to-head against the Orange
at night, the Sugar, featuring Georgia vs.
Pitt, gained an 11.8 for ABC. The Cotton,
aired by CBS and featuring Texas vs.
Alabama, was 15.7.
The Rose Bowl game has presented
many highlights—the near fight be
tween Penn State coach Hugo Bezdek
and USC coach "Gloomy Gus" Hen
derson in 1923 when the game moved
from Tournament Park to the new Rose
Bowl; the appearance of the Four Horse
men of Notre Dame and Knute Rockne
in a 27-10 victory over Pop Warner's
Stanford team led by Ernie Nevers in
1925; and Roy Riegels' wrong-way run in
1929 that set up an 8-7 Georgia Tech win
over California.
Pasadena's success in luring the eyes
of millions upon picturesque Southern
California prompted other cities to en
ter the bowl world when Miami's Or
ange Bowl and New Orleans' Sugar Bowl
were born in 1935.
The Orange Bowl game was an out
growth of Miami's Palm Festival and an
nually presents a New Year's Eve parade.
The New Year's night game, featuring
the Big Eight champion, draws 70,000,
but only 5,134 watched the first game
when Bucknell defeated Miami 26-0.
Oklahoma has appeared 12 times,
winning nine. Its latest triumphs were
24-7 and 18-17 victories over Florida
State's national title hopefuls. A J.C.
Watts pass to Steve Rhodes in the last
two minutes won the latter thriller. In
1982, Clemson became undisputed na
tional king by shutting off Nebraska
22-15.
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Other big moments? In 1942, Georgia's eastern Conference champ against a top
Frankie Sinkwich—despite a broken foe. Several players in the Sugar Bowl
have returned as coaches: Gaynell Tinsjaw—threw three touchdown passes
and ran for another as the Bulldogs ley, Darrell Royal, Frank Broyles, Charles
drubbed TCU 40-26. Camp Wilson's McClendon, Ray Graves and Bill Battle.
Unbeaten Georgia, with freshman
90-yard opening kickoff touchdown
Herschel Walker, clinched the school's
helped Tulsa down Georgia Tech 26-12
in 1945. In 1946, with 10 seconds left, first national title in 89 years with a 17-10
Holy Cross' Gene DeFilippo tried to victory over mistake-prone Notre Dame
in 1981. Pitt ousted Georgia in 1982 as
break a 6-6 tie with a pass that skipped
Dan Marino completed 26 of 41 passes,
off Fran Parker's hand and was pulled in
by Miami's A1 Hudson, who raced 89 the last one to John Brown for a 24-20
Pitt win with 35 seconds remaining. In
yards for a 13-6 win.
The Sugar Bowl emerged from New 1979, No. 2 Alabama defeated No. 1 Penn
Orleans community spirit, first in State 14-7 with a goal line stand that
stigated by publisher James M. Thom featured Barry Krause admittedly
"knocking myself silly" in a smash stop
son and sports editor Fred Digby. In
1927 they suggested an annual bowl of Mike Guman on the 10-inch line. The
game which didn't materialize until next year Alabama drubbed Arkansas
1935 when Warren W Miller and Joe M. 24-9 for another national title.
The Cotton Bowl, conceived by oil
Cousins formed the New Orleans MidWinter Sports Association. Tulane Sta man J. Curtis Sanford as a private enter
prise in 1937 when Sammy Baugh led
dium was the early game site.
The new Superdome became the TCU 16-6 over Marquette, became a Dal
Sugar Bowl's home on New Year's Eve las civic enterprise in 1940 when the
1975, when Alabama nipped Penn State Cotton Bowl Athletic Association was
formed. The Cotton Bowl Classic fea
13-6.
Alabama has won seven of 10 appear tures the Southwest Conference cham
ances in the game that pits the South- pion in the 72,000-seat Cotton Bowl sta

Penn State's Curt Warner won MVP honors in Fiesta Bowl XI.

dium.
In 1942, Alabama made only one first
down but came up with seven inter
ceptions and five fumble recoveries to
trip the Texas Aggies 29-21. An all-time
dilly occurred in Rice's 28-6 victory over
Alabama in 1954. The Tide's Tommy
Lewis, standing on the sidelines,
couldn't resist the temptation to tackle
Rice's Dicky Maegle as he raced by. In
1979, Notre Dame trailed Houston 34-12
with seven minutes to play. The Irish
won 35-34 with Joe Montana passing to
Kris Haines two seconds before the end.
Paul "Bear" Bryant of Alabama
missed in a try for an NCAA-record
seven straight bowl wins in 1982 when
Fred Akers' Texas Longhorns took a
safety late in the Cotton Bowl and held
off the Tide, 14-12.
In 1970, Notre Dame ended 45 years
of bowl isolation to play in the Cotton
Bowl, but lost 21-17 when Texas drove
76 yards to score with a minute left. In
1971, Joe Theisman and the Irish gained
revenge, scoring 21 quick points and
stopping a 30-game Texas streak 24-11.
The Irish also won the national title by
trouncing Texas 38-10 in 1978.
The Sun Bowl is the "dean" of the
other post-season games and festivals.
The first game, a clash between a team
of El Paso all-stars and a similar team
from Ranger, Texas on Jan. 1, 1935, was
brought about by the vision of Dr. C. M.
Hendricks and Dr. B. W. Schuller. The
game went collegiate in 1936 when
Hardin-Simmons and New Mexico tied
14-14. In the last three years, such
matches as Washington 14-7 over Texas,
Nebraska 31-17 over Mississippi State,
and Oklahoma 40-14 over Houston have
provided the El Paso fun. Last year,
Oklahoma's Darrell Shepard scored two
touchdowns against his former Hous
ton teammates.
Wake Forest defeated South Carolina
in the first Gator Bowl game, 26-14,
in 1946. The Downtown Lions Club,
headed by Charles R. Hilty, Raymond
McCarthy, Maurice Cherry and W C.
Ivey, organized community spon
sorship that led to the formation of the
Gator Bowl Association. The game is
played in a 72,000-seat stadium and in
1981 saw North Carolina, led by Ethan
Horton and Rod Elkins, down Arkansas
31-27.
Five coaches (Jim Tatum, Bowden
Wyatt, Paul Bryant, Dan Devine, Doug
Dickey) have made appearances at the
Gator Bowl at the helm of two different
teams. Darrell Royal, Vince Dooley and
Dickey have played and coached in the
game. In 1970, neither head coach (John
Vaught of Mississippi and Shug Jordan
of Auburn) appeared due to illness. In
1978 Woody Hayes of Ohio State ended
continued
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College
Football
Quiz
Colorful names are a part of the
pageantry of college football.
Can you complete the nickname
and name the college for the
following teams?

L The Golden
2. The Scarlet
3. The Green
4. The Crimson
5. The Blue

6. The Yellow
7. The Black8. The Red—
9. The Orange
10. The Brown.

Now can you identify the brokerage
firm whose clients call it:

11. "Thank you,
(HINT:) In this highly competitive
financial world, we believe the quality
of life just might depend on the qual
ity of your investments.
.raqqa^ eurej qi (UMO.ig) suinjg oi
(asnoBjXg) uap\j '6 (ajeSjOQ) sjapreg "8 (Atu.ty) sjqSuig
(qoep niS.ioajq)
9 (a.reMR|OQ) suajj .10 (aqrqq) sjiasq g
(euiBqBjy) apkL k (3UBI1L) aABA\ '£ (s-raSjng) sjqStug -g
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his great coaching career with a burst of
temper that prompted him to punch a
Clemson player.
A lucrative NBC contract has boosted
the Fiesta Bowl's status. Penn State, led
by running star Curt Warner, defeated
Ohio State 31-19 and USC 26-10 to be
come the new "home team sweetheart"
of Phoenix fans. Arizona State appeared
in the first three games starting in 1971
and won four straight Fiesta Bowls
before Penn State dethroned the Sun
Devils 42-30 in 1977. The sponsoring
Fiesta Bowl Association has been
influential in expanding the 70,000-plus
stadium facility.
The Tangerine Bowl game, started in
Orlando in 1947 by the Elks Lodge to
raise funds for the Elks Crippled Chil
dren's Home, now is sponsored by the
Tangerine Bowl Association for the facil
ity known as the Harry-Anna Crippled
Children's Hospital. The official trophy
of the game is the George L. Stuart
Memorial Trophy, which depicts a foot
ball player holding a crippled child in
his arms.
Wayne Peace, freshman Florida quar
terback, threw three touchdown passes
in a 35-20 victory over Maryland in 1980.
Bob Lucchesi kicked four field goals as
Missouri nipped Southern Mississippi
19-17 in 1981.
The Bluebonnet Bowl got its start in
Houston in 1959, the brainchild of Elvin
M. Smith who decided Houston should
have its own bowl game after he
watched his son play for Texas against
Ole Miss in the 1958 Sugar Bowl.Despite
the earlier failure of an Owl Bowl try in
the forties, business people supported
Smith's idea. Clemson defeated TCU
23-7 in the initial contest in Rice Sta
dium. The annual event, now spon
sored by the Greater Houston Bowl As
sociation and Chamber of Commerce,
switched to the indoor Astrodome in
1968.
Amos Lawrence and Kelvin Bryant led
North Carolina to a 16-7 victory over
Texas in 1980 and Michigan crushed
UCLA 33-14 last year behind the run
ning of Butch Woolfolk and the passes of
Steve Smith to Anthony Carter.
The Liberty Bowl, which found a
home in Memphis, was the brainchild
of Ambrose F. (Bud) Dudley in Philadel
phia in 1959. The weather in Philadel
phia's Veteran's Stadium was too cold,
however, and five years after Penn State
clipped Alabama 7-0 in the initial attrac
tion, Dudley moved his game to Atlantic
City as an indoor affair. But only 4,000
watched Utah down West Virginia.
Memphis judge Harry Pierotti and other
Memphis leaders invited Dudley to
bring the game to their city, which he
did in 1965 as a salute to America and
patriotism. Each year a distinguished
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American is honored at the game.
Mark Herrmann passed Purdue to a
28-25 victory over Missouri in a 1980
Liberty Bowl thriller, and last year Ohio
State reserve tailback Jimmy Gayle pro
vided the punch to carry the Buckeyes
to a 31-28 win over stubborn Navy.
The NCAA twice turned down the bid
of Atlanta pioneers Froncie Gutman,
Max Preston, Jim Corbett, George Crumbley, Hugh Willingham, Jack Jackson
and Sam Manning for an annual bowl
game in that city. Then a sanction was
obtained for 1968. The Peach Bowl has
become an annual affair for the benefit
of the Lighthouse for the Blind. The
sponsoring Peach Bowl Inc. represents
21 corporate firms in Georgia.
LSU defeated Florida State 31-27 in
the first game played in Atlanta stadium
in 1968. In 1980 Miami's Jim Kelly en
gineered a 20-10 Miami victory over Vir
ginia Tech. Last year underdog West Vir
ginia shut down Florida to a mere 105
yards of offense in a 26-6 upset that fea
tured Paul Woodside's four field goals.
Patriotism is also the theme of the
Independence Bowl, organized in
Shreveport in 1976 to mark the 200th
anniversary of America's indepen
dence. General Omar N. Bradley was the
first recipient of the Spirit of Indepen
dence Award annually given in his
name to a distinguished American.
Last year the touchdown passing of
Gary Kubiak to Jimmy Williams carried
the Texas Aggies to a 33-16 victory over
Oklahoma State.
A Birmingham support group headed
by Fred Sington joined the National
Football Foundation and Hall of Fame in
sponsoring the first Hall of Fame classic
in the Alabama city in 1977 when Mary
land defeated Minnesota 17-7. The an
nual classic earmarks funds for scholar
ships for young athletes. In 1980 Gary
Anderson's three long touchdown
sprints carried Arkansas to a 34-15 con
quest of Tulane. Last year Kansas
fumbled away a 10-0 game to Missis
sippi State.
Date
Founded
Bowl
Rose
1902
Orange
1935
Sugar
1935
1936
Sun
Cotton
1937
1946
Gator
Tangerine
1947
Bluebonnet
1959
Liberty
1959
Peach
1968
Fiesta
1971
Independence
1976
Hall of Fame
1977
Garden State
1978
Holiday
1978
1981
California

Site
Pasadena
Miami
New Orleans
El Paso
Dallas
Jacksonville
Orlando
Houston
Memphis
Atlanta
Phoenix
Shreveport
Birmingham
East Rutherford
San Diego
Fresno
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Rice's Dick Maegle reaches midfield on the hist ric
Cotton Bowl run that was spectacularly stopped by
Alabama's Tommy Lewis (42).

The Garden State Bowl game began in
1978 under the sponsorship of the New
Jersey Sports and Exposition Authority
to utilize the new Meadowlands Sports
Complex, home of the professional New
York Giants. Arizona State defeated Rut
gers 34-18 in the maiden game. The run
ning of Terald Clark carried Houston to
a 35-0 rout of Navy in 1980. Tennessee
zipped past Wisconsin 28-21 last year
on the speed and skill of Willie Gault,
Anthony Hancock and Steve Alatorre.
The Greater San Diego Sports Associ
ation could well re-name its rising foot
ball attraction the Excitement Bowl.
Every game in the four-year history of
the Holiday Bowl, featuring the Western
Athletic Conference champion (so far
BYU each year) has been a super-duper
thrill show. First Navy held off BYU 23-16
in 1978. Next Indiana came in and
nipped the "home team" 38-37. Then
came the Jim McMahon circus. In 1980,
the BYU quarterback threw a 41-yard
touchdown pass to Clay Brown on the
final play for a 46-45 victory over SMU,
which had started the fourth quarter
ahead 38-19. Last year BYU and
McMahon repeated. He completed 27
passes to withstand a furious Washing
ton State comeback and win 38-36.
Fresno State's new stadium, home of
the first California Bowl game which
matches the champions of the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association and the Mid
American conference, also has estab
lished a thrill pattern. In the debut
game, Toledo's Tony Lee kicked a
41-yard field goal with 19 seconds to
play for a 27-25 win over San Jose State.
The kick came a minute after San Jose
had rallied from a 21-3 deficit to go
ahead 25-24 on Steve Clarkson's 43rd
pass completion in 62 attempts, his
third touchdown toss to Mervyn
Fernandez, and a two-pointer by Gerald
Wilhite to Ken Taylor.
£
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The Wild Turkey instinctively seeks "elbow room!'
If the bird senses any encroachment on its territory, it will
travel many miles a day in search of a remote swamp
or forest preserve.
Native only to the American continent, the Wild Turkey
is a fitting symbol for America's greatest native whiskeyWild Turkey
WILD TURKEY7101 PROOF/8 YEARS OLD
AUSTIN. NICHOLS DISTILLING CO.. LAWRENCEBURG. KENTUCKY © 1982

by Vic Carucci,
Buffalo EVENING NEWS

A series of running plays may be designed to draw the
secondary in, paving the way for a long yardage pass.

If you're looking for the perfect mixer for your Bloody Mary,
be sure to pick up "V-.8" Spicy-Hot Vegetable Juice Cocktail.
"V-8" Spicy-Hot is just the right blend of sizzle and spice and
eight great vegetables.
"V-8" Spicy-Hot makes the Bloody Merrier, the before meal
appetizer peppier and gives a snack that right little snap,

FASHION BY BOGNER
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continued
There is little guesswork in recog
nizing when the bait has slid down the
cornerback's throat.The secondary's re
action to running plays is studied as
closely as a laboratory mouse's re
sponse to a new wonder drug.
When it's hummingbird quick, it's
time to pass.
Good cornerbacks make themselves
known long before kickoff. During the
week, their aggressiveness grabs the
head coach, his assistants and his
quarterback by the collar and pulls
them closer to the movie screen.
On game day, their every twitch re
flects from eyes in the press box, in front
of the opponent's bench and across the
line of scrimmage. There simply is no
hiding their desire to make contact with
the runner's body.
"There comes a point when the cornerback says to himself, 'They're not go
ing to get away with running to my side
again ... I'm going to be ready this
time,"' a coach pointed out. "Once you
notice that, you slip the big play in be
hind him."
Setting up the unexpected can make
life miserable for a cornerback. It is gas
oline for the bonfire of pressure that
rages at his position •
"It deals with your mind," a corner-

back said. "You've just got to constantly
remind yourself, 'They can only run for
so long.' If you're run-conscious, you
can get fooled. And, through film study,
the offense can see if you're runconscious.
"But if you re reading your keys right,
you can avoid being fooled. On the
strong side, you're watching the tight
end to see if he 's blocking (for a run) or
releasing (for a pass). On the weak side,
you're watching the running back near
est the tackle."
But key-reading has its flaws.
"The tight end can give you a key that
looks like a run and it could be a playaction pass," the cornerback said.
Cornerbacks aren't the only potential
victims of a team setting up the un
expected. There's the defensive tackle
who seals off the inside and leaves the
outside wide open. And the linebacker
who is sucked to the line of scrimmage
while the ball sails over his head.
But the most dramatic conception of
package football is when a cornerback
bites, because that gives you the best
opportunity for a touchdown.
A typical I-formation series designed
to set up the unexpected goes as
follows:
First down, the tailback gets the

Once the secondary is convinced the next play will be on the ground, the quarter
back can step back and throw deep.

handoff and follows the fullback off
tackle.
Second down, the fullback gets the
ball and runs off tackle.
Third down, the quarterback fakes a
handoff to the tailback and throws to
either the flanker deep or the tight end
on a square-out pattern.
A typical belly series designed to do
the same thing goes something like this:
First down, the quarterback takes the
ball out of his belly and hands it off to
the fullback who runs off tackle.
Second down, the quarterback takes
the ball out of his belly and either
pitches it to the tailback for an outside
run or carries it himself.
Third down, the quarterback fakes a
handoff to the fullback, pulls the ball out
of his belly and throws it deep or short.
The coup de grace doesn't always
have to be a play-action pass. Gimmick
plays like the flea-flicker can make for a
doubly surprising scenario.
Sometimes, there is no coup de grace
at all.
"If we can't get the cornerbacks to fall
for it," one coach said, "then we demon
strate we can run for five yards a pop
until they make the adjustment."
Usually, an adjustment is made be
cause the defense's pride is at stake. It's
either stop the run or suffer the embar
rassment of getting pushed across the
field like a 90-pound weakling.
There is no preferred time or place for
a team to attempt to set up the un
expected.
"It's the kind of thing you can always
use," a coach said.
However, not every team uses it. And
the ones that don't usually are of the
firm belief that good talent comes, be
fore clever strategy.
"There are some coaches whose phi
losophy is to put their best players out
there and let them win the game," one
coach noted."They believe their wide re
ceivers are too fast to handle and their
running backs will run over everybody.
"In package football, you try to min
imize the importance of individual
skills. Therefore, you don't need an O.J.
Simpson or a Lynn Swann. It's social
ized football. Everybody has a little part.
"But, obviously, it's not foolproof.
We've lost a few games with it because
the other team sat back and beat us in
our own back yard with superior talent.
They were big enough and strong
enough not to have to change anything.
They were good enough to get into trou
ble and get out of it."
Sometimes, you die with the little
plays that set up the unexpected. Some
times, you kill with them.
Either way, they will always wind up
on the cutting-room floor of a football
fan's memory.
^

Great days
seem to happen
more often
when you re
wearing Brut®
by Faberge.
After shave,
after shower,
after anything®
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1. General William Carpenter was the principle in the 1958 Army offense that was named
for him. By what name was Carpenter referred to?
2. Which of these Texas Longhorns did not win the Outland Trophy as the nation's
outstanding interior lineman:
A. Tommy Nobis
B. Scott Appleton
C. Jerry Sizemore
3. Darrin Nelson of Stanford set an NCAA record in 1977 when he caught 50 passes and
rushed for more than 1,000 yards, the first player ever to accomplish that feat. Nelson
repeated in 1978. Who is the only other player to amass 50 receptions and gain 1,000
yards in the same season?
4. What two teams were the participants in the first intercollegiate football contest ever
held?
vs.
_
5. Who is the winningest active college football coach, based on percentage, with five or
more years of service?
6. Who was the quarterback on the 1946 Army team that featured the running back duo
of Doc Blanchard and Glenn Davis?
7. Arizona State's Mike Pagel threw six touchdown passes against Stanford last season,
but that was still shy of the NCAA record. Who holds the major college record for most
touchdown passes in a game? How many?
8. Which three of these college running backs put together three consecutive 1,000-yard
seasons?
,
and
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.

O.J. Simpson
Chris Gilbert
Ron Johnson
Ed Marinaro
Woody Green
Greg Pruitt

Southern California
Texas
Michigan
Cornell
Arizona State
Oklahoma

9. Who holds the NCAA record for most yards gained rushing in a career by a quarter back with 3,299?
10. Name the only Southwest Conference team to play in the Rose Bowl, in 1936.
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ANSWER 2 EASY QUESTIONS, AND THESE PROS
MIGHT TAKE YOU TO SUPER BOWL XVII.
meet these NFL greats! No purchase necessary.
Sweepstakes
ends 12/15/82.
The first answer's on us. Because fact is, all
Open
to
residents
of the U.S., 18 years of age
these NFL legends are wearing handsome
or
older
at
time
of
entry. Sweepstakes void
Haggar outfits. You see, Haggar today makes
where
prohibited
by
law. Residents of
everything from jeans to washable suits to
Ohio
only
may
receive
details by sending a
wool sport coats and slacks. All with famous
self-addressed,
stamped
envelope to:
Haggar quality and fit.
HAGGAR Ohio Request, P.O. Box 4157,
2.Who never played in a Super Bowl? Blair, NE 68009.
Limit one request
Now as for question 2, you're on your own.
HAGGAR
per envelope
So look for entry forms and full details at
<
participating Haggar retailers. You could win received by
THE OFFICIAL
WARDROBE OF THE SUPER BOWL
one of six trips for two to Super Bowl XVII and 11/22/82.

|—CALIFORNIA BOWL RACE

1. Who isn't wearing Haggar?

Ben Davidson

OAKLAND RAIDERS.
Slacks with the comfortable
Expand-O-Matic5 waistband.

Roger Staubach
DALLAS COWBOYS.
The suit that's
guaranteed machine
washable arid dryable.

Buck Buchanan

Conference
Fresno State
Long Beach State
San Jose State
Utah State
Pacific
Nevada-Las Vegas
Cal State Fullerton

LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
Long Beach State 32 Pacific 31
San Jose State 40 Santa Clara 0
•Utah 42 Utah State 10
Nevada-las Vegas 36 Colorado State 31

Conference

Overall

W
6
5
4
4
4
4
4
3
1
0

T
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

W

W
5
3
2
2
1
0
0

Fresno State 31 Cat State Fullerton 14

Mid-American

STANDINGS

PCAA
8
3
6

5
1

2
3

Bowling Green
Miami (Ohio)
Western Michigan
Central Michigan
Ohio University
Ball State
Toledo
Northern Illinois
Eastern Michigan
Kent State
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS

THIS WEEK'S GAMES

Miami (Ohio) 23 Central Michigan 0
Bowling Green 28 Ball State 7
Eastern Michigan 9 Kent State 7
Northern Illinois 36 Ohio University 0
Western Michigan 17 Toledo 10

San Jose State at Pacific
Nevada-Las Vegas at Long Beach State
Montana State at Fresno State
Utah State at Boise State

Overall
W
6
7
6

5
5
4
5
3
1

0
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Ball State at Central Michigan
Eastern Michigan at Bowling Green
Miami (Ohio) at Northern Illinois
Ohio University at Western Michigan
Toledo at Kent State

•counts in Utah State PCAA record

TODAY IN THE PCAA

KANSAS CITY CHIEFS
100% cotton indigo
denim jeans.
UNLV
at LONG BEACH STATE

Len Dawson
KANSAS CITY CHIEFS.
100% pure wool blazer
and rich worsted wool slacks.

Charlie Waters

Deacon Jones

DALLAS COWBOYS.
A pure wool sport coat
with poly/cottou .slack s.

LOS ANGELES RAMS.
Corduroy slacks of 60%
cotton, 40% polyester.

There will be footballs filling the
air at Anaheim Stadium tonight
when these two pass-happy teams
collide. Long Beach State, with Todd
Dillon of Lodi at the controls, has
been the No. 1 passing team in the
nation in recent weeks and NevadaLas Vegas, behind sophomore signal
caller Randall Cunningham, is also
one of the country's Top 10 passing
units.
Both teams are playing for pride
tonight, the 49ers coming in 3-5 and
UNLV just 2-6. But each won last
week, Long Beach coming from
behind to beat Pacific, 32-31, and
UNLV nipping Colorado State, 36-31.
It's been an unsettling first season
for UNLV head coach Harvey Hyde,
who's had to battle players leaving
and a financial crunch in addition to
a losing record. The Rebels are im
proving, though, having won two of
their last four, and in addition to
Cunningham, boast another all-star
candidate in wide receiver Darral
Hambrick, who was ranked 6th
nationally in pass catching last
week.
For Long Beach State, it's been all
Dillon and his leading receiver tight
end Darren Long, in 1982. The Beach
did show an upgraded ground attack
against Pacific last week, paced by
elusive tailback Lenny Montgomery.

Neither team has much defense so
it should be a high-scoring affair.
Look for stability and the home field
advantage to win it for Long Beach.

MONTANA STATE
at FRESNO STATE
Fresno State, owner of a sparkling
8-1 record, undefeated to date in
PCAA play and headed for the
second annual California Bowl in
December, should have little trouble
with Montana State, the latest foe on
perhaps the PCAA's easiest nonconference schedule.
Cream puff schedule or not,
Coach Jim Sweeney's Bulldogs have
been impressive while waltzing
through the PCAA and last Saturday
overcame a sluggish first half to
bury Cal State Fullerton, 31-14, and
clinch the league title.
Quarterbacking FSU is senior Jeff
Tedford and he's got an explosive
pair of receivers to throw at on the
outside
in
Henry
El lard
and
Stephone Paige. Ellard, a world class
triple jumper, has more receiving
yardage than any player in the nation
and scored on two long plays again
st Fullerton.
The defense has been as good as
any in the conference week-in and
week-out. In the secondary, Eric Fox
and Kent Paine are among the league
leaders in pass interceptions.
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UTAH STATE
at BOISE STATE
How can you figure Utah State? A
31-6 loser to Fresno State, they
dump Idaho State, then narrowly
beat Pacific at home, stun highlyregarded Brigham Young and then
take on Utah, considered vastly in
ferior to BYU. What happens, the
Utes rip the Aggies, 42-10. So who
knows how to handicap Bruce
Snyder's unpredictable squad.
Boise State is in the midst of a
somewhat surprising campaign also.
Picked as a favorite in the Big Sky
Conference and a perennial national
contender in Division 1-AA, the
Broncos have struggled to a good,
but not great, 6-3 mark. They just did
get by Cal Poly-SLO, 26-24, last
Saturday.
Both teams came away with hard
earned wins over Pacific. Boise State
jumped out to a comfortable lead
and held on to stop the Tigers, 22-15,
at Pacific Memorial Stadium in a
mud bowl. Utah State, trailing all the
way, scored with 35 seconds left to
nip the Tigers, 14-12, in Logan, Utah.
The Broncos and Aggies both have
stingy defenses but neither offense
has been particularly brilliant over
the course of the year. Utah State
has a slight edge in personnel, par
ticularly at the skill positions, and
Boise State has the home field ad
vantage. Call it the Aggies in a close
one.

Looking forward
to a
winning season.

Steaks • Sea Food • Prime Rib
Entertainment Nightly

•TIGER FEATURE
Market A Winner Despite Crazy Career

SECURITY PACIFIC BANK
THE LOOKING RJRMftRD BANK

(209) 478-4341
6629 EMBARCADERO DR.
STOCKTON, CALIF

Over 600 offices in California

Stockton Office: 520 N. El Dorado
March Lane & Pershing Office: 4571N. Pershing Ave.
North Stockton Office: 6530 Pacific Ave.

Warkel has started 15 aames at Pacific and is ranked second in all-time passing
yardage behind Eddie LeBaron.

"Overlooking Village West Marina'

D 1980 SPNB

MEMBER FDIC

For a
Winning
Uleam of
Financial
Services...

fBanfi
Member FDIC

Offices in Stockton and Lockeford
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In 1979, the No. 1 freshman in the
nation in total offense was Pittsburgh
quarterback Dan Marino. No. 2 was
University of the Pacific's Sander
Markel. In passing, it was just the op
posite, Markel first, Marino second.
Somewhere between 1979 and 1982,
Marino and Markel's courses changed
direction. Today Marino is throwing
passes for the No. 1 team in the nation
and being hyped for the Heisman
Trophy. Markel is standing on the
sidelines, watching, as Paul Berner
directs the Pacific offense. The '82
season is the final chapter in a career
that has had more twists and turns than
one could ever have visualized in the
fall of 1979.
"My career's been so up and down,
back and forth, really an emotional
rollercoaster," says Markel, a bright 21year-old with a sheepish smile. "There
are so many things that could've hap
pened. After my first year, I looked for
ward to starting for three more years,
breaking some records and winning
some games."
There was every reason to expect
something along those lines after
Markel's superb freshman campaign. He
stepped into the quarterback breach,
starting the first game of the year, less
than a month after reporting for his first
collegiate practice session. In 1979, he
set NCAA freshman records for most
passes attempted (368) and completed
(186), threw for 1,921 yards (second best
single season mark ever at UOP) and
was named honorable mention AllAmerica by the Sporting News while
starting all 10 games.

The first hint that Markel's football
career might not follow the straight and
narrow path came in the fall of 1980.
Then a sophomore, he was asked to
redshirt (sit out the year) by the Tiger
coaching staff, which had two newlyeligible junior quarterbacks, Grayson
Rogers and Harley Miller, available. The
move stunned Markel.
"Redshirting was a shock," recalls
Markel. "I wanted to play and my mind
said there was no way I wasn't going to
play.
"I fought it mentally and the year was
sort of non-productive because I didn't
want it to be that way." But Markel kept
himself together and rebounded to win
the starting job over Rogers and Miller
in the 1981 season opener.
He started the first five games but
when the Tiger offense slumped and the
team's record dropped to 1-4, Markel
was replaced by Miller and inactive the
remainder of the season. Still, he was
optimistic about the prospects for 1982.
Miller and Rogers would be gone and
the job appeared to be his for the
taking.
But then Berner, a 1981 first team JC
All-American from San Diego, entered
the picture and wrestled the job away,
leaving Markel holding a clipboard on
the bench instead of throwing passes
on the field.
"It's a lot harder being the second
string quarterback," he says. "You ve
got to stay keyed up and ready to go all
the time but rarely get that chance.
Many players with less character would
have balked at the role, pouted or
created dissension. Not Markel. A
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diplomat and team player all the way,
he's made the most of the situation and
tried to do what's best for all concerned
with no animosity towards the coaching
staff or Berner.
"Sander's been super, had a super at
titude and he's just a great kid," says
head coach Bob Toledo with admiration.
"He's handled it well, better than most
would.
"He and Paul have great rapport and
that's made my job a heckuva lot
easier." When Markel gets into a game,
the level of talent doesn't fall off. Not
many other teams can call on a reserve
who's 6-4, 210 with 15 college starts and
over 2,000 career passing yards to his
credit. Intelligence has always been the
hallmark of Markel's game.
"I never had any problem learning or
remembering plays or reading defen
ses," says Markel, who quickly grasped
Toledo's complicated offense. "The
mental part is easy. Physically, I have
some drawbacks, but those are things
you work on, like touch and throwing
deep." That Markel even has time for
football is amazing.
In addition to all the time consumed
by his sport, Markel maintains a 3.6
GPA in computer science and is the
team's only married player. He, and his
wife, Susan, have a two-year-old
daughter, Julie. Marriage and children
haven't changed him dramatically.
"I think I've become more stable,
maybe a little more consistent, but I'm
not a different person," says Markel.
"It takes time, because our daughter
needs a lot of attention but it hasn't
really had much of an effect on football
or school.
"Besides, my wife loves to watch
games—especially when I get to play.
He's been playing football since he was
10 and has fun at the game but admits
there's more to it now.
"Right now, the No. 1 reason I'm
playing football is to get through
school. Without the scholarship there's
no way I could've afforded UOP," says
Markel. "Getting my degree and being
able to go out and make a living, playing
football or in business, is most impor
tant now because of my family.
"But the people that have been on
our team here are what I've enjoyed
most and if I didn't enjoy playing and
competing, I wouldn't be here. His
competitive nature is another charac
teristic that makes him special in
Toledo's eyes.
"Sander's got a great deal of con
fidence and he's never conceded a
thing even though he hasn't been star
ting," says Toledo. "He believes in his
own ability and knows that when he
gets out there he can do the job.
"He makes the most of his chances
and that's one of the things that makes
him a winner." And whether on the field
or on the sidelines, there's no doubt,
Sander Markel's a winner.

Good Luck, Tigers!

•—TIGER FEATURE
Tigers' 13 Seniors Take Final Bow Next Week
The senior class—they're the ones
with the experience, the ones who pull
you through when things look lost, the
ones the newcomers look to for leader
ship and direction.
Next Saturday against Cal State
Fullerton, the 13 members of the small
but select University of the Pacific 1982
senior class will play their final game
in a Tiger uniform. Some have carved
their names frequently in the Tiger
record book while others have spent the
majority of their career watching from

Three-year starter with over 1,000 yards
rushing and over 50 catches to his
credit (first UOP player to ever achieve
both marks in a career) . . . Tigers' Of
fensive MVP in 1981, from Norwalk, Ca.
DAVID BROWN - Transfered to Pacific
from UCLA two seasons ago and was
UOP's top rusher and pass receiver as a
junior. . . Has been in and out of action
with nagging injuries in 1982 but is still
one of the team's most versatile backs
. . . Best performance came last year in
the upset of Hawaii as he gained 135

Inside linebacker Rob Kochman is one of 13 seniors who will play their final game
next week vs. Cal State Fullerton.
he sidelines. Nonetheless, each has
ieen an important contributor in his
iwn way to UOP's long football
radition.
"This is our first graduating class and
hey've been through a heckuva lot,"
ays head coach Bob Toledo. "But our
irogram has grown in so many ways
ince they first got to Pacific and
hey've been a big part of that growing
irocess."
Below is a brief rundown on each of
he Tiger Seniors:
HIKE AVRIETT - A guard from Lomita,
la. who has been primarily a back-up
his year but saw some starting time as
sophomore . . . Plagued by injuries on
nd off, he's been "a dependable team
layer," according to Toledo, "and a
ard worker on the scout teams."
SARY BLACKWELL - Rugged fullback
vill finish his career among UOP's 10eadino all-time rushers and is a prob-

yards and caught six passes . . . From
Duarte, Ca.
JEFF COUNCIL - UOP's No. 1 placekicker as a freshman, sophomore and
half of junior year before being replaced
by Scott Kinney . . . Has 15 career field
goals, the longest a 44-yarder vs.
Fresno State in 1979 . . • Twice won
games for UOP in final seconds with
field goals—'79 at SW Louisiana and in
'80 at Wash. State . . . From Downey, Ca.
GEORGE DUNLAP - One of UOP's tricaptains along with Blackwell and Dan
McGahan, Dunlap was an All-PCAA pick
last year and has started at UOP for
most of his career . . . Team's 5thleading tackier this season despite
playing at nose guard . . . PCAA Player
of the Week in '81 for role in UOP's
huge upset of South Carolina . . . Hails
from Pleasant Hill, Ca.
KERESHAWN HARDY - This quick
defensive tackle is one of the Tigers'
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Came to Pacific from San Jose City
College in '81 and has started every
game as a senior . . . Probably Tigers'
top pass rusher and leads in sacks with
nine . . . From San Jose, Ca.
ROB KOCHMAN - One of Tigers' more
underrated defensive players, has been
a steady performer over the last two
years after being recruited out of Citrus
JC . . . Had 91 tackles as a part-time start
er in '82 . . . Biggest game came at the
end of last year in Hawaii where he was
voted Defensive Player of the Game by
media in attendance . . . From Azusa,
Ca.
MIKE LANDIS - A sometime starter over
the last two years at weak outside
linebacker, Mike Landis has given the
Tigers quality depth in the linebacking
corps while establishing a reputation as
a fierce hitter on special teams . . .
His performances on kickoff coverage
have become legend . . . From Napa,
Ca.
ANTIOUNE LANG - A late bloomer, Lang
vaulted into prominence early this year
but has been hampered until just lately
by a shoulder injury . . . One of the
team's quickest players, he's among the
club leaders in rushing, all-purpose run
ning and kickoff returns . . . Has shifted
between tailback and cornerback during
his career.. . Native of Antioch, Ca.
MIKE LOVE - Although he's had little
chance on the playing field, wide
receiver Mike Love is another who's im
proved a great deal from 1979 to the
present . . . Forced to sit out most of
this season recovering from knee
surgery ... A hard worker throughout
career says Toledo .. . From Rialto, Ca.
SANDER MARKEL - Started every game
as an inexperienced freshman quarter
back and set a pair of NCAA passing
records and numerous UOP marks . . .
Career has been up and down since but
he's No. 2 all-time at UOP in passing
yards and a solid field general in all
respects . . . Also a top notch student
(see p. 15 for more) . . . Comes from
Sunnyvale, Ca.
DAN McGAHAN - Has overcome injuries
to become a star offensive guard for
Tigers . . . One of the UOP tri-captains,
along with Blackwell and Dunlap, he's
the school's first five-year letter winner
(got a letter last year despite redshirting) and has started for four seasons
. . . All-conference candidate from Sac
ramento, Ca.
MARK ROGERS - After three years as a
seldom-used reserve, Mark Rogers
bloomed as a talented tight end this
fall, only to be sidelined most of the
year with broken ribs suffered early
on . . . Big target with good hands who
switched from wide receiver to tight
end in coming to UOP . . . Native of
Sebastopol.

YOU NAME IT...
WE LEASE IT!

•TIGER ALPHABETICAL ROSTER
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DON MANN

Secretary

President

Hansel & Ortman Leasing

Sr.

EXP.
1V

B/DATE
5-23-61

HOMETOWN

POS.

NO.

HT.

B/DATE

YR.

EXP.
2V

7-6-60

Antioch

Lomita

26

LANG, Antioune

RB

5-10 175

LAVHER, Floyd

OT

6-8

299

So.

RS

7-30-62

Jackson

LOVE, Mike

WR

5-10 165

Sr.

SQ

2-12-61

Rialto
Santa Barbara

BANNOWSKY, Jim

DT

6-4

240

Jr.

SQ

9-23-62 Middletown, MD

BARNES, Dan

ILB

6-4

225

Fr.

HS

3-27-64

Fremont

6

48

BATISTE. Don

DB

5-11 180

Jr.

2V

4-5-62

Compton

12

BERNER, Paul

QB

6-3

200

Jr.

JC

12-18-60

San Diego

44

BLACKWELL, Gary

RB

5-11

205

Sr.

3V

2-15-61

32

BROWN, David

RB

6-2

210

Sr.

1V

9-4-60

85

CAMP, Tony

TE

6-5

235

Jr.

2V

61

CARTER, Jeff

OG

6-4

240

Jr.

COUNCIL, Jeff

PK

5-10 155

Sr.

31

MacKENZIE, Sheldon

ILB

6-1

215

So.

1V

3-25-63

19

MANUEL, Lionel

WR

5-11

175

Jr.

JC

4-13-62 Rancho Cucamonga

Norwalk

14

MARKEL, Sander

QB

6-3

210

Sr.

2V

5-10-61

Sunnyvale

Duarte

11

McCAHILL, Jim

QB

6-1

185

Fr.

HS

12-26-63

Costa Mesa

5-9-62

Costa Mesa
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McGAHAN, Dan

OG

6-2

255

Sr.

4V

3-14-60

Sacramento

1V

2-7-61

Villa Park

60

MEAGHER, Seamus

DT

6-4

230

Fr.

HS

5-21-64

Piedmont

3V

9-3-61

Downey

63

M0LLETT, Jeff

NG

6-3

235

Fr.

RS

8-12-63

Modesto

34

MULDROW, Cornell

RB

6-0

185

Jr.

JC

4-25-60

Baltimore, MD

11-11-63

Mercer Is., WA

37

COWLING, Thomas

OLB

6-2

225

Jr.

2V

2-27-62

Sacramento

DeSHANO, Ken

DT

6-3

250

Jr.

1V

2-11-61

Orange

30

0SB0RN, Brad

RB

5-8

165

Fr.

HS

83

RB

6-0

170

Fr.

HS

3-16-64

Inglewood

OLB

6-2

210

HS

3-2-64 Santa Fe Springs

DANIEL, Gregg

OVIEDO, Robert

Fr.

33

50

6-4

250

Jr.

JC

1-13-62

Napa

73

PAC0S, Greg

OG

6-3

235

So.

El Toro

DT

6-4-63

DEL RIO, Albert

1V

97

2-19-62

Canoga Park

3
64

DB

DIVINITY, Darrell

NG

DUNLAP, George

6-0

180

Fr.

RS

4-19-63

Los Angeles

21

PARCELLS, Garry

WR

5-11

180

Jr.

2V

Sr.

3V

2-4-61

Pleasant Hill

77

PENN, Rick

OT

6-6

265

Sr.

3V

2-23-61

Anaheim

6-2

255

Anaheim

88

ROGERS, Mark

TE

6-6

226

Sr.

1V

12-30-60

Sebastopol

74

ROSS, Neil

NG

6-3

240

Jr.

2V

9-25-62

Costa Mesa

10

SH0LLIN, Bob

DB

6-0

180

So.

1V

7-26-63

Newport Harbor

71

SIB0LE, Wes

OT

6-6

260

Fr.

RS

7-19-63

Lodi

SMITH, Brent

QB

6-5

210

Fr.

HS

3-18-64

Eureka

38

EINCK, Kevin

ILB

6-2

230

Jr.

2V

9-9-61

94

FRANCK, Randy

DT

6-3

230

Fr.

HS

3-19-64

Napa

27

FREEMAN, Anthony

DB

5-10 190

Jr.

JC

12-5-62

Albany

53

FREUDENTHAL, Kevin

6-4

225

So.

jv

4-13-63

Modesto
Oakland

15

62

GIBSON, Lamont

NG/DT 6-3

240

Fr.

HS

2-4-64

DB

6-1

185

Jr.

2V

4-7-62

Ventura

75

SMITH, Cary

OT

6-6

255

Jr.

2V

Walnut Creek

GREENE, Kevin

5-7-62

42

JC

4-26-62

Oakland

76

SMITH, Steve

OT

6-8

275

Jr.

SQ

1-2-62

Modesto
Los Angeles

Jr.

GREER, Michael

OLB

5-10

200

56

HANCOCK, Carl

ILB

6-1

190

Fr.

HS

7-30-63

Richmond

99

HARDY, Kereshawn

DT

6-4

240

Sr.

1V

4-17-60

San Jose

9

36

TAYLOR,Joe

ILB

6-2

210

Fr.

HS

1-12-64

89

THOMAS, Greg

TE

6-6

215

Jr.

JC

7-11-60

Richmond

ILB

6-1

195

Fr.

HS

4-1-64

Sacramento

HEARN, Jim

C

6-2

260

Jr.

2V

10-10-60

Simi Valley

47

THOMPSON, Kevin

5-9

160

So.

1V

4-6-62

Saratoga

70

TRIPLETT, Craig

OG

6-4

230

So.

Loomis

WR

11-6-60

HEINRICH, Kurt

1V

1

5-10 170

Fr.

HS

7-17-64

Santa Barbara

48

WAGGONER, Bill

1V

Los Altos

RB

180

3-8-63

HOLFORD, Mike

6-0

So.

20

DB

68

HOLT, Nick

ILB

6-2

220

So.

1V

10-15-62

San Jose

4

WAGNER, Kenny

DB

5-10 180

So.

1V

1-24-63

Riverside

86

HORODECKY, Bob

WR

6-2

190

Jr.

SQ

10-4-62

Sherman Oaks

6-0

185

Jr.

2V

3-1-62

Las Vegas, NV

29

HUNTER, Jon

DB

5-8

160

Fr.

HS

12-18-63

19

KINNEY, Scott

P/PK

6-1

190

Jr.

1V

10-4-61

59

KOCHMAN, Rob

ILB

6-2

218

Sr.

1V

3-15-61

2

KURETICH, Troy

WR

5-11

165

Fr.

HS

8-16-63

Escondido

7

LAMPSON, Marshall

P

6-3

200

Fr.

HS

6-9-64

Long Beach

92
24

LANDIS, Mike
LANE, Brad

OLB
DB

6-1
5-11

205
175

Sr.
So.

25

WARREN, Kirby

RB

51

WEIMERS, Stuart

OT

6-7

250

Jr.

SQ

11-21-61

Manteca

Pleasanton

82

WOODS, Ron

WR

5-11 170

So.

1V

12-19-62

Long Beach

Azusa

35

WOLSKY, Bill

RB

6-2

210

Jr.

1V

4-6-62

Boulder, CO

Stockton

1V

3-16-61

Napa

1V

3-17-63

Long Beach

72

YAGUES, Eduardo

OG

6-4

245

Fr.

RS

3-7-63

Imperial Beach

18

YOUNG, Michael

DB

5-11 165

Fr.

HS

2-3-64

El Cerrito

69

ZOLG, Robert

C

6-4

235

Fr.

HS

2-7-64

Downey

And while you're at it, have a good pizza.

RtmnbTable
Pizza Restaurants

1-5 & Ben Holt

El Dorado & Hammer

Hammer & West Lane

3201 W. Ben Holt Dr.

8018 N. El Dorado

1239 E. Hammer Ln.

Stockton

Stockton

Stockton

951-6310

478-2264

952-1431

GEORGE DUNLAP
Defense

18

HOMETOWN

WT.

Sr.

58

55

Have a good
season:

245

YR.

95

CO
—1

Stockton 946-0309

715 N. Hunter Street

6-4

WT.

o

WE LEASE ALL MAKES OF
AUTOMOBILES, TRUCKS, EQUIPMENT & MORE

OG

AVRIETT, Mike

HT.

79

8

PAUL HAMILTON

POS.

NO. PLAYER

LIONEL MANUEL
Offense

19

SCOTT KINNEY
Special Teams

1982 TIGER
NUMERICAL ROSTER
1
2
3
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14
15
17
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
27
29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36
37
38
42
44
47
48
49
50
51
53
55
56
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
79
82
83
85
86
88
89
92
94
95
97
99

Kurt Heinrich, WR
Troy Kuretich, WR
Darrell Divinity. DB
Kenny Wagner, DB
Mike Love, WR
Marshall lampson, P
Jetf Council, PK
Michael Greer, OLB
Bob Shollin, DB
Jim McCahill, QB
Paul Berner, QB
Sander Markel, QB
Brent Smith, QB
Lionel Manuel, WR
Michael Young, DB
Scott Kinney, P/PK
Mike Holford, DB
Garry Parcells, WR
Brad Lane, DB
Kirby Warren, RB
Antioune Lang, RB
Anthony Freeman, DB
Jon Hunter, DB
Brad Osborn, RB
Sheldon Mackenzie, ILB
David Brown, RB
Gregg Daniel, RB
Cornell Muldrow, RB
Bill Wolsky, RB
Joe Taylor, LB
Thomas Cowling, OLB
Kevin Einck, ILB
Kevin Greene, DB
Gary Blackwell, RB
Kevin Thompson, ILB
Don Batiste, DB
Bill Waggoner, DB
Robert Oviedo, LB
Stuart Weimers, OT
Kevin Freudenthal, OLB
Jim Hearn, C
Carl Hancock, LB
Dan Barnes, ILB
Rob Kochman, ILB
Seamus Meagher, DT
Jeff Carter, OG
Lamont Gibson, DT
Jeff Mollett, DT
George Dunlap, NG
Mike Avriett, OT
Dan McGahan, OG
Nick Holt, ILB
Robert Zolg, DT
Craig Tripled, OG/C
Wes Sibole, OT
Eduardo Yagues, OG
Greg Pacos, OG/C
Neil Ross, NG
Cary Smith, OT
Steve Smith, OT
Rick Penn, OT
Floyd Layher, OT
Ron Woods, WR
Ken DeShano, DT
Tony Camp, TE
Bob Horodecky, WR
Mark Rogers, TE
Greg Thomas, TE
Mike Landis, OLB
Randy Franck, DT
Jim Bannowsky, DT
Albert Del Rio, DT
Kereshawn Hardy, DT

when the Tigers have the ball
85
75
66
55
73
76
89
12
44
17
82

TONY CAMP
CARY SMITH
DAN McGAHAN
JIM HEARN
GREG PACOS
STEVE SMITH
GREG THOMAS
PAUL BERNER
GARY BLACKWELL
LIONEL MANUEL
RON WOODS

TE
RT
RG
C
LG
LT
SE
QB
FB
TB
FL

19
77
79
53
65
73
86
7
43
33
1

TODAY'S OFFICIALS:

ERIC RICHARDSON
KEN DELGADO
MAOMAO NIKO
STEVE BODKIN
TOM LARSON
HENRY RAMELLI
BILL NICHOLAS
STEVE CLARKSON
RON THORNBURG
BOBBY JOHNSON
TIM KEARSE
REFEREE
UMPIRE
LINESMAN

1. Paul Schreiner (60 yds.) and Bill Wolsky (70 yds.)

TIGER DEFENSE

SPARTAN OFFENSE

SPARTAN DEFENSE

TIGER OFFENSE

1982 SPARTAN
NUMERICAL ROSTER

when the Spartans have the ball
37
99
64
95
92
59
31
20
27
42
21

WR
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
TE
QB
FB
TB
WR
DON TIPTON
JIM CRITTENDEN
STU ROSS

2. Vs. Fresno State, 418 yards.

THOMAS COWLING
KERESHAWN HARDY
GEORGE DUNLAP
JIM BANNOWSKY
MIKE LANDIS
ROB KOCHMAN
SHELDON MacKENZIE
MIKE HOLFORD
ANTHONY FREEMAN
KEVIN GREENE
GARRY PARCELLS

F LD JUDGE
B GK JUDGE
L IE JUDGE

3. Carl Kammerer (1961) and B

Lee (1967).

SLB
LT
NG
RT
WLB
ILB
ILB
LCB
ROV
FS
RCB

63
90
99
72
98
96
51
3
45
32
8

TULI AINUU
JAMES ROWLEY
JESSIE GREEN
STEVE MCENROE
KERRY FORD
BOB MATHENY
MIKE MAURER
GILL BYRD
RAY WILLIAMS
BRIAM^HAWKINS
SHERMAN COCROFT

CRAIG BATTAGLIA
TONY CORRENTE
BILL JORDAN
4. Kereshawn Hardy, out of Independence High School and San Jose City College.

LE
LT
NG
RT
RE
ILB
ILB
LCB
RCB
SS
FS

1 Tim Kearse, WR
3 Gill Byrd, CB
4 Andre Carter, HB
5 Phillippe Rebboah, PK
6 Mike Berg, PK
7 Steve Clarkson, QB
8 Sherman Cocroft, S
9 Art King, HB
12 Rick Sloan, QB
13 James Newton, CB
15 Jack Overstreet, AB
19 Eric Richardson, WR
20 Frank Robinson, HB
21 Kevin Tyler, WR
22 Tony Smith, WR
25 Ken Taylor, WR
27 Chris Iglesias, WR
32 Brian Hawkins, S
33 Bobby Johnson, HB
35 Louis Patrone, S
37 Ken Thomas, CB
42 Roy Smally, FB
43 Ron Thornburg, FB
44 Dave Criswell, FB
45 Ray Williams, CB
48 Dirk Hunter-Ellis, S
50 Jim Dennis, OG
51 Mike Maurer, LB
53 Steve Bodkin, C
54 George Bohan, OG
55 Kevin Reeder, LB
56 Dave Albright, LB
57 Phil Moore, OG
58 David Diaz-Infante, LB
60 Jeff Petkevicius, C
61 Tim Makela, DE
62 Ken Office, DE
63 Tuli Ainuu, DE
65 Tom Larson, OG
66 Carlos Milsap, NG
67 Harold Hadley, OG
69 Marc Oliver, C
70 Mike Ming, OT
71 Trevor Bowles, OT
72 Steve McEnroe, DT
73 Henry Ramelli, OT
74 John Aimonetti, DT
75 Dan Severance, OT
76 Dimitri Tsarofski, DT
77 Ken Delgado, OT
78 Ron Maki, OT
79 Maomao Niko, OG
80 Carl Sullivan, TE
86 Bill Nicholas, TE
87 Kevan Rippentrop, TE
90 James Rowley, DT
91 Brett Grauss, DT
93 Bryan Grauss, DT
95 Ken Woodburn, LB
96 Bob Matheny, LB
97 LeCarter Washington, DT
98 Kerry Ford, DE
99 Jessie Green, NG

ALL THE NEWS
AN HOUR EARLIER

NEWS

D

GARY RADNICH

#7

SPORTS
IN
• SACRAMENTO BEE

Weeknights
at 10pm
KTXL-TV40

University Book Store
Your Headquarters For
Personal Computers

Personal Calculators

TFXAS

Who| HEWLETT
mL'/iM PACKARD

INSTRUMENTS

Plus...
the finest selection of quality books in all the Valley.
Come in and browse!

University Center

University Book Store
22

(209) 946-2329
23

—THIS WEEK'S OPPONENT

OPPONENT PLAYERS

San Jose State Head Coach Jack Elway

San Jose State Spartans

GILL BYRD
Cornerback

STEVE CLARKSON
Quarterback

T

H

E

W

A

JESSIE GREEN
Nose Guard

T

E

R

F

R

O

N

BRIAN HAWKINS
Free Safety

Jack Elway has created a winning at
mosphere for San Jose State University
football—the same feeling he has im-

DIRK HUNTER-ELLIS
Strong Safety

T

Jack Elway

YACHT HARBOR

parted to all his teams in his 29 years of
coaching.
Entering his fourth season at San
Jose State, Elway completed the most
successful season in his reign directing
the Spartans to a 9-3 record, the
Pacific Coast Athletic Association
championship, a national ranking for
three weeks in the 20th spot of the

LOCATED AT THE HEAD OF THE CHANNEL
IN DOWNTOWN STOCKTON

TIM KEARSE
Wide Receiver

The Delta's newest and most spectacular Marina is the focal point of
the 100 million dollar Waterfront Redevelopment Project in
Downtown Stockton.
Shopping, recreation facilities, and many exciting restaurants are on
site. The newly renovated Grocer's Warehouse is a tourist attraction
for everyone, and the new Waterfront Promenade leads you right into
Downtown Stockton.

The Waterfront Yacht Harbor Offers in a
Spotless Setting, a Complete MEirina Facility:

ROY SMALLY
Fullback

STEVE McENROE
Defensive Tackle

KEN TAYLOR
Wide Receiver

• 1 7 5 Open and Covered Berths from 30 to 50 Feet in Length.
• The Delta's Largest Guest Dock
• Restroom, Dressing Room, and Showers for Men and Women
• Coin Operated Laundry Facilities
• Regular and Diesel Oil (Mobil, MasterCard, and
Visa Credit Cards Welcome)
• Holding Tank Pump Out Facilities
• Security Gates and Roving Security Officers
• Boat Launching Ramp (Within 500 Yards)

Y^CHT HARBOR

United Press International coaches'
poll and a berth in the inaugural
California Bowl. The superb 1981 cam
paign also resulted in the second PCAA
"Coach of the Year" honor for Elway in
only three seasons.
Leading San Jose State to winning
campaigns his first two years, his Spar
tans posted a 6-4-1 mark in 1979
followed by a 7-4 record in 1980.
The head coach for the 1983 West
team in the East-West Shrine Game, the
architect of one of college football's
most potent offenses came to San Jose
State in December, 1978 following three
seasons at Cal State-Northridge. Com
piling a 20-11-1 record with the
Matadors, he directed the school to its
greatest season ever, an 8-3 record in
his inaugural campaign. Two more years
ensued and Elway left Cal StateNorthridge as the school's winningest
coach.
The Hoquiam, Washington native who
has a collegiate coaching record of 4222-2 began his coaching career in 1953
at Port Angeles High School. He
amassed a 39-12 win-loss slate, won five
consecutive conference titles and has
his teams ranked in the state's top ten
rankings for four seasons.
Moving to the junior college ranks in
1961, he guided Grays Harbor College

to a 32-17-2 slate in six seasons. His
squads were nationally ranked during
the 1963 through 1965 seasons and
more than 50 of his players continued
their careers at four year colleges on
full athletic scholarships.
Named an assistant coach at the
University of Montana in 1967, he
coached the offensive and defensive
backfield units during a five year stint.
As a team, Montana won two Big Sky
Conference titles and participated in
two Camellia Bowl contests.
In 1972, Elway .returned to his alma
mater, Washington State University, as
an offensive coordinator and director of
recruiting. In his four years with the
Cougars, he also coached the offensive
backfield, quarterback and receiver
units.
A 1949 graduate of Hoquiam High
School, Elway received a football
scholarship to Washington State. Ear
ning his bachelor's degree in 1953, he
later received his master's degree from
the same insitution in 1965.
A member of the U.P.I, coaches' poll,
the 51-year-old Elway and his wife,
Janet, have three children—Lee Ann, a
recent San Jose State graduate; Jana, a
physical therapy major at San Jose
State; and John A. Jr., an Ail-American
quarterback at Stanford University.

SERIES RECORD
San Jose leads 30-20-4
1921
1922
1923
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935
1936
1937
1938
1939
1940
1941
1942
1946
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953
1954
1955

H
H
A
A
H
A
H
A
H
H
A
H
A
H
A
H
A
H
A
H
A
H
A
H
A
H
A

UOP 34-0
UOP 23-0
UOP 46-0
Tie 6-6
UOP 27-0
UOP 27-0
SJS 7-0
SJS 12-6
SJS 13-0
Tie 0-0
SJS 8-0
SJS 12-7
SJS 19-6
SJS 13-3
SJS 28-7
SJS 7-0
SJS 29-0
SJS 32-0
UOP 14-0
SJS 14-7
UOP 45-7
Tie 7-7
SJS 7-0
SJS 26-21
SJS 7-6
UOP 13-7
UOP 14-7

1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961

H
A
H
H
H
A
H
H
H
H
A
H
A
H

1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969 A
1970 H
1971 A
1972 H
1973 A
1974 H
1975 A
1976 H
1977 A
1978 H
1979 A
1980 H
1981 A

UOP 34-7
UOP 21-6
UOP 26-13
UOP 20-7
UOP 26-20
SJS 16-0
SJS 29-26
SJS 24-22
SJS 32-20
SJS 37-13
SJS 52-21
UOP 38-35
UOP 34-14
UOP 28-0
SJS 15-12
SJS 48-7
SJS 28-18
UOP 38-28
Tie 21-21
UOP 29-27
SJS 41-13
SJS 50-30
UOP 24-7
SJS 33-31
SJS 32-31
SJS 28-23
SJS 40-25

(H - UOP Home Game. A - UOP Road Game) -

FACTS ABOUT SAN JOSE STATE
Location: San Jose, California

The Waterfront Yacht Harbor will be the boater's most popular
destination. Why not make it your boat's home while
there is still space available?
Tuleburg Levee
Stockton, California 95203
(209)943-1848

]

~' •communtty developers

24

trtPTT PT
KEN THOMAS
Cornerback

KEN WOODBURN
Inside Linebacker

Enrollment: 24,000
Conference: PCAA
Nickname: Spartans
Colors: Royal Blue, Gold and White
Stadium: Spartan Stadium (22,000)
Athletic Director: Oave Adams
Ail-Time FootbaH Record: 304-257-34

The student union on the San Jose State campus.

25

Code of Officials' Signals

—GAME RECORDS-

A
Ball ready for play

Start clock

Individual
Time-out
Discretionary or injury time
out (follow by tapping
hands on chest)

Touchdownl
Field goal
Point(s) after touchdown

TV time-out

Safety

11

UOP

OPPONENT

STADIUM

39, Bruce Gibson vs. San Jose State, '77
310, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
5, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, '58

35, Ollie Brown (San Diego State), '76
264, Mercury Morris (W. Texas State), '67
4, Herb Lusk (Long Beach State), '75
Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80

36, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
310, Mitchell True vs. UC Davis, '72
4, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51

56, Paul Berner vs. Long Beach State, '82
30, Harley Miller vs. Cal State Fullerton, '80
370. Paul Berner vs. Long Beach State, '82
4, John Read vs. Santa Clara, '70

61,
38,
463,
7,

Dan Pastorini (Santa Clara), '69
Ed Luther (San Jose State), '68
Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69
Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69

59, Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
38, Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
4u4, Steve DeBerg (San Jose State), '76
5, Hank Washington (W. Texas State), '66

65, Paul Berner vs. Long Beach State, '82
330, Bob Gatiss vs. Washington State, '59

68, Dan Pastorini (Santa Clara), '69
450, Dennis Shaw (San Diego State), '69

62, Ed Luther (San Jose State), '78
401, Hank Washington (W. Texas State), '68

14, Gary Woznick vs. New Mexico State, '65
182, Gary Woznick vs. New Mexico State, '65
4, Tony Camp vs. Fresno State, '82

15, Lloyd Madden (Fresno State), '67
219, Dave Szymakowski (W. Texas State), '66
3, Several, last Rick Parma (San Jose State), '78

15, Lloyd Madden (Fresno State), '67
219, Dave Szymakowski (W. Texas State), '66
3, Several, last Rick Parma (San Jose State), '78

RUSHING

Attempts
Net Yards
Touchdowns
PASSING

Ball dead
Touchback (move
side to side)

Incomplete forward pass
Penalty declined
Legal touching of forward
No play
pass or scrimmage kick
No score

Loss of down

Attempts
Completions
Yards
Touchdowns
Inadvertent whistle
(Face Press Bo*)

TOTAL OFFENSE

Plays
Yards
PASS RECEIVING

Receptions
Yards
Touchdowns
SCORING

Points
Touchdowns

24, Several, last Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80
4, Several, last Richard Hersey (Arizona), '80

38, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State, '58
6, Dick Bass vs. San Diego State. '58

KICKING/RETURNS

Punt Rtn. Yds.
KO Rtn. Yds.
PAT's Made
FG's Made

148, Kent Oborn (Brigham Young), '66
No Record Available

164, Mike Noack vs. San Jose State, '65
147, Bill Cornman vs. Washington State, '69
Eddie Macon vs. Boston, '50
9, Bill McFarland vs. Cal Poly, SLO, '49,
Portland, '49
4, Frank Alegre vs. Hawaii, '77
Scott Kinney vs. Utah State, '82

10, Pete Smolanovich (New Mexico State), '61
4, Steve Steinke (Utah State), '78

30, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51
.5, Eddie Macon vs. Denver, '51
136, Herman Urenda vs. San Jose State, '65
147, Eddie Macon vs. Boston, '50
7, Wes Mitchell vs. Boston, '50
4, Frank Alegre vs. Hawaii, '77

Team
Failure to wear required
equipment

Substitution infraction

Unsportsmanlike conduct
Noncontact foul

Illegal participation

Sideline interference

Roughing kicker
or holder

UOP

OPPONENT

STADIUM

83, vs.
527, vs.

72, Miami (Fla.), '74
503, Miami (Fla.), '74

83, UOP vs. Hardin-Simmons, '51
459, UOP vs. San Jose State, '58

58, vs.
34, vs.
731, vs.
418, vs.

61, Santa Clara, '69, San Jose State, '78
35, San Jose State, '78
.734, San Diego State (29-39), '75
523, San Jose State, '76

61, San
35, San
.734, San
523, San

106, Loyola, '50
611, San Jose State, 76

106, Loyola, '50
611, San Jose State, 76

RUSHING

Attempts
Net Yards
PASSING

Attempts
Completions
Percentage
Yards

'82

TOTAL OFFENSE

Plays
Yards
SCORING

Points
Points/Half
Touchdowns
First Downs

96, vs.
679, vs.

132, Nevada-Reno, '19
No Record Available
10, New Mexico State, '61
27, Miami (Fla.), '74, Arizona, '80

88, vs.
54, vs.
13, vs.
31, vs.

55,
31,
8,
31,

Jose State, '78
Jose State, '78
Diego State (29-39), '75
Jose State, '76

UOP vs.
UOP vs.
UOP vs.
UOP vs.

Boston, '50
Los Angeles State, '73
Boston, '50
Denver, '50

All-Time Leaders
RUSHINQ

Illegal use of hands or arms

Helping runner
Interlocked interference

Grasping face mask or
helmet opening

Tripping —

Player disqualification

1. Willard Harrell (1974)
2. Bruce Gibson (1977)
3. Dick Bass (1959)
4. Tom McCormick (1952)
5. Bruce Orvis (1949)
6. Mitchell True (1972)
7. Jack Layland (1967)
8. Eddie Macon (1951)
9. Don Hardey (1950)
10. Gary Blackwell (Active)

1. Eddie LeBaron (1949)
3,324
2. Tom Strain (1965)
2,856
3. Sander Markel (Active)
2,714
4. Bruce Parker (1978)
2,652
5. John Read (1970)
2,461
6. Grayson Rogers (1981)
2,000
7. Bob Lee (1967)
1.751
1,708 8. Mickey Ackley (1969)
9. Roy Ottoson (1953)
1,591
1,497 10. Bruce Keplinger (1976)

3,841
2,758
2,752
2.706
2,623
2,578
2,340
2,225
2,148
2,139

1. Bob Ricioli (1967)
2. Rob Wilson (1980)
Mike House (1979)
4. Tony Camp (Active)
5. Ken Buck (1953)
6. John Rohde (1949)
7. Paul Schreiner (1981)
8. Honor Jackson (1970)
9. Rainey Meszaros (1980)
10. Jack Morrison (1969)

NOTE: Signals number 15, 16. 17. 24, 25 and 26 are for future expansion
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SCORING

PASS RECEPTIONS

PASSING YARDAGE

27

96
86
86
83
82
81
77
74
68
66

1. Willard Harrell (1974)
2. Dick Bass (1959)
3. Eddie Macon (1951)
4. Tom McCormick (1952)
5. John Rohde (1949)
6. Bruce Orvis (1949)
Don Brown (1956)
8. John Rodriguez (1976)
9. Art Liebscher (1950)
10. Bruce Gibson (1977)

220
208
204
188
174
156
156
153
150
144

UOP FOOTBALL HISTORY
UOP Football Hall of Fame
According
to
the
criteria
established by the Hall of Fame
Committee, a member must be a
former Pacific player, coach or
booster who has made outstanding
contributions to the history of
Pacific football.
The first choices were made from
each of the following eras—19191937, 1938-1947, 1948-1957 and
1958-1967. No candidates were

On June 22, 1982, 22 former
University of the Pacific football
players, coaches and supporters
were the charter inductees into the
UOP Football Hall of Fame.
The football hall is the initial por
tion of an overall University of the
Pacific Athletic Hall of Fame and
new members will be selected each
year to join the 22 charter mem
bers.

chosen from 1968 to present day
but Tiger greats of that time period
will become eligible as the years
pass.
Current plans call for a special
Hall of Fame room to be construc
ted in Pacific's main gymnasium
building. This area would contain
pictures, information and memora
bilia on all members of the UOP
Athletic Hall of Fame.

The 22 Charter Members
ERWIN "SWEDE" RIGHTER. .. (Coach 1921-32)
CECIL DISBROW
(RB 1927-29)
CHRIS KJELDSEN
(OG 1931 -34/Coach)
AMOS ALONZO STAGG
(Coach 1933-46)
JOHN CECHINI
(C 1934-36)
BOB KIENTZ
(HB 1937-39)
HUGH McWILLIAMS
(C 1937-39)

AMOS ALONZO STAGG

ART McCAFFRAY
JOHN PODESTO
EDDIE LeBARON
JOHN ROHDE
DON CAMPORA
DUANE PUTNAM
EDDIE MACON
LARRY SIEMERING

(OL 1943)
(RB 1943)
(QB/DB 1946-49)
(E 1946-49)
(T 1946-49)
(OG/LB 1949-51)
(RB/DB 1949-51)
(Coach 1947-50)

(QB
(E
(RB
(E
(QB

1956-57)
1956-58)
1956-59)
1957-59)
1966-67)
(Booster)
(Booster)

LARRY SIEMERING

BOB LEE

FARRELL FUNSTON

TOM FLORES

TOM FLORES
FARRELL FUNSTON
DICK BASS
BOB DENTON
BOB LEE
BOB GROGAN
LARRY HELLER

Pacific Football Season By Season
Year

Coach

Record

1919
1920
1921
1922
1923
1924
1925
1926
1927
1928
1929
1930
1931
1932
1933
1934
1935

Sperry
McCoy
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Righter
Stagg
Stagg
Stagg

1-4-0
1-2-1
3-1-0
6-1-0
7-0-0
6-3-0
5-2-0
5-3-1
2-6-0
5-2-0
3-4-1
3-6-0
5-2-2
4-4-0
5-5-0
4-5-0
5-4-1

Year

Coach

1936 'Stagg
1937 Stagg
1938 'Stagg
1939 Stagg
1940 'Stagg
1941 'Stagg
1942 'Stagg
1943 Stagg
1944 Stagg
1945 Stagg
1946 Stagg
1947 + Siemering
1948 Siemering
1949 Siemering
1950 Siemering
1951 Jorge
1952 Jorge

Record

Year

Coach

5-4-1
3-5-2
7-3-0
6-6-1
4-5-0
4-7-0
2-6-1
7-2-0
3-8-0
0-10-1
4-7-0
10-1-0
7-1-2
11-0-0
7-3-1
6-5-0
7-3-1

1953
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

Myers
Myers
Myers
Myers
Myers
Myers
Myers
Myers
Rohde
Rohde
Rohde
Campora
Campora
Scovil
Scovil
Scovil
Scovil

28

Record

Year

Coach

Record

4-4-2
4-4-2
5-4-0
6-3-1
5-3-2
6-4-0
5-4-0
4-6-0
5-4-0
5-5-0
2-8-0
1-9-0
1-8-0
4-7-0
4-5-0
6-4-0
7-3-0

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Smith
Smith
Caddas
Caddas
Caddas
Caddas
Caddas
Caddas
Caddas
Toledo
Toledo
Toledo

5-6-0
3-8-0
8-3-0
7-2-1
6-5-0
5-6-1
2-9-0
6-5-0
4-8-0
3-7-0
4-8-0
5-6-0

'Far Western Conference champions
+ CCAA champions
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Offense
by Glenn Dickey, San Francisco CHRONICLE

I

t can be the most exciting time in
a college football game, the last
two minutes of the half or the
game when the offensive team
shuns the huddle. The quarterback
brings his team quickly to the line of
scrimmage, calls an audible and the
tempo of the game picks up right now.
It can also be the time when the
game is won or lost.
"You've got to be capable of taking
charge of the game at that point, says
a Big Ten coach. "The coach has to
know what to do, and so does the quar

Taste is all it takes to switch to Jim Beam
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 80 PROOE DISTILLED AND BOTTLED BY JAMES B. BEAM DISTILLING CO.. CLERMONT. BEAM. KY.

terback."
There are some important elements
for success in the final two minutes.
One is the husbanding of time outs ear
ly in the half, so the clock can be
stopped often enough in those final
two minutes.
"I hate to see a team take a time out
early in the game," says a Pacific-10
coach. "It's almost criminal to waste
one at that time when you've got only
four of them in a half.
"I don't care if the quarterback is

confused. It's better to blow a play, fall
on the ball, for heaven's sake, than
waste a time out.
"Unless you're in a position to score,
one play early in the game isn't going to
make much difference. But a time out
late in the half can make the difference
between having the time to score or
not, and that can make the difference
in the game."
The other important element, points
out a coach from the Southeastern
Conference, is that a team be able to
pass the ball well.
"If you're a passing team," he says,
"you can usually throw a quick out, or
even throw the ball up in the nickle
seats to stop the clock. But if all you can
do is run the ball, it can be hard to run
the ball out of bounds."
The most graphic example of that
probably came in the 1971 and 72 Rose
Bowls, when Stanford upset Ohio State
and Michigan. At that time, the Big Ten
was a running conference (which it
isn't now though the image lingers),
and neither Ohio State nor Michigan

knew how to conserve the clock in the
late going, when they were behind.
"Of course," points out a Big Eight
coach, "neither team had ever been be
hind before."
When a team goes into the twominute offense, it's because it has no
choice: With limited time, it cannot af
ford the luxury of a huddle. The pres
sure is on the offense in that situation.
But more and more, teams are using
the no-huddle offense earlier in the
game, in an effort to put more pressure
on the defense.
"It can be real effective as a surprise
early in the game," says the coach of an
eastern independent, "especially be
cause teams are making multiple de
fensive changes these days. Coaches
will use the 'nickel defense' (five de
fensive backs) or even more. There was
a game I heard of last year when a team
used eight defensive backs!
"If you go to the no-huddle offense,
they can't make all those changes, and
they can't huddle, either. Most teams
continued

The No-Huddle Offense
continued

have one defense they go to auto
matically in that situation. You know
they can't take the time to practice ten
different defenses for it. So, if your
quarterback knows anything at all, he
should be able to recognize it and call
the right play against it."
That thought was echoed by a South
western Conference coach. "This game
swings back and forth. The offense will
get an edge, then the defense will
counter it, and then the offense will
come back.
"This is a weapon for the offense. It's
ideal, in a way, because the quarter
back can use his whole offense, but the
defense isn't structured that way. The
middle linebacker, who usually calls
defensive signals with the help of a
coach on the sidelines, just doesn't
have the freedom or the options that a
quarterback has. So, that's a big plus for
the offense."
(Interestingly enough, I talked to one
Pac-10 coach who dissented from this
thought. "Sometimes, I'd rather have
the defense make a change to some
thing like six defensive backs," he said.
"I know what they'll do in that defense,
and we have ways of beating it. But if
they don't change, I'm not sure what
they'll do." But this was decidedly a mi
nority opinion.)
The real key to success in the nohuddle offense, whether it's in the final
two minutes or as a surprise element
early in the game, is the quarterback.
"Your quarterback must be very
poised and not panic," said a Big Eight
coach. "That's so important that it's
something I really look for when I'm
recruiting a quarterback.
"If your quarterback doesn't have
that kind of poise, it means that you're
going to have to spend a lot more prac
tice time working on the no-huddle of
fense, until he becomes very confident
in what you're doing."
If you have confidence in your quar
terback you can do almost anything
with the no-huddle offense.
"If you really want to roll the dice,"
said a Pac-10 coach, "you use the nohuddle offense when you're inside the
other team's 10.
"Say you've gotten to the three, and
you go to the no-huddle. At that point,
the defensive team usually goes into a
goal-line defense, and the coach sends
in specialty players. But you're furthest
from the benches at that point, and
there's no way defensive substitutions
can be made. The defense either has to
go with a regular defense or waste a
time out to get subs in.
"But, frankly
there aren't many
coaches who would take a chance that
36t

The no-huddle offense needs a poised quarterback at the helm.

the quarterback would call the wrong
play in that situation."
Just as with the two-minute offense,
passing is critical to the no-huddle of
fense early in the game.
"I'm pass oriented, anyway," says a
Big Ten coach, "but I don't see how a
running team could make much use of
a two-minute offense. The changes the
defense makes are usually made to
stop the passing game. Their basic de
fense would probably be fine against
the run. But if you can catch the de
fense in the wrong formation against
the pass, you might score on the first
play."
A Big Eight coach sees a psycho
logical advantage to the no-huddle of
fense. "It gives your quarterback a
chance to take charge of the game," he
says.
"Most coaches call all the plays from
the sidelines. Usually that's good, be
cause we have more information (from
assistants in the press box) and more
experience. It's easier for us to call
plays.
"But sometimes, the quarterback
doesn't get as much feel for the game as
he should. This gives him a chance to
really take over."
A Southeastern Conference coach
thinks it benefits the whole team. "You
run so many plays in such a short time,
everybody really gets into it," he says.
"The whole tempo of the game picks
up, and I think it does something for
your team mentally, as well as phys
ically.
"It's a lot like some of those Bud
Wilkinson teams at Oklahoma in the
early '50s. They ran plays so fast, even
though they huddled, they kept other

teams off balance. I think the nohuddle offense can do that, too."
But that hurrv-up aspect can also be
a disadvantage. "It can really tire you
out," points out the coach of an inde
pendent team. "It's especially tough on
your wide receivers, because they have
to run their patterns, hurry back to the
line of scrimmage, and then head right
back out into another route."
But, there is a way to combat that, as
a Big Eight coach pointed out. "First of
all, we don't flop receivers from one side
to the other. Then, we tell the quarter
back that he doesn't have to call plays
any faster. The important thing is that
he take a good look at the defense. If it
takes the full 25 seconds to run the play,
that's all right.
"Finally, we tell him to take a good
look at his players. If he thinks they're
getting too tired, he's supposed to go
right back to huddling."
Sometimes, too, the no-huddle of
fense can defeat itself by trying too
much. "If you're using too many for
mations," says a Southwestern Confer
ence coach, "you're just going to con
fuse your players. In a huddle, you can
make sure they all know their assign
ments, but without a huddle, you don't
have that luxury."
But, whether they use it a lot or a lit
tle, whether they use it to speed up the
game or stay at the same tempo,
coaches agree on one thing: The nohuddle offense is here to stay.
"With teams getting so much more
balanced in college football," says a Pac10 coach, "how you handle the nohuddle offense can mean the difference
between winning and losing."

WHAT MAKES A "CLASSIC" A CLASSIC
is that nobody can think of a good reason
to change it. Maybe that's why it's so hard
to find a place
where you can't wear Levi's® Cords.
The truly timeless, it seems, is always timely.
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QUALITY NEVER GOES OUT OF STYLE®

The word "Levi's" is a registered trademark of Levi Strauss & Co., San Francisco, CA ©1982 Levi Strauss & Co. Slyte shown: Levi's No. 509-8054 Mid Wale Grey Corduroy.
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The Heisman TrophyDM \fou Know That..

A rich, smooth taste you can
compare to any beer you like

—John W. Heisman played at Brown
and Pennsylvania in the late 1890s and
early 190 0s, then coached college foot
ball for 36 years at various schools.
—Heisman originated or was the first to
use:
—vocal signals for putting the ball
into play
—the long center snapback
—-backfield shifts
—laterals
—the forward pass
—Heisman was twice president of the
American Football Writers Association;
one of the organizers and first presi
dents of the New York Touchdown Club;
and Director of Athletics at the Down
town Athletic Club of New York. It was
the latter club which, in 1935 on Heis
man's suggestion, decided to present an
award to the outstanding college foot
ball player in the U.S. each year.
—After Heisman's death in 1936 the
new trophy was named in his honor.
—There is an elaborate system for
choosing Heisman trophy winners:
—Five sectional representatives, from
the East, South, Midwest, Southwest
and Far West, all sportswriters or
broadcasters, head the system.
—Fifty state reps from the Downtown
Athletic Club of New York report to
the above reps. The state reps give
recommendations of players to be
considered to the writers and broad
casters considered eligible to vote—
about 1,000 throughout the country.
—Ballots are mailed out after midseason and are to be returned some
time around season's end.
—The voters pick first, second and
third choices, who receive 3, 2 and 1
points respectively.
—The first winner of the Heisman Tro
phy was Jay Berwanger, a University of
Chicago halfback.
—Since the award's inception only six
juniors have won the Trophy; the rest
have been seniors.
—The Heisman Trophy's measurements
are: 14" long, 13 Vi" high, 12V2" wide. It
weighs 25 pounds and each year is re
cast from the original statue, which is
displayed at the Downtown Club's
headquarters in New York.
£
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by Jack Clary
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I get Pennzoil protection
in all my cars"
"Driving the Pennzoil Chaparral
for the past two years has
made a Pennzoil believer out of
me. A national championship,
a win at Indy and thousands
of race miles and never an oil-

related problem. Pennzoil
proved itself to me on the track,
so now it goes into every car
1 own. Protection and Pennzoil.
Get 'em together in your car."

Quality in every extra mile,
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\ oyou suffer from the dreaded
1 SOFF Syndrome?"
j
7 That's SOFF as in Same
.
Old Football Formation. It
often is brought on by too many serv
ings of the Wishbone . .. continued
overexposure to the Veer . . . monoto
nous doses of the 1 Formation's Student
Body Left and Right. It is seeing the
same play—or what looks like the same
play—run over and over untilyou don't
really care whether the pitch man is
covered, uncovered or at the hot dog
stand. Fumbles, which used to send you
flying off your seat, don't even cause a
ripple of emotion. Masses of linemen
heading east or west don't interest you
and neither does the guy with the ball
who is following them into another
mass of linemen heading west or east.
If all or any of that is happening to
you, then what you need is a change.

opponents continue to ignore this still
verv fine and effective system of foot
ball.
Both have used it for the last 10 or so
seasons after success with the T for
mation. Carle, for example, lost only one
game in each season from 1975 through
1980, and Piper's 1979 team went to the
NCAA Division III playoffs with a 7-2
record in the very competitive Ohio Ath
letic Conference.
There are those, of course, who will
sound a loud disclaimer that the single
wing has gone the way of the dodo bird,
but they probably don't even know that
as late as 1954, the University of Califor
nia at Los Angeles, under coach Red
Sanders, won the national champion
ship with a 9-0 record as one of many
teams at that time using the single wing.
Further, the Bruins were 9-1 and went to
continued
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"I concentrate on making money.
EF Hutton concentrates on making it grow

continued

Denisort University in Granville, Ohio has enjoyed over ten years of success with the single wing.

When EF Hutto
people lis
© EE Hutton & Company Inc.1982 Member of SI PC

the Rose Bowl the following year, and in
the next two seasons, the team had 7-3
and 8-2 records. Had Sanders not
passed away suddenly after the 1957
season, there is little doubt that he
would have stayed with it into the 1960s
or for as long as he continued to coach.
That bit of history aside, the single
wing exists at more than just Denison
and Colorado College, or in the several
dozen high schools throughout the
country. So many college teams have
adopted what popularly is called the
"shotgun formation" for obvious pass
ing situations, and this has brought
shouts of glee from their followers who
proudly proclaim that their offenses
"are with it."
Those "with it" offenses simply have
changed the names a bit to accommo
date the times (though the shotgun for
mation was so christened in the South
west Conference back in the 1930s
when Sammy Baugh and Davey O'Brien
ran Texas Christian's aerial circus).
What you see in today's shotgun is noth
ing more than Pop Warner's old double
wing formation, which under modern
usage may become a single wing with
the shifting and men in motion that
are used prior to the snap of the ball.

Warner invented the double wing
more than 70 years ago (and a year after
he had unveiled the single wing). In its
pure form, two backs are placed outside
the ends, a blocking back is stationed
one yard behind the guard who lines up
next to the center on the strong side of
the line, and a tailback lines up seven
yards behind the center.
The single wing, in its pure form, fea
tures either a balanced or unbalanced
line. Denison, for instance, uses an un
balanced line; Colorado College has a
balanced line. The unbalance is created
by moving a guard or tackle to either
side of the center. The backfield features
a wingback, who is stationed outside
the end on the strong side of the of
fense. The blocking back is behind the
guard, as in the double wing, and a full
back lines up five yards behind him.
The tailback again is seven yards behind
the center.
In today's shotgun alignments, the
quarterback lines up in the tailback
position. One back becomes a Hanker
(or wingback), another may line up in
side the other end, becoming the other
wingback. A third back sometimes will
go into the gap between the tight end
and flanker, or stay back as a blocker. If

the latter happens, the team has an op
tion also of using the formation to run
the football.
There is no doubt that as teams be
come more comfortable using these for
mations you soon will see more running
plays, if only to utilize the surprise ad
vantage that is invited because the de
fense is anticipating a forward pass.
But those sometime plays are still a
far cry from using the single wing on a
full-time basis. Coaches, as a group, are
great imitators and they are prone to
use what is in vogue, as" demonstrated
by the increasing popularity of the shot
gun formation. The single and double
wing formations, as staples for an of
fense, are anything but popular so there
is little chance at this time that you'll
see teams adopting them on a full-scale
basis.
"It takes quite a bit of guts to use it,"
Carle notes. "If you win with it, you're
seen as kind of different, you're doing
something others can't do. If you lose,
then you're a 'horse and buggy' coach. I
tell people I'm still the same dumb
coach who had trouble 20 years ago, yet
no one says anything because we're
successful. I really think there are many
continued
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IF GEESE WERE INVENTED TODAY, THEY'D BE
WEARING THINSULATE THERMAL INSULATION.
FOR CENTURIES, GEESE
HAVE KEPT WARM
THE SAME OLD WAY.
Feathers, feathers and more feathers.
Fine, in their time. But now man has created
something better Thinsulate Thermal
Insulation from 3M. A goose would be silly
not to give it a try.

WE USE FIBERS, NOT FEATHERS.
Our special microfibers trap more air
than most other insulations do. And
that's the key to our amazing warmth.
You see, the more air an insulator
traps the better it works.True.
And that means a half inch of
Thinsulate Insulation is
actually 1.8 times warmer
than a half inch of down.
Nearly twice as warm. In
Thinsulate Insulation, a
goose might not mind
staying north all winter

1"

This much
Thinsulate
Insulation
is as warm
as

this much
down.

IT'S EASIER TO FLAP YOUR WINGS
IN THINSULATE INSULATION.
Because it takes less of our insulation to
keep you warm, you get a sleek, lean,
look. Not bulky In Thinsulate Insulation,

Thinsulate
Thermal Insulation

you can lead an active outdoor life. Freedom of
movement from wingtip to wingtip.

OUR INSULATION ISN'T AFRAID TO GO
NEAR THE WATER.
Should you happen to get it wet, don't worry.
Unlike down,Thinsulate Insulation retains almost
all of its insulating value under damp conditions.
And it can even be machine washed or dry
cleaned, depending on the garment's care
instructions.

WHAT'S GOOD FOR THE GOOSE IS
JUST AS GOOD FOR YOU.
The U.S. Navy Divers, the 1981 British
Winter Expedition on Everest, and hard
working ski patrollers and instructors
around the world use Thinsulate
Insulation. Because it works
for them. In fact, they've
been shouting its
praises, from the high
est mountain to the
deepest sea. You
will, too. When you're
out in your element.
Just look for
the Thinsulate
Insulation hang tag
on an assortment of
clothing and accessories
designed to keep'you
warmer.
For a free brochure,
write 3M Thinsulate
Insulation, Dept.TDI,
Bldg. 220-7W, 3M
Center, St. Paul, MN
55144.

Thinsulate
Thermal Insulation

WARMTH. WITHOUT BULK.

Take to the outdoors in comfort and style
Since 1830, YVoolrich has been the name people know for superior quality and value in outerwear.

3M hears you...
"Thinsulate" is a registered trademark of 3M. ©3M Company, 1982
Thinsulate Insulation Type C is 65% olefin, 35% polyester (Type B is 100% olefin).

The most experienced name
in outerwear.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR' Since 1972 Jack Clary has been a full-time freelance writer specializing in sports. Before '72 he spent 15 years as a sportswritercolumnist for the A.R, the New York World Telegraph & Sun and the Boston Herald Traveler. Clary has written eight books on football, including a
collaboration with Paul Brown on Brown's autobiography.

young coaches in high school and col
lege who would like to use it,but they're
scared by what their peers might think
if they're not instantly successful.
"But everyone who mocks this forgets
that it demands the same blocking and
tackling skills of any other offense, and
for teams which are not blessed with
great depth,Ithink it is an ideal system."
Carle says that four or five high
schools in Colorado use the single wing
and he gets requests from others from
every part of the country for films of his
games and for training films that he has
made to build the skills of each position.
Both Piper and Carle were schooled
in this system during their college ca
reers, Piper at Baldwin-Wallace Univer
sity outside Cleveland where Ray Watts
was his coach; and Carle learned under
two of the game's great coaches, Bernie
Bierman at Minnesota and Lynn (Pappy)
Waldorf at Northwestern. Ironically,
both also used the T formation during
their early years in coaching, and went
back to their roots only when they
found their personnel dictated they do
something different.
Pete Brown, now the player personnel
director for the Cincinnati Bengals,
played offensive guard for Piper at Denison and he recalled how the first switch
came about.
"A running back named Tony Hall
transferred from
Ohio State where he
was playing behind Paul Warfield, and
we switched to take advantage of his
running and passing skills," Brown re
calls. "We were 9-1 for the two years that
Tony played and he became a Little AllAmerica running back."
When Hall, who now is a U.S. Con
gressman from
Ohio, finished his ca
reer, Piper returned to the T formation,
but he went back to the single wing in
the early '70s and turned out another
two-time Little All-America in Clay
Sampson, who in 1979 and 1980, gained
nearly 4,400 yards, despite missing part
of his final season with a sprained toe.
Carle made his switch under similar
circumstances. At the start of the 1970
season, he lost his two best running
backs in the first two games. What to
do?
"One of my coaches said, 'Why not
try the single wing?' He wasn't kidding
around because we had spent so much
time preparing for our first game that
year against William Jewell College,
which at the time had used the single
wing. It was a nightmare to prepare for,
and though we won, we had used
much of our pre-season preparation
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The razzle-dazzle aspects of the single wing appeal to Colorado College.
time getting ready for it. You don't get
that much time on a week-to-week basis.
"We had a 400-mile ride home to think
about this, and the more I looked at the
options, the more sense it made."
With only a week to establish the sys
tem, Colorado College lost to Claremont
27-21, but the effect convinced Carle
that he had found the answer.
"It is not a difficult offense to teach,"
he says, and Piper concurs, adding that
a coach must be patient because it does
take longer to install.
"Further," Carle adds, "for teams like
ours which do not get the great players,
the ones with great speed, or linemen
with great size, it is very adaptable. You
must have good line blocking, but two
ordinary linemen can block a good one
with double-team work. If they had to
do it man-for-man, they couldn't handle
it as well.

Pop Warner unveiled the single wing for
mation more than 70 years ago.

"Our defensive preparation is no dif
ferent than any other team's because we
play against T-formation teams all of the
time. However, our opponents must
spend great amounts of time prepping
for us because they never see single
wing teams. This gives us an advantage
right away."
Both coaches say their players, re
gardless of what system they played in
high school, enjoy playing under this
.system. There is plenty of razzle-dazzle
with fullback spinners, where the full
back fakes a run, spins and tosses the
ball to a flanker or wingback coming
around on a reverse; or buck laterals
where either the tailback or fullback
slips the ball to the blocking back as
they head toward the line, and the
blocking back hands it to a wingback or
end for a reverse or end around play.
"The defenses have so many things to
check out in this system that they can't
hit and pursue as they do against T for
mation teams," Piper says. "There is no
quarterback to react to. The tailback
gets the ball and they have to check him
out first. In the meantime, he already
has a running start to where he is going,
and if the double team block is good,
there will be a nice opening for him be
fore any help comes.
"The lead pass, or snap, by the center
is an advantage, and then there are the
reverses, the fake reverses and other
gadgets which a defense must contend
with. And of course, the formation is
tailor-made for passing which is why it
has been adopted in the shotgun align
ments.
"I'm just glad we don't have to defend
against it," he adds. "When we played
the occasional teams who still used it in
the fifties, I dreaded it. I'm sure our
opponents feel the same way."
They do—which is why Piper and
Carle smile a lot.
9
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is main job is to give the ball
back to the other team. He
stands there alone, IS yards
behind
his
teammates,
ready to kick the ball away.
More than a strong-armed quarter
back or a lightning-quick running back,
what a punter does on fourth down is
seen clearly by everyone in the stadium.
How effective a punter is at getting his
team out of trouble and putting the op
ponent in trouble often determines
what kinds of plays a team is able to use
on all those first, second and third
down plays when they're trying to
score.
No wonder coaches get queasy when
fourth down comes.
Sometimes, though, it's what hap
pens from the punt formation—the
trick play, the fake punt—that lifts a
team up and gives it momentum . . . and
often decides how successful the team
is going to be.
"Games are won or lost when you're
back to punt, whether you've got a good
punter or a bad one," said one south
eastern coach. "There are plenty of
things you can do from the punt for
mation. It's up to your team to take
advantage of the situation as best as
possible.
"We're talking about field position.
When you drop back to punt, field posi
tion is going to change with the change
in possession. Sometimes it takes a
quarter, a half or a game. What kind of
field position you have determines
what kinds of offensive plays
you can run. You can string
together a couple of first
downs to help, but if you've
got a poor punter, he can ne
gate any field position the of
fense picked up.
"Hangtime, (how long the
football stays, or hangs, in the
air when it leaves the punter's
foot) is the most important as
pect of the punt, much more
important than the direc
tion and the distance.
"Say a guy punts the
ball 44 yards with only
three seconds hang
time—a line
drive
kick.
Another
guy
kicks it 36 yards with
4.4 seconds hangtime—nice
and high. Most times you're
better off with the shorter
punt because there's proba
bly not going to be any
return on it. We can get
downfield and cover
that kick like a blanket.
But there's no way we
can cover a 44yarder in three se
conds. The guy
returning it may take
continued

the Punt Formation
by Bill Stetka, Baltimore NEWS-AMERICAN
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CountryTraditionals by Pendleton.
Because one great tradition deserves another.

The tradition started in the
Pacific Northwest, at the
turn of the century.
A pioneer family began
weaving blankets, robes and
shawls in Pendleton, Ore
gon. Many designs were in
spired by the motifs
of the nearby Nez
Perce Indian
Nation.
The products
were of excep
tional quality, and
their comfort,
strength and dura
bility were such

that their reputation spread
throughout the West.
And so the tradition of
excellence began.
Soon, the company
branched out into making
fine clothing fabrics of pure
virgin wool.
Fabrics the
company cut
and sewed
into shirts
that loggers,
ranchers and
sportsmen of
the region could
wear a lifetime.

Each shirt was "war
ranted to be a Pendleton','
and the tradition grew.
Today, four generations
later, the name Pendleton
stands for many things, but
these above all: quality and
value.
Quality and value a man
can appreciate in every Pen
dleton product—including
CountryTraditionals tailored
sportswear. A collection of
pure virgin wool top coats,
sport jackets, slacks, sweat
ers, neckwear and hosiery.
All the care we devote
to our Pendleton Shirts we
devote to our Country Tra
ditional by Pendleton.
The same attention to
detail in the designing, dye
ing, spinning, weaving and
sewing.
It takes a great tradition
to start another great tradi
tion. And the Pendleton tra
dition lives on, in Country
Traditionals by Pendleton.
We invite your inspec
tion, at fine retail stores.

Punt Formation
continued

it 10, 12 yards—heck, there's a good
chance with the kind of start he'd have
he could take it all the way.
"We always look at net yardage—the
distance of the punt minus the return
yards—and not so much the punters
average. The guy punting 44 yards with
a 10-yard return isn't as good to the
team as the guy kicking 36 yards and
getting fair catches. That's why hangtime is so important. If we're linedriving the ball downfield, the return
man's always got a chance to break one
for a touchdown."
Even when a team has a great punt
return specialist, hangtime outweighs
the importance of where you kick the
ball.
"If a team has an exceptional punt
returner, I'm not going to risk sacri
ficing hangtime or distance by having
my punter try to kick it away from him,
said one coach. "With the proper hang
time, we should be able to cover the
punt and stop the return. Plus, it's a
challenge to our coverage team to stop
the guy.
"When you're punting the ball, you
have to be on the offensive. You have
your punter practice, practice, practice
kicking the ball to get height and to put
it in a spot where the team can cover
the return man. If you start kicking
away from what you've been doing,
maybe your players think, 'Hey, maybe
this guy is better at returning them than
we are at stopping them. At least the
coach must think so.' So you give your
punter and the whole coverage team
confidence by going right at them.
"Of course," he added, "if you don t
have that punter who can put the ball
up in the air consistently, you're better
off kicking it away from everyone, even
if there is a tackle back there to return
it."
There is a time, however, when direc
tional punting is important. It happens
most often when a team is punting from
inside the 50-yard line, trying to put the
ball out-of-bounds as close to the goal
line as possible, angling for the "coffin
corner."
There are even some teams who have
two punting specialists—one for boom
ing the ball deep from their own terri
tory, another for kicking the shorter
but more difficult—coffin corner
punts.
"We use two punters any time we feel
one of them is better than the other at
one kind of kick or the other," said one
southern coach who has made a prac
tice out of using "special specialists' in
the kicking game. "It's a luxury we have
in the colleges that they don't have in
the pros, where we can afford to have
an extra player around who can kick
the ball very accurately for 30, 35 yards,

How effective a punter is at getting his team out of trouble can determine the outcome
of a game.

but not much more. He 's the kind of guy
who can put the ball out of bounds in
side the 10-yard line if a field goal
would be too long. And I'll bet we've
been able to turn five or six games
around just because this fellow could
kick the ball so accurately. Our regular
punter might have been able to kick the
ball deep and bail us out of trouble, but
the other one could put the other team
in a heap of trouble."
But there is a catch to coffin corner
kicking, and that is getting the ball into
the opponent's territory in the first
place.
"Unless your offense consistently can
get past midfield, you need a punter
who can kick fairly deep and keep the
other team from returning the ball," said
the coach of a northeastern university.
Of course, just because your punter is
lined up back there, ready to kick the
ball away, doesn't mean he has to kick

the ball away. All he has to do is look like
he's going to. Then, many things can
happen.
The fake punt may be the oldest trick
play in the book. Rarely used, with many
ways to employ it, it can like a real
pUnt—turn momentum and field posi
tion around very easily.
"It has to be used when your oppo
nent least expects it, said a coach. It
can't be late in the fourth quarter when
you're behind by two touchdowns. You
have to have the courage to do it (fake
the punt) in the first or second quarter
when the score's tied or you're a little
behind.
"There are low points in a game when
a fake works best. But it's best not to use
it within your 35-yard line. If it doesn t
work, you don't want to wake the other
team up and have them camped right
outside your end zone.
continued
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Charmglow
grills up a
great season
Warni

IA

The Charmglow
Bantam Gas Grill
is perfect for
. tailgate parties,
r No wonder. It's
so light, it goes
anywhere as
easily as a picnic
basket. Great
for fishing and
camping, too.

It gives great outdoor flavor
to any food with the greatest
convenience. Instant starts. No
warm-up wait. No charcoal
mess. Plus, its large cooking
surface cooks up a tasty party
for a huddle of sports fans. And
to ensure a winning party,
there's a free Charmglow Tail
gate Recipe Booklet included
in each Bantam.
So, this season and every
season, go for the taste of victory.
Go with the #\ name in gas grills.
Charmglow.
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Another time the fake is effective is
when leading late in the game.
"Ifyou're ahead andyou want to keep
the football, that's a good time. You don't
want to risk getting a punt blocked, and
at the same time, the defense might be
rushing for the block, leaving openings
for a fake.''
The kind of fake a team uses often
depends on what kind of punter it has.
Can he run? Can he throw? If he's an
agile punter—some also double as
quarterbacks and receivers—he can
probably fake a punt in a number of
ways. The most common are for the
punter either to pass the ball to an end
or blocking back pretending to be run
ning downfield to cover the kick, or to
keep the ball himself and run for it.
"When the punter runs it's usually set
up to run to the side away from his kick
ing foot," explained one coach. "That's
because most defensive teams will rush
heaviest either straight up the middle
or from the side of the player's kicking
foot."
But the punter doesn't even have to
get the ball. And that's often the case
when the punter is not a good runner.
"We practice the fake where the cen
ter snaps the ball to an upback and he
runs with it," said an eastern coach with
a slow-running punter. "With the upback, we either run around end or up
the middle, depending on the team
we're playing and what we know about
their tendencies to rush the punter. You
can also snap it back to the punter and
have him shovel it forward to the upback, but we feel that just adds more
room for a bad exchange.
"It's not so much actually using the
fake each time as what it causes de
fenses to do. It is the threat that you
might do it, that they've seen you do it.
If you do it successfully once, especially
early in the season, your opponents for
the next five weeks are going to worry
about it. They've either scouted you,
heard about it, or seen your film of it. It
may be something you keep practicing
all the time but never use again. But if
you can get them worried about it, get
the defense to hold up just one second
before rushing the punter, you can get
off better punts and cover them better.
So the threat of the fake can make your
punts work better."
Why then, do so many coaches feel so
threatened by the punting game?
"Your quarterback can go 0-for-10,
your star running back can gain zero
yards on 10 carries," said one coach.
"But if you get a punt blocked or have
one returned for a touchdown against
you, or you try to fake one and get clob
bered, look out. You're going to hear it,
because they're the plays people
remember."
4*
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hat's right, the official sou
venir programs that will be
sold at the 1983 Rose Bowl,
Orange Bowl, Cotton Bowl, Fiesta
Bowl and Hula Bowl, and the 1982
Gator Bowl, Sun Bowl and Bluebonnet Bowl can be ordered now.

Ranging in size from 112 to over
150 pages, these beautiful collec
tors editions contain in-depth
scouting reports, special features
and colorful pictorial layouts.
Orders will be processed within
three weeks after the game.
Prices for the souvenir bowl pro
gram follow and include postage
and handling:

$5.00 per program.
$21.00 for any 5 bowls.
$33.OO for all 8 bowls.
Quantity:

ROSE BOWL
ORANGE BOWL
COTTON BOWL
GATOR BOWL
S1JN BOWL
HULA BOWL
FIESTA BOWL
BLUEBONNET
BOWL
TOTAL ENCLOSED: :
Name
Address,
City
State

-Zip.

Orders must be received by
December 1,1982, to ensure delivery.
Programs will be mailed
within 3 weeks after game.
Make check or money order payable to:
TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS
and send together with your
name and address to:
TOUCHDOWN PUBLICATIONS
BOWL PROGRAMS
Three Embarcadero Center, Suite 1980
San Francisco, CA 94111

"Folks say he's got the quickest flick in these parts."

1982 StoKely-Van Camp, Inc.

"There's always some damned Poe at Princeton to beat us."
—Anonymous Yale fan circa 1900

THE SUPER BOWL
A:

none of that quartet
s exaggerations
was noted for clean
go, that was
play.
a classic. Be
The most note
tween the years of
worthy game that
1887 and 1902, Yale
year occurred at Har
dominated its series
vard when Princeton
with Princeton, 11-5.
rallied from a 15-10
But for the Yale fan,
halftime deficit to
who wasn't used to
win, 41-15. While his
watching the Blue
teammates slugged
lose to anybody, that
and
gouged
the
was five too many.
home side, Ames
The fact that a Poe
lived up to his nick
was involved four of
name with punt re
those
times
was
more than enough
turns of 70, 105 and
50 yards. All of this,
to cause frustration
plus a guy named
on the New Haven
campus.
Poe at quarterback,
It is doubtful that
led a Harvard player
a single family ever
to pen the following
had more impact on
rhyme:
the football fortunes
Once upon a field
of one institution
momentous, while I
than the six Poe
faced that team por
brothers had upon
tentous,
Princeton.
Making many a slug
John Prentiss Poe,
and tackle followed
a Princeton alumnus
by a flow of gore,
and a prominent Bal
While the prejudiced
This historic photo shows the six Poes of Princeton: (seated l-r) Arthur; S. John
timore judge, was a
ascetic,
jaundiced,
son; Neilson; (standing l-r) Edgar Allen; Gresham; John P., Jr.
nephew of Edgar Al
glum and unpoetic,
lan Poe, the famous
Damned all manly
poet and short-story
sports athletic; sud
author. Six of his nine children were
by Jay Dunn, THE TREIXTOXIAK
denly I heard a roar,
boys, and he saw to it that they received
And the ball went whizzing past me, whiz
the finest education available.
became instead a lacrosse star and
zing as I d seen before,
All six attended Carey's School in Bal
Gresham a hockey wing.
Only Ames, and nothing more.
timore, a typical private school of the
Thus, the first of the brothers to leave
The followingThanksgiving the Tigers
day—exclusive but strict. They studied
a lasting mark on the gridiron was Edgar
completed their perfect season, thump
Latin and Greek and read Homer and
Allen Poe, who was named for his fa
ing Yale, 10-0, before 25,000 fans in New
Virgil. Only then were they considered
mous uncle, though the middle name
York City.
ready for Princeton. Three enrolled at
was spelled differently. When Walter
The next two Poe brothers, John Pren
the age of 16; two others at 17.
Camp selected his first All-America
tiss and Nielson, may have been the
Scholarship was only one attribute
team in 1889, E. A. Poe was listed as the
most stubborn battlers of all. "Big" Bill
the six had in common. Every one of the quarterback.
Edwards, the Tiger captain of 1899,
Poes were both small andpugnacious. It
The 1889 Tigers were distinguished
noted in his book Football Days that
was only natural that they would grav
by more than their 10-0 record. That
"Johnny Poe stood behind the door
itate towards football, which was a vi
team represents perhaps the earliest ex
when fear went by."
ciously brutal game in that era.
ample of over-emphasis on the gridiron.
Although small in stature, Johnny
They all played at least a season for
Although the stars of the team—Hector
would volunteer his services as a tack
the Tigers, and four enjoyed full careers
Cowan, Knowlton "Snake" Ames and ling dummy during Tiger practices.
at Princeton. Only the oldest, Johnson,
Poe—were serious students, four of the
Wearing no pads, he would absorb one
and the youngest, Gresham, remained
starting 11 came to Nassau under rather
bone-rattling tackle after another, then
on the periphery of football. Johnson
suspicious circumstances. Moreover,
continued on page 621
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Mazda wins again.

m

1981IMSA GTU
Champion

After winning the IMSA GTU Man
ufacturers' Championship in1980,
the Mazda RX-7 did it again in
1981. We think this is a notable
achievement, especially
when you consider that the
RX-7 didn't compete in
IMSA racing until 1979,
when it was merely
the runner-up.
It was also a win
ning year for RX-7
drivers Lee Mueller
and Walt Bohren, who
finished at the top of
the GTU point standings.
Meanwhile, the
street version of the RX-7
continues to win acclaim as
today's most incredible sports
car value.

For example, in August 1981, Road &
Track magazine selected the RX-7
as one of the 10 Best Cars For the
Eighties. Here's part of what they
had to say:
"In the class for Closed
Sports Car, the Mazda RX-7
won on a unanimous
vote... Its performance is
excellent with smooth ac
celeration from the rotary
engine, its handling and
braking are hard to fault,
it's comfortable on long
trips... and the price is sur
prisingly low."
Look for the RX-7 race
car during the1982 IMSA
season. And look for the1982
RX-7 sports car now at your
nearest Mazda dealer. You'll find
that the Mazda RX-7 is a winner—
any way you look at it.

The more you look, the more you like.
Mazda's rotary engine licensed by NSU-WANKEL.

by George Rorrer,
T h e Louisville TIMES
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r Mo," they call him.
He's the favorite of those who
broadcast and write about col
lege football games.
"Mo" is just his nickname. "Momen
tum" is his formal monicker, and if you
think he's a figment of some fertile
imaginations, you're oh, so wrong.
You hear broadcasters talking about
him a lot. "State really has the momen
tum now," they'll say. Or, "You can feel
the momentum change."
You can't reach out and touch Ol' Mo,
not even with a long-distance tele-

continued
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lives!
Coaches can draw all the X's and O's
they want, and they can recruit athletes
who are superior to those of the opposi
tion. But college football is a game of
emotion, and when Ol' Mo goes into his
act, crazy things sometimes happen.
Every weekend of every season has
some "upsets" in which the team with
the superior talent goes home with a
loss. You can blame Ol' Mo for that.
When he lands on the bench of an infe
rior team, he sometimes makes its
strength the strength of ten, not neces
sarily because the players' hearts are
pure.
Momentum in college football is a
state of mind. It can lift a team up or it
can crush it. It affects nearly every
game, and it's one of the most mad
dening aspects of football.
"You know what's happening when it
goes against you," said a Big Ten coach,
I'd like to know is what

can do about it.
"When it's going against you, it affects
nearly everything you do. Your players
become a little tighter and more unsure
of themselves. Your play-calling even
becomes more cautious.
"You know you might be able to
change the momentum by making a
gambling play call, whether it's on of
fense or defense. But I'll be darned if it
isn't hard to make those calls. When you
get to feeling everything is going against
you, you start thinking you'll get burned
every time you gamble."
When momentum is flowing with
you, though, anything goes.
"You just feel like you can do any
thing," the coach said. "You can run
faster, jump higher, hit harder, throw
farther—do anything better than ever.
"On the bench, you don't hesitate to
make a play call that might be a little
more daring than you'd usually make.
You just sense that you're hot, that

whatever you call, it'll work, and it usu
ally does.
"Don't ask me why. Just tell me how
I can control it, if you can."
Momentum isn't just a game-day
thing, the coach of a Southern Confer
ence team said. It sometimes carries
over not only from previous games, but
from previous seasons.
"You can see that in schools that
seem to have winning seasons year after
year," he said. "It's just an attitude that
prevails. They have won before, and
they expect to keep on winning. They
do the things you have to do to win.
"They try to recruit the best athletes,
and even if they don't get them all, they
get enough of them to keep them going.
Players want to go to schools where
they'll have a chance to win."
It works the other way, too, the coach
said.
"At some schools where they haven't
won," he said, "even though the people
continued

IT WAS AGREAT GAME, BUT
IT'S GOOD TO BE HOME.
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Nothing is as devastating to an opponent as sustaining a long drive down the field.
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Right now you are wishing you didn't
eat so many hot dogs and drink that last
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say they want to win, they do things
that tell you they don't really expect to
win."
Momentum from early games even
dictates how entire seasons will go, said
one coach of a Southwestern Confer
ence school.
"It's so important to start off with
something positive," he said. "Ifyou win
early, it'll just snowball for you. But if
you lose early, each loss makes the next
one easier.
"One season, we had a good ball club
and we lost our first game against a
team we should have beaten. Then, in
the next game, we led a high-ranking
national power until the final two
minutes before we lost. The next week,
we played on the road against an un
beaten team, and we lost in the final
seconds.
"We were within two and a half
minutes and three points of a 3-and-0
record and a national ranking. The next
week, we played the team that even
tually won the national championship,
and we led them 3-0 at the half. But we
ended up losing that one, too.
"We didn't play anybody better than
those teams the rest of the season, but
the pattern had been established. We
finished with a 3-8 record, but I'll al
ways think we could have had a great
year if we had just won those early
games and gotten our confidence."
In given games, momentum can shift
dramatically on one play—a blocked
punt, a blocked kick, a pass inter
ception, a fumble recovery, a goal-line
stand. All of those things suddenly
switch the initiative from one team to
another and send spirits soaring or
crashing.
Depending on the score and the time
remaining, all of them can lift a team for
a time, or even hand it victory.

But, said the coach of a Midwest Di
vision III power, the most effective
momentum-switcher of them all is the
lengthy scoring drive.
"Nothing gives a team more con
fidence than being able to move the ball
consistently on a long drive," he said. If
you are any good at all, you have to truly
believe you can get the yardage you
need for a first down on your best play,
whether it's a pitchout, or a power
sweep, or a pass.
"When you're on a long drive and
your plays are working for you, you get
the feeling you can do anything you
want to whenever you want to do it.
"But whenever a team moves the ball
down the field on you, and proves to
you that it can make its plays work
whenever it wants to, there's nothing
more discouraging.
"A fumble or an interception early in
the game, you can overcome that. You
can always tell yourself that there s
plenty of time to make up for it.
"But when the other team can drive
on you, that really takes it out of you.
Since momentum is an emotional
thing which affects a teams confidence, some coaches have taken to
trying to build against its negative efOne Southwestern Conference head
coach annually sends his players home
for the summer with some reading
material—a book on building selfconfidence.
"It's just as much of our off-season
training program as weight-lifting and
running," the coach said. The mental
part of the game is extremely im
portant, and it's so often neglected."
That's why everybody likes—or, at
least respects—Ol' Mo, and wants him
to take up residence on their side of ^e
field.
®
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hop to his feet and admonish his assail
ant to hit him harder the next time.
In 1896 Johnny Poe, then a graduate,
was serving as the unofficial coach of
the Tigers when, during a game with
Harvard, he suddenly blurted, "If you
won't be beaten, you can't be beaten."
That phrase, which has been adopted
as the slogan of hundreds of football
coaches, inspired a 12-0 victory over the
Crimson.
Besides coaching, Johnny tried his
hand at real estate, but found that bor
ing. "The scramble for the almighty dol
lar does not appeal to me," he con
cluded. When the Spanish-American
war broke out, he quickly enlisted.
Warfare had become Johnny's hobby.
His romantic love of battle was accom
panied by a cynical view of politics.
Both sides, he reasoned, are probably
wrong, so it makes no difference which
side one chooses.
Armed with that philosophy, he
joined the Honduran forces during a
war with Nicaragua. He eventually tired
of that and joined the Nicaraguan forces
in the same war. Unfortunately, one of
the Nicaraguan troops recognized him
and concluded he was a spy. Johnny
was forced to flee from the country.
In 1905 he temporarily retired from
military action and went into the min
ing business with his brother Nielson,
or "Net" as he was called.
The two were successful in mining
and also became highly respected
referees on the West Coast. In 1910 Net
chose to return to Princeton as an assis
tant coach. Johnny stayed behind and
ran the business, but was never truly
happy doing so. "I must confess," he
lamented, "it is my ambition to see wars
in new countries."
Hence, in 1914 Johnny was on his way
across the Atlantic with romantic war
fare in his heart.
He enlisted immediately in the British
Army and was in combat by October.
After serving in an artillery unit, Johnny
requested a transfer and soon became a
member of the Black Watch, a crack
Scottish regiment.
He was with the Black Watch on Sep
tember 25, 1915, when he was killed in
action near Loos.
Two years later, when the United
States entered the war, 41-year-old Net
Poe reported for officer's training in
Plattsburg, N. Y.
He was 42 years old on July 20, 1918,
when he took command of his unit after
the captain in charge was killed. Before
the day was over Net was seriously
wounded. He was presented the Dis
tinguished Service Cross, the second
highest award for heroism in battle.
The smallest of the brothers, Arthur,
was also the best football player. He,
6 at

The John P. Poe, Jr. Memorial Football Cup
is awarded at the end of each season to a
deserving player.
more than any of his brothers, took a
special delight at beating Yale.
A 147-pound end, Arthur won the
1897 encounter with the Blue almost
single-handedly. A Yale runner was
struggling in the grasp of lineman A R T.
"Doc"
Hillebrand,
when
Arthur
stripped the ball from his hands and
raced 95 yards for the only touchdown
of a 6-0 Tiger victory.
A year later he subdued Yale in even
more dramatic fashion. At that time a
touchdown and field goal were each
worth five points. The touchdown was
more desirable only because it per
mitted the scoring team the opportu
nity to add the one-point conversion.
Played on a frozen field, the 1899
game was one of the most hard hitting
of all time. Yale got the better of the
skull-cracking, and managed to put
eight of Princeton 's 11 starters out of the
game. Poe and captain "Big" Bill Ed
wards, were two of the survivors.
With a minute left in the game Yale
held a 10-6 lead and copies of the Yale
News, bannering the Elis' victory, were
already on sale in the grandstand.
It hardly seemed to matter when a
then-obscure end named Bill Roper re
covered a fumble at the Eli 25. No one
could possibly expect Princeton to
move 25 yards in the waning seconds
against a team as powerful as Yale.
Excitedly, Poe approached Edwards.
"Cap," he pleaded, "we've got to kick. Let
me take a shot at their goal posts."
The idea seemed preposterous. The
ball was near the sideline and the swirl
ing wind would have made the attempt
foolhardy for even an experienced
kicker. Arthur had never kicked a field
goal in his life.
Still, Edwards couldn't think of a bet
ter idea. "Go ahead," he consented, "you
were born under the sign of a horse

shoe."
When Arthur moved into position for
the drop-kick, the Yale players, under
standably, presumed the play was some
sort of fake.
"I recall," wrote Edwards years later,
"how tiny Poe looked back there in kick
position. I had a queer obsession as I
waited in the line. I was sure my bulk
would block Arthur's kick. I remember
murmuring, 'thank God it cleared' as
the ball sailed towards the goal. It
seemed to hang in the air for 20
minutes. Then came a roar that must
have echoed all the way back to Prince
ton. Poe's kick pierced the uprights,
making the score Princeton 11, Yale 10."
Piercing the uprights should not be
confused with splitting the uprights.
"I was standing at the 34yard-line," is
the way Arthur recalls it, "ten yards to
the left of center. The ball started
straight for the far goal post, was de
flected by air currents, and curved a
yard inside the timber. My brother Net
rushed onto the field shouting, you
damned lucky kid. You've licked 'em
again.'"
Except for Johnny, all of the Poes went
on to distinguish themselves in profes
sional careers and all lived into their 70s
or beyond. Johnson and Edgar Allen
each became attorneys, the latter going
on to become attorney general of Mary
land. Arthur became an executive with
the Quaker Oats Company and Gresham
went into banking in his native Balti
more.
Only Net Poe returned to the game
which brought fame to the family. In
1919, after returning from the war, he
moved into Room 24 of the Nassau Club
in Princeton and became an assistant
football coach. He assisted Bill Roper
throughout his successful tenure on the
Ivy League campus, then worked under
Fritz Crisler, who fielded some of
Princeton's finest teams ever during
the '30s.
Net was 65 when he retired from
coaching in 1942, but he remained very
close to the Tiger football program.
In 1963 sports information director
Bill Stryker commissioned an artist to
produce a painting of Net. The painting
was a masterpiece, and Stryker had it
carefully reproduced on the cover of the
program for that year's Yale game.
All this was done in utmost secrecy.
The program cover was intended as a
surprise for the 86-year-old Poe.
Sadly, there was no surprise. On Sep
tember 22 Net Poe suffered a fatal stroke
and never saw the program cover. He
was still residing in Room 24 of the
Nassau Club when he died.
For the first time in 83 years, no
one named Poe was associated with
Princeton football.
9
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•THIS IS PACIFIC
The Best of Both Worlds
Founded in 1851 as California's first chartered university, University
of the Pacific has developed a reputation as one of the finest
academic institutions in the West.
The only private school in the Pacific Coast Athletic Association,
Pacific offers a diversity of programs that would normally be
associated with a much larger university than the 6,000 students
currently attending classes at the main campus in Stockton,
Sacramento and San Francisco.
Pacific is now comprised of 10 schools and colleges, including a
dental school in San Francisco and McGeorge School of Law in
Sacramento. On the main campus in Stockton are two liberal arts
colleges and schools of music, engineering, education, pharmacy,
business and public administration and a graduate school.
The liberal arts colleges include College of the Pacific, the largest
arts and sciences college with more than 50 major programs and
Elbert Covell College, the only Spanish-speaking college in the United
States.
Throughout Pacific, the emphasis is on teaching, although research
is recognized as having a need in the various disciplines.
The students at the university are represented on nearly all policy
making committees and the Associated Students play an active role in
campus life through social and cultural programs for the community.
The Stockton metropolitan area, with a population of more than
200,000 is also the scene of many programs that take the students off
campus in a multitude of community involvement and work experience
activities.
The university athletic program has excelled in conjunction with its
proud academic heritage. Such names as Amos Alonzo Stagg, Eddie
LeBaron, Dick Bass, Tom Flores, John Gianelli and Ron Cornelius have
graced the UOP athletic fields and courts.
In 1981, Pacific dedicated the 6,000-seat Alex G. Spanos Center.
This on-campus facility, named for UOP regent and benefactor Alex G.
Spanos, serves as home for several Tiger athletic teams as well as
other university and community functions.
The University has been directed by President Stanley E. McCaffrey
since October of 1971. McCaffrey recently returned from a one-year
leave of absence as President of Rotary International, a duty which
saw him travel to all corners of the world.
Stockton, renowned for its inland, deep water port, is located in the
Central Valley of California, 75 miles east of San Francisco and 50
miles south of Sacramento. It is within easy driving distance of Lake
Tahoe, the scenic national parks of the Sierra Nevada, the picturesque
wine country of Napa and Sonoma Valleys and the Bay Area.
Conservatory of Music
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more complete-it has the essential biotin extra.
Biotin is an important vitamin that aids in the
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ATHLETIC STAFF
Athletic Director
Since taking over as UOP athletic director in July of 1979, Elkin "Ike" Isaac has set the Tiger
athletic department on a course that is sound competitively and financially.
Isaac's three years guiding the UOP program have seen an upgrading of the football program,
the opening of the 6,000-seat Spanos Center on campus, the rise to national prominence of the
women's volleyball team and the vast improvement of the entire women's program. In 1982, UOP
will host the NCAA Volleyball Finals.
Isaac, 59, a professor of kinesiology and trainer at UOP for four years before becoming first in
terim and then full-time athletic director, is not new to his current position.
He served in a similar post at Albion (Michigan) College for 15 years (1959-74). Before stepping
up as Albion's athletic director, Isaac was the school's head basketball, track and cross country
coach for seven seasons (1953-59), winning one league basketball championship, seven track titles
and four cross country crowns.
Isaac received a B.A. from Albion in 1948 and earned his masters there in 1950. He is married
(wife Edith), has a son (Ron) and a daughter (Sue).

BILL BENTLER
Business Manager

DR. JOHN BLINN, JR.
Team Physician

DONNA CROSS
PAF Administrative Asst.

KEN GROSSE
Sports Information Director

TOM McBRATNEY
Equipment Manager

A Growing Force in Division 1-A
One of the country's up-and-coming conferences, the Pacific Coast
Athletic Association had a truly banner year in 1981-82. Its two biggest
steps forward came with the addition of Nevada-Las Vegas as a fullfledged member in November and the playing of the first California Bowl,
showcasing the champions of the PCAA and Mid-American Conferences,
in Fresno, in December.
Classified as NCAA Division 1-A in all sports, the PCAA has flourished
under the active and dynamic leadership of former Commissioner Jesse T.
Hill and his successor Lewis A. Cryer, who begins his fifth year at the
league's helm.
A desire to form a Division 1-A football conference was the spark that
led to the formation of the PCAA on July 1, 1969. The 14-year-old con
ference now consists of nine members (seven play football) of which five
— Pacific, Long Beach State, San Jose State, Fresno State and UC Santa
Barbara — are charter members.
Cal State Fullerton joined the conference in the summer of 1974,
followed by UC Irvine in July of 1977. When Utah State was admitted in
October, 1977, the PCAA was transformed into a regional conference and
becomes even more so with the addition of UNLV.
Known as one of the most innovative conferences in collegiate
athletics, the PCAA was the first league on the West Coast to use a post
season tournament as a means of selecting its NCAA Tournament
representative. The 1982 tournament, played at the Anaheim Convention
Center had sellout crowds for the semi-final and final games. It will be
played at the Los Angeles Forum in 1983.
Dr. Allen Agnew, Athletic Representative from Fresno State, is the con
ference president, while Norman Jones of Utah State serves as vice
president. Jack Roberts is the PCAA's supervisor of football officials.

LEWIS A. CRYER
PCAA Commissioner

Past Champions
FOOTBALL

BASKETBALL

1969 San Diego State
1970 Long Beach State
San Diego State
1971 Long Beach State
1972 San Diego State
1973 San Diego State
1974 San Diego State
1975 San Jose State
1976 San Jose State
1977 Fresno State
1978 Utah State
San Jose State
1979 Utah State
San Jose State
1980 Long Beach State
1981 San Jose State

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Long Beach State
Cal State Fullerton
Long Beach State
San Diego State
Fresno State
San Diego State
Pacific
Utah State
Fresno State
Fresno State

The California Bowl

MIKE MILHAUPT
PAF Executive Director

BARBARA PARKER
Ticket Manager

TOM STUBBS
Asst. Athletic Director

FRED TOZI
Athletic Development

STAN VOLBRECHT
Athletic Representative

BUD WATKINS
Promotions Director

MIKE WILBORN
Athletic Trainer

JAN WILLIAMS
Asst. SID

DICK W00DDELL
Equipment Manager

RON YAMADA
Team Physician
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In 1981, the California Bowl
quickly established a tradition of
excitement as Mid-American Con
ference champion Toledo, behind
quarterback Maurice Hall (the of
fensive player of the game) and
linebacker Marlon Russell (the
defensive player of the game), came
from behind in the last 15 seconds
to upend PCAA champion San Jose
State, 27-25.
California Bowl II, again to be
held at the 30,000-seat Fresno State
Stadium, is slated for Saturday,
December 18 and will again pit the
regular season winners of the Mid
American Conference and the
PCAA. Tentative kick-off is at 1:00 p.m.

The contest, one of 17 post
season bowl games sanctioned by
the NCAA and one of just two to be
close-ended (the Rose Bowl is the
other), will be televised by the
Mizlou Television Network out of
New York for the second con
secutive year and will also be shown
on ESPN. It will also be broadcast
by two radio networks, one in
English and one in Spanish.
The two-year-old Fresno facility
that serves as home for the Califor
nia Bowl was funded by community
donations and features natural turf,
a computer-operated scoreboard and
a field 37 feet below ground level,
insuring a good view from all seats.

PACIFIC COAST ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
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Sponsoring the California Bowl is
the Greater San Joaquin Valley
Sports Association. Ron Metzler
now serves as the organization's
President, the Executive VicePresident is John Brocks and
Robert
Schumacher
is
the
Executive Director.
The Valley Children's Hospital
and Guidance Clinic has been
designated the game's official
charitable beneficiary and will
receive any profit derived from the
game.
The winning team will receive a
perpetual trophy, designed and
sculpted especially for the Califor
nia Bowl.

PACIFIC MEMORIAL STADIUM

^ATHLETIC
FEATURE
§
m.

VB Squad on Track for NCAA Finals

THE STADIUM

Pacific Memorial Stadium, a 30,163-seat, earth-fill
structure was dedicated on October 21, 1950 when the
Pacific football team entertained Loyola. Built on land
donated in part by the legendary Amos Alonzo Stagg, it
is one of the largest on-campus facilities in the PCAA.
It was funded in main by a two-month drive in the
spring of 1950 which raised $165,000. Initially having a
capacity of 35,975 with room for expansion to over
44,000, the stadium has undergone several structural
changes that have reduced the seating to its current
level.

TICKET OFFICES

The Tiger Ticket Office in the athletic department
building on campus is open from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday - Friday, and from 8:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. on game
Saturdays (8:30 a.m. - 11:00 a.m. on day games). The
ticket booth southwest of the stadium on Pershing
Avenue is open two hours before kickoff on game days
and is the site of Will Call. Ticket Office phone number
is 946-2474.

Rest rooms and concession stands are located on the
rim of the stadium behind sections O, H and ZZ.

LOST AND FOUND

FIRST AID

REST ROOMS / CONCESSION STANDS

A trained nurse is present throughout the game at the
pressbox on the west side of the stadium. In addition,
the UOP team physician is present on the field with a
mobile life support unit in cases of severe medical
problems.

Lost and found items should be given to a stadium
usher or brought to the pressbox on the west side of
the stadium. During the week, check with UOP
Security. Lost children should be brought to the
pressbox on the west side of the stadium.

PACIFIC CLUB

PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEM

The Pacific Club, a 1972 gift to the University by alum
nus and regent Alex Spanos, is on the east side of the
stadium and is one of the finest stadium club facilities
in the country. Club privileges, as well as theatreseating below the club, are reserved for members of
the Pacific Athletic Foundation. For information, con
tact PAF Executive Director Mike Milhaupt, 946-2472.

All announcements must be approved by the Sports In
formation Director. No special announcements will be
made except in case of gravest emergency. Any other
announcements should be cleared with sports infor
mation office (946-2472) the week prior to the game.
Those expecting emergency calls should leave word
with the SID or at the pressbox during the game.

Ybu'll like it
here
• Where V°ur
STOCKTON
L0DI
MANTECA
TRACY
MODESTO
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TOCUTON SAVINGS
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It's been a topsy-turvy season in
collegiate women's volleyball in 1982. In
a sport where three or four teams have
traditionally dominated everything in
sight, upsets have abounded, new
powers are coming to the forefront and
the national title picture has been
muddled.
Coach Terry Liskevych's UOP squad,
a Final Four qualifier each of the last
three seasons, has been one of the
more stable members of the nation's
elite. But even the Tigers have not been
immune to the upset epidemic, losing
road contests to previously unintimidating Arizona and Cal. The latter
snapped a 50-game conference win
streak.
Still, the Tigers are one of the
legitimate contenders for the NCAA
championship, which will be held at
Pacific's own A.G. Spanos Center, Dec.
17 and 19. Liskevych's team is 26-5
to date and the seventh-year coach is
happy with the way his squad has
progressed.
"I'd say we're in good position right
now for a strong run at the NCAA's,"
says Liskevych. "Our teams have
always been better at the end of the
year and our schedule gets tougher the
next couple of weeks, which should get
us ready for the tournament." Liskevych
admitted a bit of surprise at the way the
season has developed from an overall
standpoint.
"There are some factors in the
national picture that we never thought
about, like Stanford, Cal Poly-SLO and
San Diego State," says Liskevych,
speaking collectively for the collegiate
volleyball world in analyzing the un
predictable season that's unfolded.
"And there are some teams, like USC
and UCLA, that have kind of dropped
off, but they certainly have the person
nel to come back. I think we're right
where we should be."

lengers for the NCAA crown, Liskevych
feels that all but a handful are merely
pretenders.
"With the increasing balance in volley
ball, almost anybody can win one match,
but winning four in a row over a short
period of time against top competition
is the critical element in the nationals,"
says Liskevych. "There are still very
few teams that are capable of playing
at that high level consistently." And
his Tigers are one of those.
Undoubtedly
the
deepest
team
anywhere this fall, UOP has regularly
played with various combinations of 10
players, all who have been in the star
ting lineup from time to time.
"I think it's important that we
stabilize our starting lineup as we ap
proach the NCAA's," says Liskevych,
"But it's nice to have the kind of twodeep talent where you can call on an

And according to the latest NCAA
rankings, that's No. 1 in the nation, just
ahead of Hawaii and San Diego State.
UOP beat both teams last weekend en
route to winning the 24-team UCLANational Invitational Tournament (NIVT).
"It was the best we've ever played,"
says Liskevych, whose teams had drop
ped matches just prior to the NIVT. "We
have to play consistently well against
the best teams, which we certainly did
at UCLA.
"Our mental approach is probably the
most important factor as far as winning
the national title is concerned," he con
tinued. "We've got to be totally
prepared every time we take the floor,
plus get some breaks.
"We've been close the last three
years and with a little luck we might
have won it before." Despite the large
number of seemingly qualified chal
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equally capable player when some
body's not going well."
At middle blocker, Liskevych has
sophomore all-conference stars Robin
Burns and Eileen Dempster as well as
rapidly-improving
freshman
Andrea
Markel. At outside hitter, freshmen Julie
Maginot and Therese Boyle have been
instant standouts, blending well with
steady veterans Karen Jacobsen, Linda
Vaughn, Cathy Lumb and Lisa Franco.
The setting has been strictly in the
hands of sophomore Jan Saunders, first
team AII-NorCal in 1981 and tournament
MVP at the MVP, and among the best at
her position in the country.
Rounding out the team are freshmen
Pam Burdue and Denise Jezychi, both
outside hitters.
Tickets for the 1982 NCAA Women's
Volleyball Finals at the A.G. Spanos
Center, Dec. 17 & 19, are now available
at the UOP Athletic Ticket Office, 9462474.
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FALL SPORTS SCHEDULES
Conference: PCAA
Home Pool: Kjeldsen Memorial

Conference: NorPac
Home Court: A.G. Spanos Center

Head Coach
Dennis Nugent

Head Coach
Terry Liskevych
SEPTEMBER

SEPTEMBER
13
14
16
18
19
22
24
25
29

Monday
Tuesday
Thursday
Saturday
Sunday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday

*San Jose State
*at USF
Northwestern
UOP Invitational
UOP Invitational
•Oregon State
at Arizona State
at Arizona
Cal Poly-SLO

11
12
17
18
19
24
25
28

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
5 & 7 PM
5 & 7 PM
5:30 PM
7:30 PM
5:30 PM
7:30 PM

Friday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Monday
Wednesday
Monday
Tuesday
Friday
Saturday

'Oregon
*at Fresno State
at Cal Poly-SLO
at UC Santa Barbara
*at Washington
*at Washington State
*at Santa Clara
•USF
•Santa Clara
*at California
Wendy's Classic
Wendy's Classic

1
2
7
9
10
14
15
22
22
23
29
30
30

7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
6 & 8:15 PM
6 & 8:15 PM

Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday
Thursday
Sunday
Tuesday
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday
Friday

All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day
All Day
3:00 PM
11:00 AM
4:00 PM

Friday
Saturday
Thursday
Saturday
Sunday
Thursday
Friday
Friday
Friday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday

at NorCal Invitational (Stanford)
at NorCal Invitational (Stanford)
•at UC Santa Barbara
*at UC Irvine
*at Long Beach State
at California
Whittier College
•Pepperdine
Modesto Junior College
San Francisco State
UC Davis
*Cal State Fullerton
Santa Clara

All Day
All Day
4:00 PM
1:00 PM
10:00 AM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
2:30 PM
4:00 PM
11:00 AM
2:00 PM
11:00 AM
2:30 PM

at Santa Clara
at Stanford
•Fresno State
PCAA Championships (Long Beach)
PCAA Championships (Long Beach)

3:00 PM
11:00 AM
11:00 AM
All Day
All Day

NOVEMBER

NOVEMBER
3
5
6
9
11
14
16
19
20
24
26

UOP Invitational
UOP Invitational
at UC Irvine Invitational
at UC Irvine Invitational
at UC Irvine Invitational
California
Stanford
at UC Davis

Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Friday
Saturday
Tuesday

OCTOBER

OCTOBER
1
6
8
9
15
16
18
20
25
26
29
30

These People Keep UOP's Tiger Roaring

WATER POLO

VOLLEYBALL

at Stanford
at UCLA-NIVT
at UCLA-NIVT
*at San Jose State
•California
Pepperdine
•Fresno State
NorPac Championships (at Cal)
NorPac Championships (at Cal)
at Hawaii
at Hawaii

5
6
13
19
20

7:30 PM
All Day
All Day
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
4:00 PM
7:30 PM
TBA
TBA
7:30 PM
7:30 PM

Friday
Saturday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday

SOCCER

Conference: Pacific Soccer Conf.
Home Field: Brookside

DECEMBER
3
11
12
17
19

Friday
Friday
Saturday
Friday
Sunday

at UCLA
NCAA Regionals
NCAA Regionals
NCAA Finals (A.G. SPANOS CENTER)
NCAA Finals (A.G. SPANOS CENTER)

8:00 PM
TBA
TBA
TBA
TBA

Head Coach
Bruce Spaulding
SEPTEMBER

•NorPac Match

15
19
20
26
29

FIELD HOCKEY

Conference: NorPac
Home Field: Brookside

4
7
9
13
16
20
23
27
30

SEPTEMBER
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday

NorPac Pre-season Clinic (at UOP)
NorPac Pre-season Clinic (at UOP)
Stanford
at Long Beach Invitational
at Long Beach Invitational
'Chico State

All Day
All Day
3:00 PM
All Day
All Day
3:00 PM

Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Friday
Saturday
Saturday

3
9
12
14
21

UC Davis
•Washington State
•at San Jose State
•at UC Davis
•California
at California Invitational
at California Invitational
•at Stanford

11:00 AM
2:00 PM
11:00 AM
3:00 PM
11:00 AM
All Day
All Day
11:00 AM

Friday
Thursday
Saturday
Sunday
Saturday

San Jose State
at California
NCAA Regionals
NCAA Regionals
NCAA Finals

Monday
Thursday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday
Wednesday
Saturday

at San Francisco State
at UC Santa Barbara
at Cal Poly-SLO
•Fresno State
•Stanford
*at San Jose State
at UC Santa Cruz
Nevada-Las Vegas
•USF

3:00 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM
TBA
2:00 PM
7:30 PM
3:00 PM
7:30 PM
7:30 PM

Wednesday
Tuesday
Friday
Sunday
Sunday

•Santa Clara
at Sacramento State
*St. Mary's
Stanislaus State
Alumni

2:00 PM
7:30 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
2:00 PM

FALL SPECIAL EVENTS
AT UOP
Sept. 15
Sept. 22
Oct. 7

NOVEMBER
5
9
13
14
20

4:00 PM
11:00 AM
TBA
TBA
TBA

NOVEMBER

OCTOBER
2
8
9
13
16
22
23
30

at UC Davis
at Cal State Dominguez Hills
at La Verne University
Cal State Fullerton
*at California

OCTOBER

Head Coach
Carta Konet

10
11
15
24
25
29

Wednesday
Sunday
Monday
Sunday
Wednesday

2:30 PM
3:00 PM
TBA
TBA
TBA

Oct. 25-26
Nov. 30
Dec. 17-19
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Tennis
llie Nastase vs. Bill Scanlon (Spanos Center)
Volleyball USA vs. Poland (Men's)
Basketball Golden State Warriors vs. Phoenix Suns
(exhibition)
Golf
UOP Autumn Invitational (Woodbridge)
Football
Awards Banquet (Stockton Country Club)
Volleyball NCAA Championships (Spanos Center)

Abbey Rents
Dr. Howard Abrams
Bob Allan
Alustiza's
American Battery Co.
American International Rent-A-Car
Mike Andrltch
Joe Anthony
Angelina's Restaurant
Arctic Ice Company
Aspen Airways
John Atwood Graphics
Aurora Body Works
Babka Distributing Co.
Harry Bader, D.D.S.
Armando Baldocchl
Bank of Stockton—Bob Eberhardt
Jack Barton
Ted F. Baun
Bill Beauchamp
Beck Construction
Bill A Betty Blanchl
Big Valley Cablevlslon
Big Valley Printing
Blair Lumber Company
Mike Blatt Construction
Bllncoe Trucking Co.
John Bllnn, Jr.. M.D.
Bob's Country Club Service
Bockmon t Womble Electric
Boersma Brothers
Boulevard Auto Service
Ronald Brackney
Brannon-Doherty Tires
Brea Agricultural Service
Gary Breshear's Printing
Leslie Anne Brewer
Mort Brown
Bruzzone & Hatch Investments
Joe Bryson Heating & Air
Lyle Burgess
Dr. L.C. Buscaglia

Delta Minerals Co.
Delta Otfice Systems
Delta Paints
Delta Safety Supplies
Delta Tree Farms
Delta Views
Steve DeParsia
DeVinci's Delicatessan
De Young Memorial Chapel
Jim Dobbins
Dohrman-King Company
Dominiguez Roofing. Inc.
J.F Donaldson & Sons Tires
Durst Office Design
E.F. Enterprises
Dick Eichenberger
Elkhorn Golf & Country Club
Richard D. Elliott
Empire Glass Company
Richard F. Evans
Wesley Evans. M.D.
Evergood Meat Company
Exchange Enterprises
F&H Construction
John Falls' Men's Shop
Dr. Isam Felahy
Robert Ferguson
Robt. K. Ferguson
Allen Fetters
Richard Filice
Fireside Carpets
Fish Market/Oyster & the Duck
John Fitzgerald
Florin Box & Lumber Co.
Foletta Brothers
Ken Fong
Fox & Company
Gary Frasier
Freeman & Rishwain, Attorneys
Frey Distributing
Fruitridge Printing

C&R Fence Company
Jerry Cabral
California Construction & Coatings
California First Bank
California Floral Co.
Cal-Sierra Pipe, Inc.
Campbell's in the Village
Tom Campora
Canepa's Car Wash
Carando Machine Works
Dr. Robert Carloni
Carmen's Restaurant

Bill Gaines
Frank Garavano
Geiger Manufacturing
David Gerber
Geweke Ford—Daryl Geweke
Richard J. Gibson
Gil's Heating & Air Conditioning
Walter Gleason
Jay Goble, D.D.S.
Gold & Son
Golden State Steel

Bob Carter

Gotelli Trucking Co.
Edward T. Graham. D.D.S.
Tom Graham
Granite Construction Co.
Virginia Graves Inc.
Chris & Barbara Greene
Griffith Battery Company

Jack Carter
Ed Case
Castle Upholstery
Lorraine Cecchini
Ceres Courier
Chapin Bros.. Inc.
Pat S Mike Charles
Chase Chevrolet
Chet's Tire & Auto
Fritz Chin Photography
Dan Ciabattari
Stanley Clark. M.D.
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
Donald F. Collier. D.D.S.
Willard Collins. D.D.S.
Howard D. Conn. Attorney
Mike Conroy Photography
Continental Insurance
Mark & Margo Cook
Ronald A. Daniel
DaVinci's—Tracy
Delicato Vineyards
Delta Anchor
Delta Container Corporation

Golden Grimsley

Richard Haines
Loyal Hall
Norman Halleen
Hank & Tony's Fence Co.
Hansel & Ortman Leasing
Hansel & Ortman—Don Mann
Norm Harris
Frank Harvey
Hatchcover/Shannon's
Hawley Chemical Co.
Dr George Herron
Hickinbotham Bros.. Ltd.
Henry Hotf & Son
Holt Bros.
Holt Motors—Bryan Wood
Nicholas Holt
Jim Horst

Hump's Bar & Grill
Industrial Indemnity
J&H Drywall
Donald Jessee
Mr. & Mrs. Richard Johnsen
Dan Johnson
Dr. Dale Jost
KFMR Radio
KGMS Radio
KHOP Radio
KJAX Radio
KJOY Radio
KQKK Radio
KWG Radio
KWIN Radio
K&M Roofing
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Kaeslin
Clarence Kamps
Kamps Propane
Keith's Trophy Supplies
Kendall's, Inc.
Dr. & Mrs. Lloyd Kimball
Jerry Kirsten
Bill & Bob Klein
Klein Bros.. Inc.
Bud Klein
Oscar Budd Kleinfeld
Robert Klinger
Knapp Ford—Jerry Knapp
Yale Kroloff
Fred Krueger, M.D.
Dale Kuill
George Lagorio
Harold A. Lane
Larimore's Catering
Jeffrey Larson
Robert L. Lee
Arthur Leiba
Walter Lennox
Howard Lenz
Art J. Lewis
Lloyd Copy Equipment
Lodi Video Station—Jim Peek
William Low. D.D.S.
Lozano Plumbing
Lucky Auto Sales
Clarence A. Luckey. M.D.
Thos. Luckey Construction
Lurtsema-Patick Financial Co.
Capt. William Lynch
Dave McCann
McClean s Carpets & Draperies
Dwayne McClendon
Ralph McClure
Bill McCormack
McLaughlin Air Conditioning
Main S Wilson Shell
Don Mann Advertising
Manny's
Manteca Bulletin
Manteca Leasing—David Knapp
Manteca News
Darrow Marcus
Paul Mariani
Justin Marshall
Mid-Cal Tractor
J. Milano Company
Mills Press
Minatree Signs, Inc.
Miracle Mile Martinizing
Gerald Mollett
Morita Bros Mobil
Ken Mork
Dr. John Morozumi
Stan Morri Ford
Morris Auto Supply
Moss & Craig
Ed Mulrooney
Mrs. Donald Murphy
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John F. Nelson
Nelson Ready Mix
New York Life—D A Ehlert
Mr. & Mrs. Sil Nogare
Nunes Hay Service
Reuben Nuss
Mrs. Esther Nusz
Nylen Development. Inc.
Frances Okamoto
On Lock Sam's
Pacific Printers
Pacoast, Inc.
Parker's Carpet Cleaning
Frank A. Passadore
Chuck Patmon
Patterson Products
Max J. Paulsen
J.C. Penney. Inc.
Pepsi Cola Bottling Co.
Pereira Photography
The Personal Touch
Picchi Farms
Charles Plumb
Polar Water Company
Frank Portale, D.D.S.
Prime Rib Inn
Rachelle Prince
Print N' Stuff
Pronto Porfi's—Stockton
Prospect Motors—Bill Halvorson
Quail Lakes Athletic Club
Randik Paper Co.
Keith Reeve
Reid Travel Associates
Frank Reynoso
Reynoso Construction Co.

Stockton Advertising Assoc.
Stockton Business Machines
Stockton Oatsun—Woody Woods
Stockton Fence Co.
Stockton Hearing S Speech Center
Stockton Hilton
Stockton Manufacturing
Stockton Plating, Inc.
Stockton Poultry
Stockton Record—Robert Uecker
Stockton Sand S Gravel
Stockton Savings S Loan—David Rea
Stockton Scavenger Assoc.
Stockton Service Sta. Equip.
Stockton Terminal & Eastern Railroad
Howard Stokes
Straw Hat Pizza—Quail Lakes
Sumiden Wire Products
Sumitomo Bank of California
Gary Swinden
Buster Takechi
Susie Taylor
Teichert Construction
G. Preston Thompson
Harold W. Thompson
Henning Thompson
E.P. Tiscornia, Jr.
Title Insurance & Trust Co.
Tony's Pizzeria
Town S Country Furniture
Toyota of Stockton—Ray Farmer
Tracy Press
Bill Travaiile
Travel by Charles
Butch Trebino
Union Safe Deposit Bank

Ripon Farm Service
Dr. Anthony Rishwain
Roek Construction
Eugene A. Root
Wm. P Roscoe, III
Kenneth G. Rose
Fred T. Roseberry
Round Table Pizza
Rue. Hutchison, DeGregori.
Gormsen & Co.
S.F. Floral
Nicholas Salemne
Sanborn Chevrolet—Dick Sanborn
San Joaquin Lumber
Robert Sankus, M.D.
San Sierra Business Systems
Eugene H. Sanguinetti
Schmiedt Soil Service
SDI Community Developers
Scott Bros. Sign Co.
Scott, Warded & Sands
Wayne Segale
Dr. Joseph Serra
Jack Shaughnessy
J.C. Shepherd
Kyser Shimasaki
Kenneth W. Shunk, M.D.
Simard Printing
J.H. Simpson Company
Sky Ag Services
Snyder Lithograph
Gene Sosnick
Joe Sousa
Alex Spanos
Dale Spoonhour
Stanfield & Moody
Stanislaus Roofing. Inc.
State Savings & Loan Assoc.
Gary Stead
Mike Stemler
Theodore Stephens
Steves Chevrolet-Buick—Frank Steves

Valley Electric
Valley Lumber Co.
Valley Volkswagen—Jay Friedman
Vanbilt
Vanguard Press
Van's Greenbriar Garden Centers
Frank Vaughn
The Video Game Co.
Village Liquors
Vogue Cleaners
W.H. Waggoner
Wagner Corporation
Walker Business Forms
B.C. Wallace & Son, Inc.
Phillip Wallace
Jack Ward
Steve Weesner
Dr. Thomas Werner
West Coast Chemical Company
Westland Theatres
West-Pac Products
Robert Whittington
Paul Wiemers
Jack Wilcox
Edward Lee Williams
Williams Plumbing Co.
Roy 0. Williams
Harold Willis
Wilson Way Tires
Thomas Witter
David Wong

Yagi Brothers
Bill Yamada
Bob Yamada
Carl Yamada
Clarence Yamada
David Yamada
Michiko Yamada
Richard Yamada
Dr. Ronald Yamada
Shoji Yamada

Quarterback Club
Century Club
Donors
($100-$1,249)
Don Babcock
Bert Bacchetti
Bank of Stockton
Reno Berbano
Bianchi Bros.
John Blinn, III
D.C. Burnham
James D. Bush
C&B Equipment Co.
Case Power & Equipt. Co.
John B. Cechini
Central Valley Hardware Co.
Central Truck Sales
Cerri Janitorial Service
Conti Trucking
Darryl's Custom Electric

Albert Dell Aringa
Frank DeParsia
Diablo Farm Equipment
Gary Dingman
Leon Eakes
Bud Engdahl
George Ernest
Gary Escabar
Susan Fletcher
George Fowler
Lee Fowler
Mark Friend
Bill Gaines
Frank Giannecchini
Mike Gikas
Peter Gormsen
James Graddy
Daniel Heinze Insurance
Leo T. Helms
Paul Herman

Richard Nemetz
Tad Oshima
Robert S. Pacos
Pezzi & Son Produce
Pombo Real Estate
Scott Puailoa
Rays Beverage
Ellen Read
Jay Reese Plumbing
Patrick J. Ribeiro
Reed Robbins
Leo Rolandelli
San Joaquin Supply Co.
Roy Sanders
Thomas Shollin
Star Beverage Co.
Everett Stark
Chas. & June Thompson
Tracy Liquors
Yukiye Ueda
Van & Bob's Chevron Station
Walter's Carpets

Steve Heinrich
James C. Hodges
J.M. Equipment Co.
George L. Jacklich
Carl M. Johnson
Mitsue Kagehiro
John H. Kautz
Ed & Roberta Kinney
Dale Kuil
Robert Kuretich
James & Sandra Landis
E. Rick Lenzi
John Lopez
Fillmore Marks
John Mayol
Dick McClure
Tom Mellis
John Merriweather
Dr. John Morozumi
Neal Munson

STAY WITH
THE WINNER!

Waterloo Athletic Club
Gary Woehl
Chance Wong

8ob Yamada
Michiko Yamada
Ken Yasui
Quarterback Club
Booster Donors
($50-$99)
William R. Bentler
Thomas J. Blackmun
Genevieve Borsdorf
George Briare
John Broggi
Ken Brown
Willams S. Buck
Calcagno Yacht Sales
Doug Carter
Chapel of the Palms
Emerson Cobb
Thomas Cy Coleman
Howard D. Conn
Hal Daley
J. Lawrence DePolo
Doyie's Barber Shop
Jeff Gaines
Pete Gaines

Ted Gaines
Wm. C. Gaines, Jr.
P.H. Gillaspy
Mario Gori
The Graduate
Ken Harman
Bill Hartley
Julius & Faye Hastings
Jack Hutchison
Edwin L. Markel
Richard McCurry
Wayne Miller
Jean Owen
Gary Poggi
Jerry Poletti
Dave Pope
Walter Rathhaus
John W. Rickman
Bill D. Ringer
R.W. Siegfried & Assoc
Donald J. Smith
Stockton Realty, Inc.
Wm. J. Striegel, Jr.
G.W. Van Vlack ,
Walter Wolterstorff

rTOP TIGER BOOSTERS
£

University of the Pacific's Athletic
Department appreciates the out
standing support given by each and
every Tiger booster. The persons
listed on this page were the premier
fund raisers from last spring's Pacific
Athletic Foundation (PAF) fund
drive, which brought in more than
$720,000.

John Kamps

Jerry Knapp

Don Mann

Corey Patick

Max Paulsen

Liz Rea

Char Schwyn

Dale Spoonhour

Joe Travale

Bob Yamada

Farmer (Tracy)
2. Max

..$30,000

Paulsen

General Manager, New York Life Insurance
.. $25,376

3. Liz Rea

$23,900

4. Jerry Knapp

Owner, Knapp Ford (Manteca)
$21,475

S. Corey Patick
6.

Tiger Boosters

. $21,450

Don Mann

Owner, Hansel & Ortman Cadillac, Oldsmobile
. $20,700

7. Jack Hutchison

Partner, Rue. Hutchison, DeGregori, Gormsen & Co.
Century Club
Donors
($100-$1,249)
Betty Allen
Bob Anderson
Atherton/Kirk Deut.
Gail Ausbrooks
William Biddick
Genevieve Borsdorf
Larry G. Brehm
Bright Clean Bldg. Maint.
Lee Burnham
Ellis Calija
Ross Cardinalli, Jr.
Dr. Edward Caul
Gary L. Cavanaugh M.D.
T.C. Coleman
Mr. & Mrs. L.C. Cowling
Jim Cox

Forrest Darby
Delta Welding Products, Inc.
Jerry S. Dorn
Hank Eilers
Galaxy Lighting
Dominic George
Anthony E. Geremia
Ghiggeri Farms
Guarantee Savings & Loan
Frank Heath
Monroe Hess
James C. Hodges
Chuck Huber
Cecil Humphreys
Darrell Isaacs
Lowell L. Jensen
Ted Johnson
Allan Jones
Rick Karr
Jan Kurtin
Stanley McCaffrey

Gary Merin
Dusty Miller
Bob Monagan
Larry Mueller
F. Clinton Murphy
Parker Floor Care
Joseph Patick
Robert Perasso
Pioli's Art Floral Shoppe
San Joaquin Supply Co.
Bob Sanguinetti
Bob Scruggs
Self Insured Programs, Inc.
Gerald Sherwin
Myron Stahl
Warner Ulrich
Village Flair
Albert Warren
Weber Financial
Ron Weldon

..$20,250
8. Joe Travale
President, American International Rent-a-Car
9.

$18,850

Gary Marchetti

Sales Manager, KJOY Radio
10.

$18,200

Steve Heinrich

New York Life Insurance
$16,750

11. John Falls

Owner, John Falls Men's Wear
12.

$16,700

Mark Friend

Director of Business Services, UOP
13.

$16,250

Bill Beauchamp

General Sales Manager, KQKK-FM Radio
14.

$16,260

John Kamps

Owner, Kamps' Propane
15.

$15,985

Char Schwyn

Instructor, Food Services Dept., Delta College
16.

$14,450

Bob Eberhardt

President, Bank ol Stockton
17.

Dale Spoonhour

18.

Dick Eichenberger

$14,250

Insurance Broker
$13,450

District Attorney
$13,210

Bob Borsdorf

Maintenance Superintendent, UOP

Meeting & Banquet facilities for groups of 12 to 600!

Genova Bakery
Jon Gustorf
Donors
Tony Gutierrez
($50-$99)
Robert Heyborne
Avenue Flowers
Verna Johnston
Dr. Richard Boubelik
Robert Kavanaugh
Tom Bugarin
Catherine Kurth
Paul Campbell
Phil Laughlin
Bryce Carey
Margo Leonardi
Lawrence DeRicco
A.J. Matteucci
Dougherty Properties
Ronald Monroe
Dean Duncan
Jean Farley O'Connell
Eddie's Carriage Trade Liquors
Oliver/Simas Insurance
Carla Edwards
Edgar W. Parsons
Ralph W. Epperson
Walt Patterson
Dan Flores
Joel Perisho
Oscar Francis, Jr.
Tiger Booster

• The Holidome Center
A 15,000 sq.ft. Indoor Tropical Paradise with all types of
recreation! Indoor/Outdoor swimming pool, sauna, whirlpool.

• The Grocer Restaurant
Unusual breakfast items, daily luncheon specials, steaks &
seafood dinners..and all our menu items are available for
room service.

• Stephanies
Stockton's lively night spot! It's all new & full of action!

• 194 Luxurious Guest Rooms
Newly redecorated and designed for your comfort. Suites &
king rooms are available.

• Boat Dock
We're built on San Joaquin Delta Channel, fed from San
-

Swja.
Phone (209)466-3993

Mark Friend

$120,000

1. Bob Yamada

19.

STOCKTON

John Falls

Here is the Top 20

• Expanded Convention Capacity

221 N. Center

Bob Borsdorf

Lurtsema-Patick Financial Co.

We're Stockton's newest convention center. With the
addition of our brand new Holidome Indoor Recrea
tion Center, we're Stockton's recreation center as well!

Francisco Bay.

Carla Edwards

Bill Beauchamp

Larry L. Pippin
Ralph's Upholstery
Lee Rigg
Ralph Leon Saroyan
Emil & Melba Seifert
Stockton Auto Glass
Stockton Travel
Dr. Wm. C. Theimer, Jr.
Jack M. Toedt
Gary Verzani
Webb's Bakery
Weberstown Shopping Mall
Westside Bank
Douglas E. Wilson
Rt. Rv. & Ms. R.M.
Wolterstorff

20.

$13,150

Carla Edwards

Carla Edwards & Assoc.

Before every game listen to Pacific Preview
and after every game listen to Pacific Pressbox
on KJOY

1280 AM

Brought to you by:
California State Automobile Assn. (AAA) • J.F. Donaldson & Sons
Lodi Video Station • Delta Rubber

HOUDOME
recte.tioncenter
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UNIVERSITY FEATURE

BOOSTER PROFILE
Max Paulsen
Loyal, dedicated, energetic—they're
ail words that could aptly describe one
of UOP's truly exceptional boosters,
Max Paulsen.
A supporter of Tiger athletics since
he arrived in Stockton in 1961, the 59year-old Paulsen was an early member
of the Quarterback and Casaba Clubs
and became heavily involved with the
program with the advent of the Pacific
Athletic Foundation (PAF) in the early
'70's.
A PAF member for 11 years, he's a
current member and past president of
that group's Board of Directors. He's
also maintained a particularly keen in
terest in basketball and is presently
serving as president of the Casaba Club
(basketball booster group).
"Max has been a tremendously hard
worker for the program," says PAF
Executive Director Mike Milhaupt. "An
nually, he's one of our top fund raisers
and I think the most important thing
about Max is that the projects he's
taken on and spearheaded have always
been successful—primarily because of
his personal commitment." The most
recent example of Paulsen's ability to

Max Paulsen

see a project through to its successful
completion was the Oct. 16 Casaba
Club Dinner Dance at the Spanos Cen
ter which raised in the neighborhood of
$10,000 for the basketball team.
The same traits that have made
Paulsen's impact on the UOP program
so profound took him to the top of the
life insurance profession.
Born in Lake Andes, South Dakota
and a graduate of Southern State
Teachers
College
(S.D.),
Paulsen

UOP FOOTBALL
IS "LIVE" ON

coached
football,
basketball
and
baseball and taught school for three
years following his graduation. In 1951,
he joined New York Life as an agent and
by 1954 was a General Manager in the
firm's Davenport, Iowa office.
In 1961, he came to Stockton as
General Manager, a post he held for 21
years. For the last 10 years, the
Stockton Office was among the Top 10
in the country (340 general offices) and
during Paulsen's tenure, production in
the Stockton Office soared from $11
million to over $100 million. In 1979, he
received the Chairman of the Board
Trophy, awarded annually to the leader
among all of the company's general
managers.
Paulsen retired in July of 1982 but is
staying on until Dec. 31 as a consultant
in the western part of the country.
Also extremely active in community
affairs, Paulsen is a past president of
the Greater Stockton Chamber of Com
merce and the United Way. He has ser
ved on the Board of St. Mary's High
School and Presentation Church.
He and his wife, Marion, have two
sons, Rick, a recent graduate of and
former basketball star at UOP, and Jim,
a 12-year Air Force veteran.

M&L
MARKETING SERVICES

KJOY (1280 AM)

FOR ALL YOUR
PRINTED SPORTSWEAR NEEDS

For the 15th consecutive
year, KJOY will be your
Tiger football station. Will
Watson and Duane Isetti,
in their seventh and third
seasons, respectively, will
bring you all the action—
at home and on the road.

Caps • Jackets
T-shirts
Complete Uniforms
for
Teams • Clubs • Schools
Events or Businesses

Will Watson

Fast Service • Quality Merchandise
Silk Screen Printing

Broadcasts begin 40 minutes prior to
kick-off and are brought to you by:

951-1643

Fry's Supermarkets
Bank of Stockton • Wendy's
Anheuser-Busch • Prime Rib Inn

5345 N. El Dorado, Suite 6
Stockton
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Improved Library Heads List of UOP Priorities

One of the focal points of any
academic institution is its library. Built
in 1954, University of the Pacific's Irving
Martin Library more than adequately
met the needs of a student body then in
the neighborhood of 1,000.
By 1966, when Wood Memorial Hall,
an addition to the original structure,
was dedicated, the student body popu
lation had jumped to 2,812. Now, some
16 years later, Pacific boasts almost
4,000 undergraduates but much the
same library facility—in many respects,
less than the same because of the
continued growth needed to satisfy
the educational demands of its patrons.
Some of the figures are staggering.
In 1966, the library contained 130,000
volumes and acquired an average 6,000
volumes per year. Today, collections
total more than 400,000 and are in
creasing at a rate of 15,000 per year. In
1966, the library had 1,300 periodical
subscriptions and its budget for books,
periodicals
and
microforms
was
$66,100. Over 3,050 periodicals are now
on the shelves and the library's present
materials budget has skyrocketed to
$361,800.
Seating for 465 was provided when
Wood Memorial Hall was opened.
Amazingly, with the additional space
needed for the constantly-expanding
number of books, periodicals and the
like, only 294 spaces are now available.
The need is obvious but fulfilling that
need will not be easy. Plans for a threestory addition to be named the William
Knox Holt Library (in honor of the son of
Stockton industrialist Benjamin Holt)
have been drawn up and extensive ef
forts are already underway to meet the
$6 million price tag on the new facility,

which would double the existing space
available.
The William Knox Holt Foundation
has pledged $2 million towards the ex
pansion project and additional $500,000
has been pledged by UOP Regent Holt
Atherton, a grandson of Benjamin Holt.
Roy A. Whiteker, Dean of the College
of the Pacific, is heading up a campuswide campaign to help raise money for
the library fund. Aiming to raise $75,000
(to hopefully be matched by various
sources) by the end of the calendar
year, Whiteker and his co-workers have
already collected promises for over
$30,000, some of which will be matched
by Regent Bob Eberhardt and Douglass
Eberhardt.
Whiteker's efforts, which began as a

move within College of the Pacific (the
university's liberal arts school) to solicit
support from those directly affected by
the expansion project, led to similar ac
tions throughout the campus com
munity. He feels it's important that the
students, faculty and staff get involved.
"Our development department will go
out and try to find other contributors,
but it's important that they can show
people that those of us at the school
have shown initiative and interest," said
Whiteker. "With matching pledges, if
we could raise $150,000, well, that's
something that's never been done here
as far as I'm aware."
With the William Knox Holt addition,
stack space would be available for up to
80,000 more volumes, study space
would be upped more than 300 seats
and special provisions would be
provided
to make use
of
new
technology
(including
computers).
Audio visual, music and group-study
seminar areas are planned and a general
feeling of openness (in comparison to
the current tight quarters) would per
vade.
As of October 28, a total of $2,786,143
had been pledged. An additional
$900,000 proposal has been submitted
to the National Endowment for Humani
ties, which according to Whiteker
"has a distinct possibility of becoming
a reality." Indeed, the entire project
is well on its way to becoming a reality.
UOP Athletic Director Elkin "Ike" Isaac,
a member of Whiteker's library com
mittee, sums up the feelings of the
campus.
"The library is vital," he says. "Along
with good teaching, it's the heart of the
educational process."
Anyone wishing to contribute to the
library fund can send their check to the
UOP Development Office and designate
it to the library project.

UOP BASKETBALL, 1982-831982-83 SCHEDULE
Nov.
Dec.

Jan.

Feb.

Mar.

27
2
4
9
11
18
21
23
30
2
6
8
13
15
20
22
27
3
6
10
11
17
19
24
26
3
5
10-12

PORTLAND
at Boise State
at Northern Arizona
WASHINGTON
WEBER STATE
at UC Davis
at Santa Clara
MONTANA
WICHITA STATE
at Houston
*SAN JOSE STATE
*FRESN0 STATE
*at Nevada-Las Vegas
*at Utah State
*CAL STATE FULLERT0N
*UTAH STATE
*at UC Santa Barbara
*at San Jose State
*UC SANTA BARBARA
*NEVADA-LAS VEGAS
at Cal
*at Long Beach State
*at Cal State Fullerton
*at UC Irvine
*at Fresno State
*L0NG BEACH STATE
*UC IRVINE
PCAA Tournament (L.A. Forum)

Home Games in all caps. All home games played at the A.G. Spanos Center
with tip-off at 7:35 P.M , except UCSB (Feb. 6) which will start at 2 P.M.
•Pacific Coast Athletic Association game
For season ticket information, call (209) 946-2474.

O'Neill's Tigers To Be Young, Aggressive
UOP's second year in the fabulous, 6,000-seat A.G. Spanos Center
will also mark the first year of Tom O'Neill's reign as head coach of
the Tigers.
An assistant at Pacific for the last three seasons and, before that,
an ultra-successful head coach at Stockton's St. Mary's High School,
O'Neill's inaugural UOP squad will be young and somewhat short on
experience but "is going to be aggressive, defense-minded and play
very, very hard," according to the new mentor.
O'Neill will be counting on his two seniors—center Steve Howard
and forward Laurence Held—for both production and leadership.
Howard was second in both scoring and rebounding to Matt Waldron
last year while Held has been a three-year starter for the Tigers.
The pair heads up an extremely deep frontcourt that should make
for some interesting battles for starting positions. Howard will com
pete with improving sophomore Dave Karkenny and highly-touted
freshman Andy Franklin in the pivot.
At power forward the Tigers can call on freshman redshirt Rich
Anema, junior Graham Taylor, sophomore Kevin Crabtree and fresh
men Joe Fabian and Franklin, who could play at any of the three front
line spots.
Held tops the list at small forward but will be challenged by the
likes of electrifying sophomore Andy Rodgers, an All-PCCA Fresh
man team pick last year, Weber State transfer Malcolm Davison,
Crabtree and Franklin.
At guard, the starting tandem of John Leidenheimer and Jeff Andrade returns. The former paced the Tigers with 100 assists last year.
Battling those two will be a trio of freshmen—Dean Andretta, Kyle
Pepple and Don Thomas. Overall, the talent looks better in the backcourt but experience will be a bit thin.
O'Neill is hopeful his club can jell quickly because it will be facing
a torturous schedule that includes five teams that went to post
season play in 1981-82 and one, Houston, that made the NCAA Final
Four. The 13-game home slate includes the full complement of PCAA
contests, rounded out this year with conference newcomer NevadaLas Vegas. The non-conference home games will be against Portland,
Washington, Weber State, Montana and nationally-ranked Wichita
State.
Obviously, there's going to be a lot of action at the Spanos Center
this season and you'll want to be part of it. To order season tickets,
call (209) 946-2474. That's Tiger basketball at the Spanos Center.
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New Tiger head coach Tom O'Neill.

The beautiful A.G. Spanos Center, home of Tiger basketball.
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